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READER SERVICES

The Stone Roses properly, you have to
tell four separate stories. Which is what
we’ve done over 26 pages in this issue
of Q. Only once you understand each
individual at the heart of some of the
greatest music of the last 30 years,
do you really see what a remarkable
group they were.

At their swaggering peak, the Roses
were a band of brothers. Yet their personalities never
tessellated neatly together. The taciturn perfectionist,
his righteous, vengeful best mate, a likeable hedonist
and a metalhead who’d grown up tough sounds like a
combustible formula – and it was. For a while the flame
was fierce and brilliant, but eventually conflict and
contempt burned the group down.

With the band preparing for big summer gigs, the world
is waiting to see if they can find that scintillating alchemy
again. For now, though, there’s still a lot to learn about them
– from the dwarves who haunted John Squire to Ian Brown’s
fascination with oranges. It all kicks off on page 35.

Elsewhere, Richard Hawley is in Cash For Questions,
telling tales of mute wrestlers and the day he auditioned
for Morrissey. Lush, Shed Seven and Jesus Jones explain
why they’ve re-engaged with the filthy rock’n’roll business.
And Savages unveil their plans to change your life through
the power of music – handy if you haven’t been bothered to
make any New Year’s resolutions of your own.

Enjoy the issue.

MATT MASON, SENIOR EDITOR ( @MattMason_)
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Welcome to a year’s worth of musical 
attractions, featuring a star-studded 

cast including U2, Metallica,  
Kanye West, The Rolling Stones  

and a lot more…



Kanye
West
finally
unveils
SWISH

YEEZY DOES IT

“IT’S EXPRESSING 
WHAT I’M FEELING. 
THE THOUGHTS AND 
PERSPECTIVES 
THAT I’VE AMASSED 
SINCE YOU GUYS 
HEARD ME LAST.” 
Kanye West

irst announced in March 2015 
with the title So Help Me God, 
Kanye West’s seventh studio 
album has since, in typical 
Kanye fashion, taken on near-

mythical status. As rumoured release dates 
for the follow-up to 2013’s Yeezus have 
come and gone, not to mention a title 
change, to SWISH, expectations have 
ratcheted steadily upward. One desperate 
fan was even moved to start a petition to the 
White House demanding the album be 
released last August, on the grounds that, 
“Kanye West has kept us thirsty too long.”

The petition underscored the fact that 
while West has hardly been silent this year, 
demand currently exceeds supply for an 
artist who has in recent years outgrown the 
description “rapper”, and can now call on 
Paul McCartney for collaborative input.

When asked by Q how SWISH would 
sound, West described it as having more 
“joy” than the more confrontational Yeezus. 
“[It’s] just expressing what I’m feeling,”  
he says. “A collection of the sounds and 
melodies, samples and drums… the thoughts 
and feelings and perspectives that I’ve 
amassed since you guys heard me last.”

McCartney looks set to feature on at least 
two of SWISH’s reported 17 tracks when it 
finally  appears in 2016: Only One, a soulful 
ode to West’s daughter North and the grime-
inspired All Day. As for the remainder, West 
has premiered a bewildering variety of tracks 
in the past year, from Rihanna collaboration 
FourFiveSeconds (which McCartney again 
had a hand in) to his guest spot on Houston 
rapper Travi$ Scott’s Piss On Your Grave.

Two other new tracks were debuted at 
Yeezy fashion events – Wolves, which fuses 
minimal electronica with Australian pop 
diva Sia, and the Chicago house-flavoured 
Fade, featuring R&B singer Ty Dolla $ign.

As for when SWISH will be released, a 
few glimpses have leaked out from Kanye’s 
inner circle, with Travi$ Scott stating last 
October that, “[The] Ye album is coming 
very soon. It’s lit.” Words sure to fire fans’ 
hopes, but the prediction of long-time 
producer Mike Dean is probably more 
realistic: “Whenever Kanye says it’s done, 
it’s done.” The wait looks set to be worth it. 

RUPERT HOWE
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I
t’s been close to five
years since PJ Harvey’s
last LP, the towering
Let England Shake,
so anticipation is high

for her ninth album, due in the
spring. Although it’s been the
longest gap between records in
her career, Harvey has hardly
been idle. After guest editing
Radio 4’s Today programme
and receiving an MBE, last
year she staged Recording In
Progress, a studio-sessions-cum-
art-installation at London’s
Somerset House, where the
public were allowed to view her
making the upcoming record
from behind one-way-glass.

After remotely writing about
war zones so affectingly on Let
England Shake, Harvey decided
to visit Kosovo, Afghanistan  
and the Western power hub of 
Washington, DC to inspire her 
latest songs and The Hollow  
Of The Hand, her recent book  
of poetry in collaboration with 
photographer Seamus Murphy. 

Travelling in Afghanistan, 

Murphy admits, was a brave and 
potentially dangerous move for 
the singer to make. “I worked out 
a way where it was possible to 
take her around with calculated 
risks and in a low-key manner,” 
he tells Q. “Washington made 
sense as it’s the place where 
decisions and policies are  
made on the fate of places like 
Kosovo and Afghanistan.” 

Songs aired at the two-night, 
multi-media performance of The 
Hollow Of The Hand at the Royal 
Festival Hall in October revealed 
that the upcoming album is 
likely to be very special. Some 
tracks fit with Harvey’s garagey 
rock sound of old – The Velvet 
Underground-inspired The 
Wheel, depicting an empty 
playground with lyrics about 
“28,000” children vanishing in 
Kosovo, and the military beat-
driven Chain Of Keys, about  
a woman there still acting as 
guard for the houses of her  
long-disappeared neighbours. 
Others tracks echo the ’60s, 
particularly the pumping 
Mellotron and time-travelling 
lyric of The Orange Monkey and 
the strident quasi-protest song 
Near The Memorials Of Vietnam 
And Lincoln. 

A likely single is The Ministry 
Of Social Affairs, a thrillingly 
dirty, thumping blues that rides 
along on the back of a sample of 
Jerry McCain And His Upstarts’ 
1956 track That’s What They 
Want. Elsewhere, there are 
lovely, yearning melodies to  
be found in Dollar Dollar and 
River Anacostia, the latter built 
on a repeated hookline of, 
“God’s gonna travel the water.”

Around the same time as the 
release of the album, a feature-
length film documenting the 
project, directed by Murphy, will 
also be released, centring around 
the Somerset House recording 
sessions and the pair’s intrepid 
travels. “I think seeing a place 
first-hand cannot be equalled,” 
says Murphy. “If that wasn’t the 
case, why would journalists risk 
so much to go to wars and 
frontlines and places of danger? 
So this, I personally think, has 
entered her work.”

Given the experiences  
that fed into it, PJ Harvey is 
returning with a compelling tale 
to tell. TOM DOYLE

“SEEING A PLACE 
FIRST-HAND CANNOT 
BE EQUALLED.”  
Seamus Murphy, PJ Harvey collaborator

PJ Harvey’s  
war zone-inspired 
masterpiece

OUR WOMAN IN THE FIELD

PJ Harvey at London’s 
Royal Festival Hall, 2015.

THE LAST SHADOW 

PUPPETS

Alex Turner and Miles Kane have 

completed the follow-up to 2008’s The 

Age Of The Understatement. Produced 

by James Ford and with string 

arrangements by Arcade Fire man Owen 

Pallett, it reportedly expands their first 

album’s Scott Walker-inspired sound.

PLAN B

Ben Drew is working on the 

successor to 2012’s ill Manors. 

Drew reports that it will not 

be The Ballad Of Belmarsh, 

his long mooted hip-hop 

sequel to breakthrough album 

The Defamation Of Strickland 

Banks, however.

JAMES BLAKE

The South London producer is 

putting the finishing touches 

to the follow-up to Mercury 

Prize-winning Overgrown. 

Tentatively titled Radio 

Silence, Blake has previously 

reported that it will feature 

Kanye West and Bon Iver.



att Healy is sipping red
wine backstage at the
Brighton Dome and
discussing The 1975’s
forthcoming second
album, the somewhat

unwieldy-titled I Like It When You Sleep,
For You Are So Beautiful Yet So Unaware
Of It. “The one thing I knew was I wanted
it to be an obvious evolution,” says the
frontman. “Our favourite records, especially
sophomore records, are always the ones
that are like a distillation of the previous one.
So the idea was to take everything that was
great and make it feel like this was the only
natural evolution we could’ve come to.”

Certainly there is nothing on this new
record that would scare away fans of their
self-titled 2013 debut. And it had, after all,
a lot of fans. An eclectic musical trawl
through tales of youth and sex and synthy
romance, it debuted at Number 1 in the UK,
duly racked up platinum sales and made

Healy, drummer George Daniel, guitarist
Adam Hann and bassist Ross MacDonald
stars in the US.

Yet while that album flitted wilfully from
electro-pop to Streets-style semi-rap, the
influences have shifted this time with Scritti
Politti, Peter Gabriel, Nick Heyward and even
Johnny Hates Jazz nestling up close to
Prince, Michael Jackson and Spiritualized.
For a band who grew up in the ’90s, there is
certainly a remarkable taste of the artists who
coloured the decade before. Healy attributes
it to a craving for “the feeling of that time –
when pop music wasn’t so encumbered
with self-awareness and cynicism. When you
had big pop records that were allowed to be
really commercially successful.”

The singer is keen to stress the aesthetic
shift of these new songs. The neon pink
and pastel shades of the artwork can be
heard in the music too, a kick against the
monochromatic aesthetic of the first album,
for which the artwork, videos, press shots

NEW ADVENTURES IN SYNTH-POP

The 1975 party
like it’s 1985

and band outfits were all black and white.  
“It was one of the first decisions I made,” he 
explains. “Pink was the opposite thing I could 
think of, and with that rule it set a vocabulary 
for me to start thinking about songs.”

There is still a similar lyrical palette  
to their debut. Healy can do the winsome 
teen pin-up spiel of talking about “posting 
pictures on the internet” and the perils  
of dating American pop stars (that’ll be  
brief squeeze Taylor Swift), but he’s also 
retained an appealing lack of filter – 
discussing psychological difficulties,  
drugs, his mother actress Denise Welch’s 
post-natal depression and the death of  
his grandmother. 

It’s the sense of sonic adventure that 
makes this album really fascinating, though. 
Half of the material was written in the studio 
and this has evidently encouraged a sense of 
exploration. Across its 17-track run we have 
everything from gospel choirs and organ 
drones through to synthesized bleeps and 
squiggles, acoustic ballads and thuggish, 
head-butting pop. Healy’s voice, meanwhile, 
ranges wildly from the glottal stopped punk 
to exquisite falsetto.

Debuting a selection of new songs on 
stage that night, the delirious reaction they 
receive suggests his evolutionary instincts 
have been proved right. LAURA BARTON

“A sense of sonic adventure.”  
The 1975 (from left, Ross 
MacDonald, Adam Hann,  
Matt Healy, George Daniel).
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Biffy Clyro battle
their demons re it
th r ck r le ook

ne year ago, Biffy Clyro went into
hibernation. Nearly derailed by
drummer Ben Johnston’s
alcoholism, the writing of 2013’s
Opposites almost tore the Ayrshire
trio apart. Opting to swap boozing
for sonic excess when it came

to recording, they threw Mariachi bands, full
orchestras and even bagpipes at a ferocious
double LP that became their first Number 1

album. Though its scale and success
dismantled any doubts about their ambitions,
today frontman Simon Neil jokes that perhaps
making a double LP was a “stupid” idea.

After its release, Neil, Johnston and his
bassist twin brother James battled through
Ben’s recovery post-alcoholism and Neil’s
ongoing depression. They played London’s
O2 Arena and bowed out to a career pinnacle
topping the Reading and Leeds bills in 2013,
yet old demons lurked throughout. Shows

were cancelled and the more they toured,
the looser Neil’s grip on reality became.

“It’s fucking horrible the way life punches
you in the gut,” he says, sat at a roadside café
in LA where the band have decamped again
to start recording. “I had a bit of a nervous
breakdown.” After making Opposites in LA’s
The Village studio, Biffy retreated back home
to Scotland in order to “get well”. Rekindling
their friendships outside band duties, all
three “remembered what real life is”. Today,
Neil is all smiles, resembling a svelte nephew
of Rick Rubin. “I’ve started meditating twice
a day,” he says, his wispy beard all tangled.
“I do yoga. I’m back in control of my mind.

For the first time in my life I feel like I’ve got
to the root of who I really am.”

In order to write their currently untitled
seventh LP, Neil shut himself away at home.
“There the songs flow out because I feel… not
like a loser, but I’m more my vulnerable self.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not sitting going [he
hugs himself] ‘Oh no, who am I?’ But a coat of
armour falls off.” Early attempts at Biffy
Clyro songs weren’t up to scratch, so Neil
splurged out a purely electronic solo record,
under the moniker ZZC. The first track To
The Bone, a piano-led dark lullaby, appeared
on Zane Lowe’s 2014 rescoring of the movie
Drive. “Then myself, Benny and James went,

GREAT SCOTS!

“IT’S F**KING HORRIBLE
THE WAY LIFE PUNCHES
YOU IN THE GUT.” Simon Neil
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Hello, Tinie, you’re
in Dubai currently.
Are you staying in
the tallest hotel in
the world? 
“I wish. Maybe when 
the new album’s out, 
higher heights to 
climb! I’m here for 
the F1 weekend, I’m 
good friends with 
Lewis Hamilton.  
Is there anyone  
I don’t know? Well, 
I’ve being doing this 
a while now…” 
Ah, your imminent 
third album. 
What’s the vibe? 
“Basically, I’m 27 
now. I brought out 
[Number 1 single] 
Pass Out when I was 
21, it all went 
tremendously well 
[overview of entire 
career ensues...] What 
does it sound like? 
Very nostalgic,  
to genres that
influenced me
growing up. The UK
doesn’t get enough
credit for grime,
drum’n’bass,
dubstep… [entire
history of British
dance music
ensues...]”
Tinie, please, give
me a handful of
words to describe
the sound.
“A British feel!
Electronic, grime,
hip-hop, many epic,
colossal bangers! I
can’t compare it to
anything, I’m in a
predicament.”
Does it have a
title?
“Still a secret!
Song titles?
Ooh la la,
Do You Feel
Alight? is
one. The

main lyrical theme is
The Ladies. I’ve been
surrounded by a lot
of beautiful women
recently: [recent 
collaborators] Jess 
Glynne and Katy B. 
Nicole Scherzinger 
on Bring The Noise 
[Sky 1’s comedy and 
music show starring 
Tinie, Scherzinger  
and Ricky Wilson].  
So yeah… girls!” 
It’s a sex LP, then.
“No, I’ve not got to 
the R Kelly stage yet!”
What else is 
happening in 2016?
“Touring. A [mixtape 
sideline] Junk Food 
documentary. We’re 
doing [weekly pool 
party] Disturbing 
Ibiza again. Last 
summer we did 13 
weeks, we had Snoop 
Dogg DJ.”
Was Snoop trying 
to flog you his own
brand of weed?
“No, but I saw it on
his Instagram – is
there anything this
guy doesn’t do!?
He’s blazing a trail. If
he doesn’t go to jail
for it!”

WHAT’S WRONG 

WITH BEING SEXY?

Tinie Tempah’s 
set of “ladies”- 
inspired dance 
bangers

Biffy Clyro: 
mucking about 

“like 14-year-olds” 
in their rehearsal 

space, Los Angeles, 
November 2015.

‘Let’s make a fucking record!’” The trio 
mucked about like “14-year-olds”, working 
out material five days a week for six 
months in their practice room. 

Recording starts in LA this month with 
producer Rich Costey (The Mars Volta, 
Chvrches, Vampire Weekend) with the 
aim of evolving their sound beyond 
Opposites’s sprawling rock.

“Everyone’s tearing up the rule books,” 
says Simon. “Look at [Kanye West’s] 
Yeezus, Rihanna, [experimental hip-hop 
group] Death Grips. I hope there’s a group 
of kids out there doing something that’ll 
make rock make sense again. If not it’ll 
have to be Biffy: rewired.” Neil cites Tears 
For Fears’ Songs From The Big Chair, 
Venezuelan DJ Arca and black metal band 
Deafheaven as influences while talking up 
an electro-punk track featuring “horrible 
drum machines”. Another song, Herex, 

mixes metal drumming with reggae. 
Wolves Of Winter sounds fit for Game Of 
Thrones (“think Shellac meets pop”), 
while On A Bang contains the line, “Don’t 
fuck with mother nature”. Q wonders if 
Biffy Clyro have made their LA-infused 
hippy record. Neil agrees, “Maybe this is 
our Mother Earth record.”

Though Neil notes with a smile that, 
“this could be the greatest or worst thing 
ever made,” talk quickly turns to “the best 
record we’ve ever fucking done” and a 
desire to play “Wembley fucking stadium”. 
That could be the frontman’s vulnerability 
masked as bragging, of course. 

“When I see people with my lyrics 
tattooed on them, that’s why we put 
pressure on ourselves. You gotta aspire  
to things,” he says. In that case, Biffy fans 
best prepare for some irreversible changes. 
EVE BARLOW
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Tinie Tempah: 
getting nostalgic. 



ua Lipa is currently toying with calling
her debut album The House That Fell
On The Wicked Witch. “The house
is me,” she explains. “I’ve always
had a fantasy of being that house.
Anything bad that happens, I can
stop happening. When I see myself
as the house, I feel like I’m the one
that can make things happen.”

In fairness she’s already scheduled to land on 2016’s
pop scene like a ton of bricks. Last year saw the 20-year-
old singer pick up early fans by drip-feeding a series of
low-key releases, like ebullient synthscape Be The One,
along with atmospheric, personality-laden videos.
“The point,” she says, “was to be myself, have fun and
do what the fuck I wanted.” A worthy aim, but it’s now
all about unleashing the squirrelled-away smashes.

Recorded with FKA twigs producer Emile Haynie
and Miike Snow’s Andrew Wyatt, tunes such as
dramatic, full-throated banger Hotter Than Hell –
which packs the kind of chorus Gaga would kill for –
position Dua Lipa as UK pop’s next big obsession.
She has the personality to back it up, too, combining
Marina & The Diamonds’ ornate visual style with
Rihanna’s get-out-of-my-way attitude.

Raised in London, she moved to Kosovo with her
family in her early teens, then back to London at 15 to
live with friends. After working the door at nightclubs
she turned heads after being cast in a TV ad, but her
breakthrough came when she signed with the
management company that guided Lana Del Rey to
fame. Ever since, she’s been working on songs that
depict “a teenager’s life – but the real thing, because
sometimes you have to talk about the shit stuff.” So
Hotter Than Hell is “a fuck-you to someone who hurt
me”, while Bad Together sounds like a cross between
Pink and Tove Lo and “is about finding common
ground in a relationship, regardless of what bad things
someone’s done.” Is common ground easy to find?
“Well,” she admits, “it’s about having great sex.”

Dua Lipa is now finishing the LP and preparing for
her first live dates. As for her ultimate goal? “World
domination!” is the answer. “I’m joking,” she adds, but
the look in her eyes gives her away. PETER ROBINSON

Dua Lipa: UK pop’s
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SYNTH-POP BANGERS AHOY!

Shawl thing:
get ready to fall

for Dua Lipa.
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T
here’s plenty to be excited about
in a new album from one of the
most extraordinary pop artists
of the digital era, but Lady Gaga’s
fans – still in their millions – are

undecided on the codename for Mother Monster’s
yet-to-be-titled forthcoming album. Some are
going for LG6, but it could be LG5 (if you exclude
2014’s Tony Bennett duets album), or LG4 if
you also reject the album status of The Fame
Monster, the eight-track Bad Romance-boasting
collection released as a postscript to debut album
The Fame, and which propelled Gaga to imperial
phase status in 2009.

Thankfully, details are less confusing when it
comes to the album’s collaborators. A year ago
Giorgio Moroder announced that he was due to
work on the album; last November Lily Allen also
revealed Mark Ronson’s involvement in a brilliantly
Lily Allen-like fashion, telling reporters at a
showbiz event: “I was meant to be in the studio
with Mark Ronson in the morning, but he cancelled
on me because Gaga’s there.”

Nile Rodgers is also in the frame, but most
excitingly for fans – and for anyone who’s drifted
away from Gaga’s endeavours since The Fame
Monster – she’s tweeted several photos of herself

back in the studio with RedOne, the producer with
whom she created Poker Face and Bad Romance.

While not quite make or break, this will be
a pivotal album for Gaga. After the relatively
muted commercial response to 2013’s ARTPOP,
2016 is the year in which she’ll either regain her
throne, or confront the harsh realities of permanent
abdication. Speaking last year, RedOne was what
you might call reasonably optimistic: “We’re
just going to work on writing songs,” he said,
“until we get hopefully the best album of the
decade.” PETER ROBINSON
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Can Lady Gaga
regain her
pop crown?
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P
erhaps the only place
the record industry is
doing better than ever is

on telly. After the blockbuster
success of music-biz soap opera
Empire, Baz Luhrmann is
working on The Get Down, a
Netflix series about the birth of
hip-hop, and Terence Winter
(Boardwalk Empire, The Wolf Of
Wall Street) has just wrapped
the first series of Vinyl, which
debuts on Sky Atlantic in
February with a pilot directed by
Martin Scorsese. Vinyl has been

close to Scorsese’s rock-loving
heart since 2006 when he
and co-producer Mick Jagger
conceived a Casino-style
movie spanning 40 years of the
industry. The movie evolved into
a 10-episode series focusing on a
New York record label, American
Century, in the era of punk, disco
and avalanches of cocaine.
Boardwalk Empire’s Bobby
Cannavale stars as American
Century’s president Richie

Finestra, alongside Olivia Wilde
and Juno Temple. Real-life
characters such as Lou Reed
mingle with invented ones
like punk singer Kip Stevens,
played by Jagger’s son James.
The trailers promise gigs, drugs,
guns and monologues about
the importance of rock’n’roll.
As Richie Finestra says of his
favourite music, “It’s fast, it’s
dirty, it smashes you over the
head.” DORIAN LYNSKEY

GOODFELLAS MEETS THE MUSIC BIZ

Martin
Scorsese’s
Vinyl
comes to
the small
screen

M.I.A.

For next album 

Matahdatah, each song 

will be accompanied by 

a video directed by 

M.I.A. and shot in a 

different country which 

will eventually form the 

record. “It’s a full-length 

LP and film experience 

about borders,” says  

the singer.

ROYAL BLOOD

Hoping to emulate the 

huge success of their 

debut, South Coast 

drums-and-bass duo 

have started work on 

their second album.

FLEETWOOD 

MAC

It looks likely 

Fleetwood Mac will be 

putting out a new – and 

possibly final – LP. An 

EP of new material was 

released in 2013 before 

vocalist and songwriter 

Christine McVie 

rejoined the band.

CHARLI XCX

Managing to find 

downtime between 

writing pop smashes 

for other people and 

touring 2014’s Sucker, 

Charli XCX is holed up 

in an LA studio working 

on her next solo album.

LISTEN WITH MOTHER MONSTER

Sex, drugs and 
polyester: the 

cast of Vinyl.

Reborn this way: 
Lady Gaga gets 
ready to silence 
the doubters. 



t’s 9am on a sunny morning
in LA and Van McCann,
excitable frontman from
Catfish And The Bottlemen, 
has summoned Q for a cuppa.

With his hair shorn and 
casually slicked back he now 
resembles a proper rock-star-
in-waiting. Aside from the 
glorious LA climate, there 

may be another reason for the change.
“I think I’ve found my soulmate,” he says 

with a grin. This, it transpires, is not a C-list 
movie star he picked up on Sunset Strip, but 
Dave Sardy, the American producer of the 
band’s forthcoming second album. Their 
unique bond is somewhat offbeat. “If I do  
a shitty take,” McCann explains, “Sardy’ll  
be standing there, shaking his fist with 
knuckledusters on. One time, he was waving
this penknife at me. He’s a total madman!”

This bizarre affair started after McCann
realised Sardy’s CV (Oasis, Primal Scream)
was filled with some of his favourite music.
When his label asked who should produce
the follow-up to the band’s gold-certified
debut The Balcony, only one name was in the
hat. Problem was, Sardy had semi-retired
from rock, in favour of film scoring. 

To lure him back, the ever-effusive 
23-year-old sent the producer an 11-song
demo, with just himself on acoustic guitar,

I’ll give him a royalty cheque in return.
It’s got Vodafone advert written all over it.”  
He spots a billboard across the street.  
“Or Verizon, that’s the company out here”. 

Other songs include Emily, named after 
his publishing company boss, and album 
closer Outside, which includes the line “you 
used to smother me in lippy”. “Sardy was like, 
‘What the fuck is ‘lippy’, man? You think 
Americans are gonna understand that?’” 
recalls the singer. “‘What d’ya wanna sell  
– 40 thousand or 40 million? I know how to  
do that. You’ve sold trucks full of records, I’ve 
sold warehouses full of trucks full of records!’”

Van’s outspoken mentor has clearly been 
reinvigorated by the band’s enthusiastic vibe. 
“Most of the time, he’s up, going, ‘[when 

playing this material live] the women are 
gonna be crying, man, and the dudes are 
gonna be taking their shirts off…’”

Once they’d completed the backing 
tracks, Sardy was so protective of the music 
that, for playback purposes, he equipped 
McCann with a cassette deck, and a tape 
marked, “Kenny G Blackfoot”, to throw any 
potential bootleggers off the scent. Due in 
May, the frontman is definitely aiming for the 
stars with this still untitled second record.

“I feel like the last album was the support 
band, or even the soundcheck,” he says, “and 
this one’s the headliner. There is no limit,  
it’s unstoppable!” ANDREW PERRY

introducing each track, then playing it.
“The first song was Seven, and I started,
like, ‘Right, Dave, this one’s about coming
to America for the first time, so I want it to  
sound like we’re driving up the freeway in a 
Cadillac, me and you are having a big smoke 
in the back, and then the bridge comes – 
imagine Revolver by The Beatles and T.Rex 
backing vocals…’”

After a whirlwind ascent in 2015, McCann 
wrote the songs over one weekend, sat on the 
washing machine in his cottage in Chester, 
unloading a backlog of material he’d been 
stockpiling in his head on tour. 

One tune, Oxygen, was built around a line 
donated to him by Dale Norton, singer with 
Canterbury psych-rockers Broken Hands. “It 
goes, ‘Oxygen’s overrated, I don’t even need 
to breathe’. I said, ‘Gimme that, I’ll make it a 
hit’, so Dale gave it to me for my birthday, and
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 “THE LAST 
ALBUM WAS 

THE SUPPORT 
ACT. THIS  

ONE IS THE 
HEADLINER” 

Van McCann

Catfish And The 
Bottlemen attempt to 
take over the world

A VAN WITH A PLAN

“It’s unstoppable!” Catfish 
And The Bottlemen (from left) 

Bob Hall, Johnny Bond, Van 
McCann and Benji Blakeway. 
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he alternative
R&B boom
has been
one of this
decade’s
most exciting

musical developments, offering
a genre-warping, skewed take on
its namesake’s soulful groove.
Yet, from Frank Ocean to The
Weeknd, its stars have been
almost exclusively North
American. Nao looks set to
change that in 2016.

The 27-year-old Londoner’s
brand of “wonky funk” melds the
high-pitched quiver of her voice
with a jerky club aesthetic and
shape-shifting sonic palette.

Her two EPs to date (So Good
in 2014 and last year’s February
15) won instant acclaim,
cemented by the brilliant new
single Bad Blood, a sleek thump
which relates a dissolving
childhood friendship with a
dreamy vocal and dramatic
synth stabs.

Nao – a slight tweak to her
given name, Néo Joshua – came
late to songwriting. Having
found she could get paid for
singing (“I didn’t even know that
was possible!”), she’d happily
settled into session and back-up
work for acts, including Pulp,
while giving music lessons to
kids. Sitting down to write debut
So Good’s smokey, shuffling,
bumpily upbeat title track, she
found herself countering her
instinct for a darker sound with a
keen pop sensibility that recalls
’90s R&B stars such as TLC
and Janet Jackson.

“Isn’t it easier to moan?
Maybe it’s a British thing,” she
says with a laugh, sat in a café in
South East London. “When

“I’M NOT
THE TYPE
OF ARTIST
YOU’LL SEE
IN THE
TOP 40
SINGLES.”
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MOVE OVER FRANK OCEAN

How Nao 
gave R&B 
a British 
makeover 

you’re writing happy tunes they 
can come off as a bit cheesy, but 
darker has more of a soundscape, 
sonically it’s more interesting. I 
can easily fall into that dark stuff, 
so I make a conscious effort to 
make things a bit more fun.” 

Nao grew up in a busy  
house in Walthamstow with  
her social worker mum and  
four half-siblings. Music was  

a constant, whether R&B, garage 
or her mum’s gospel. Although 
her music reveals traces of her 
former college-level studies in 
jazz, she worries the genre’s  
too “intricate” for a wide 
audience – “I’ve done jazz gigs 
and there have been three  
people in the room.” 

Rather, she seeks to emulate 
personal favourites like Ocean, 

Little Dragon and James Blake –
successful artists who thrive on
albums. “I don’t know if I’m the
type of artist you’ll see in the  
Top 40 singles,” she says. “I like 
those artists cos they’ve built 
their own worlds. It’s a journey.” 
With Nao’s first album looking 
likely to arrive in early summer,  
this particular journey has only 
just started. STEVE YATES 

Nao – that’s what I call 
music: the former Néo 

Joshua is playing  
the long game.

YOUR NEW  FAVOURITE  ACT #2



GORILLAZ

Damon Albarn and Jamie

Hewlett have started

work on the follow-up

proper to 2010’s Plastic

Beach. “It’s going very

well,” reports the

cartoonist, “I’m very

excited. I don’t want to

say too much about it.”

JAMIE T

After the success of

2014’s comeback album

Carry On The Grudge, the

South London troubadour

is currently in the studio

writing songs for a slated

2016 release.

RED HOT CHILI
PEPPERS

With a string of festival

dates already booked, the

funk-rock veterans are

readying their first album

since I’m With You in 2011.

According to guitarist

Josh Klinghoffer, the band

have been stockpiling

new songs since 2014.

LILY ALLEN

The singer is currently

putting the finishing

touches to her fourth

studio album. Last

summer Allen teased

a clip of a new, hip-hop

leaning song, You’re

Onto Me.

Johnny
Marr
Title TBC
(Century, due autumn)

When The Smiths split,
Marr was just 24. It was
a staggering hot streak,
but for years after, he
existed on the sidelines,
only recently stepping
centre stage and
coming to terms with
his catalogue. While
Morrissey spent most
of his 2013 memoirs
blame-shifting and
droning
court ca
through
as if it was an
inconve Marr’s
book sh some
way to ex ng the
musical alchemy at play
throug
career,
The Sm
Do exp
to dismiss some/most/
all of what he says.
Don’t expect:
the ending to
be, “And that’s
why we’re
re-forming
The Smiths.”

Brian
Wilson
I Am Brian
Wilson
(Hodder & Stoughton,

due October)

For his second
autobiography,
Wilson has taken
what his publisher
is calling “an
unconventional…
structure”,
with family
members
and other

musicians chiming in
alongside him. Which
seems fitting. Deaf in
one ear, a tyrannical
father, the death of his
brothers, competing
with The Beatles and
Phil Spector, a drug-
accelerated breakdown
leading to total retreat
from public life, critical
rehabilitation – Wilson
has lived several, often
incomprehensible,
lives at once.
Do expect: a lesson

ivity and
your soul.
t: an

admission that Mike
about

Tom
Watkins
Let’s Make Lots Of
Money: Escapades
Of A Rich, Fat, Gay,
Lucky Bastard
(Virgin Books, due March)

Before Simon Cowell
there was a long history
of music Svengalis
who were often more
interesting than
the acts they were
managing/creating.
Watkins was
instrumental in the

et
an
s e

charts with music that
di e
“s f
“h btext”.
Watkins cavorted in
the spotlight as much
as his charges did,
a pop hand grenade
who didn’t care how
much collateral
damage he caused.
Do expect: defiance
and swearing.
Don’t expect:

hand-wringing and
lengthy mea culpas.

Brix
Smith-
Start
The Rise, The
Fall & The Rise
(Faber & Faber,

due March)

The best
autobiographies of
recent years have
tended to be by
women – Kim

Gordon and Viv
Albertine, to name
but two – and Smith-
Start’s memoirs
should be their equal.
Born in Hollywood,
she left there to move
to Prestwich. Moving
country is said to
be one of the most
stressful things you
can do but that doesn’t
factor in then joining
The Fall or marrying
Mark E Smith. Brix
Smith did both, lasting
a decade in the most
combustible band
on the planet, later
fleeing from music to

re

Do expect: the
most detailed account
yet of Mark E Smith’s
domestic life.
Don’t expect:
salacious revelations
about her fashion telly
co-star Gok Wan.

Moby
Porcelain
(Faber & Faber, due June)

Christian, vegan,
techno-making,
eco-activist, willing to
license every track from
his massive Play album
to ads, working with his
pick of stars (Michael
Jackson, David Bowie,
Guns N’ Roses, Britney
Spears), Moby is the
ultimate contrary
nerd made good.
Do expect: good tea
recommendations.
Don’t expect:
a tally of all the famous
people he’s brushed
past with his exposed
todger (having once
told Q this was his party
trick, he now denies it).
EAMONN FORDE

READER ME

Word-Smith: Johnny
Marr is readying his
memoirs for 2016.

Rock
autobiography  
galore!
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NOT AUTOMATICALLY COMING

 TO AN IPHONE NEAR YOU

demands the album be ready by the autumn.
If there’s a precedent, then it’s 1993’s

Zooropa, the Achtung Baby sequel that U2

finished during the Zoo TV tour. “I know
[producer, Brian] Eno would love to see us
making albums a bit more like that,” says the
Edge. “Where we go, ‘You know what? We’re
not going to second-guess any of this. Let’s
just go for it.’ I think there’s a quality you get
when there’s a certain momentum to the
process.” He added that U2 could probably
finish recording the existing songs in “four to
six weeks” but needed to write some more.

Last year, Bono played Q four new songs
in various states of completion. Instrument
Flying had a sleek, motorik quality; The Little
Things That Give You Away was vibrantly
anthemic; Much More Better was a deeply
personal acoustic demo about Bono’s
recovery from his bike accident; and the

 W
henever Bono has talked
about U2’s forthcoming
album Songs Of
Experience, he’s added a
caveat. As he told Q last

year, “I’m not the best at predicting things.”
Indeed, 2014’s Songs Of Innocence took far
longer than expected, while Songs Of Ascent,
originally mooted as a companion album to
No Line On The Horizon back in 2009, still
hasn’t materialised. “We’re really optimistic
that we’re on top of our game and we can
finish this one quickly,” Adam Clayton tells
Q, “but you never know until you get under
the bonnet and get the screwdriver out.”

As soon as Bono latched on to the idea
of William Blake’s 1789 poetry collection
Songs Of Innocence And Of Experience,
he committed the band to delivering two
albums. In fact, the Innocence + Experience
tour, currently on hold, was scheduled on
that basis. “The intention was always that
we started on the Innocence album and go
through to the Experience album,” says
Clayton. “We’ll start the show up with
additional material towards the end of the
year. We like the idea that there’s a rounding
of the circle.” The second half of the tour

“THERE’S A REASON WHY
THE GREAT GROUPS MADE
THEIR BEST ALBUMS IN 
AND AROUND TOURING.” Bono

U2 deliver songs 
of experience

Are you experienced?  
U2 gearing up for  

the new LP.

tense, heavy Civilisation sounded like a 
surefire album opener. Bono described Larry 
Mullen’s colossal drum roll in the middle of 
the song as “my favourite bit on a U2 album 
in years.” He also previewed an untitled, riff-
heavy song related to Songs Of Innocence’s 
Volcano, mentioned the titles Landlady  
and Where The Shadows Fall, and said  
that the producers so far included Slaves’ 
producer Jolyon Thomas and Andy Barlow  
of electronic duo Lamb. Elsewhere, he has 
talked about songs called Red Flag Day and 
Get Out Of Your Own Way.

Bono said the album benefited from his 
accident, because recuperation meant that 
the only work he could do was songwriting. 
“The gift of it was that I had time to write 
while in the mentality that you get to at the 
end of an album,” he said. “There is a reason 
why all the great groups made their best 
albums while in and around touring, because 
the ideas have to come out of your head.” 

Last October, Bono told Entertainment 
Weekly that U2 had finished around 18 songs 
from which they would choose a dozen. He 
described the new material’s mood as “very 
epic. It’s very up. And, you know, that’s 
probably what the experience has taught us: 
to be fully in the moment and that fun is 
respected, and joy is not to be let go of.”  
But the album is also likely to have its soul-
searching moments. During interviews for 
Songs Of Innocence, Bono enjoyed reciting 
the lyrics to a key song called The Morning 
After Innocence: “Lead me in the way I 
should go/I’m running out of chances to 
blow.” He explained, “The older protagonist 
is asking the younger one for help.”

In U2 world, deadlines are malleable  
and songs change all the time but after the 
epic slog of Songs Of Innocence the band 
seem determined to work faster. “We’re  
all culpable for taking a while,” Bono  
told Q. “But that can’t go on.” He’s even 
talked about finally finishing Songs Of 
Ascent, making it the third album in a 
“Songs” trilogy, but that might be one 
prediction too far. DORIAN LYNSKEY
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M83

The electronic group’s

leader Anthony

Gonzalez has completed

work on the follow-up

to 2011’s Hurry Up,

We’re Dreaming.

PRIMAL

SCREAM

Recorded in Sweden

and London, Primal

Scream’s 11th studio

album, Chaosmosis,

is out in March.

THE BLACK

EYED PEAS

After going on hiatus in

2011, The Black Eyed

Peas have regrouped in

the studio to work on

new music to coincide

with the 20th

anniversary of the

band. “We’re going to

have new music. We’ll

have new experiences.

I don’t want to call

them albums, but

experiences,” reports

Will.I.Am.

SKY FERREIRA

Despite the long wait 

for her debut, Night 

Time, My Time, Sky 

Ferreira releases the 

follow-up this year. 

Called Masochism, the 

album features work 

with Primal Scream’s 

Bobby Gillespie and 

Andrew Innes.

 O
nstage at 
London’s  
100 Club, Yak 
frontman Olly 
Burslem is dry 

humping a synthesizer to the 
sound of squalling feedback. He 
hurls his guitar to the ground, 
heaves a large organ into the 
crowd, then rugby tackles 
drummer Elliot Rawson to 
the ground. It’s an arresting 
showstopper to a set that 
sounded like The Jon Spencer 

   e 

Enter the ferociously 
unpredictable world of Yak

Stooges out for a fight. Yet 
anyone turning up to the next 
show expecting more of the same 
would have been in for a surprise.

Adhering to a strict “no
setlists” policy, no two Yak
shows are the same. One night 
might present a frenetic garage 
rock ramalama, the next a heady 
prog-psych stew with a King 
Crimson cover floating in it. 
Throw in Burslem’s habit of 
removing items of clothing
onstage and it certainly keeps 
audiences – not to mention the 

band themselves – on their toes. 
It also makes Yak one of the most 
exciting live acts in the country.

His full-lipped pout bringing 
to mind a young Mick Jagger, 
asking Burslem to explain the 
trio’s music is like trying to 
untangle a ball of string. For the 
singer, Rawson and bassist Andy 
Jones, the excitement comes 
from the on-the-hoof nature of 
their shows where anything from 
Captain Beefheart, Spacemen 3 
or Malian guitar virtuoso Ali 
Farka Touré can bubble up.

“The day to day for the 
majority of people is pretty 
fucking tedious. Your alarm goes 
off at half eight, you get on that 
same bus, you go to that same 
job. Even if you like it, it gets 
monotonous. Going to a gig 
should be escapism from that,” 
notes Burslem, his brain 
constantly whirring towards 
different tangents. “Or maybe  
it’s just about going out and 
getting fucking leathered…”

Growing up outside 
Wolverhampton, Burslem and 
Jones drifted between bands 
before Burslem moved to 
London, circumnavigating  
nine-to-five tedium by setting up 
an antiques stall (the band were 
nearly in an episode of Cash In 
The Attic last year had the singer 
not flounced out of an auction 
before signing the release form) 
where his customers included 
Spiritualized’s John Coxon who 
encouraged Burslem to pursue 
music. After meeting Rawson in 
2014, things quickly accelerated. 
Last year Jack White was so 
impressed by an online live video 
that he released the pummelling, 
gonzoid-glam of No on Third 
Man. Now the band are in the 
studio with Pulp’s Steve Mackey 
trying to bottle their volatile 
brand of lightning for an album.

“I like the idea of being on a 
bicycle going down a hill with 
two buckled wheels,” Burslem 
thinks out loud. “One’s loose and 
it could go wrong at any point but 
at least it’s exciting.” It’s unlikely 
anyone is going to accuse them  
of being dull. CHRIS CATCHPOLE

SETLISTS? WHO NEEDS ’EM!

Yak (from left: Andy Jones, 
Elliot Rawson, Olly Burslem): 

chuffed that they all got  
the “wear black” memo.

YOUR 
NEW  

FAVOURITE  
ACT #3
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

uch as the V&A’s 2013 
multi-media Bowie-fest 
offered the opportunity  
to gorge on all things 
Dame, April will see the 

launch of Exhibitionism, The Rolling Stones’ 
first major global touring exhibition at 
London’s Saatchi Gallery.

Exhibitionism is an extensive celebration 
of the Stones’ 50-year history, and promises 
over 500 artefacts, many taken from the 
band’s personal archives. “It’s the largest 
ever exhibition of its kind,” co-creator Thea 
Jeanes-Cochrane tells Q. “The band have 
been involved at every step. They didn’t want 
a chronological exhibition. This is about 
different themes – music, art and fashion.”

The exhibition contains film and audio 
samples, stage costumes, stage designs,
artwork, instruments and collaborations with 

artists and designers including Andy Warhol, 
Alexander McQueen and Ossie Clark. 

It also includes interactive 
reconstructions of key places in the Stones’ 
history. “Visitors can enter a representation 
of a Stones recording studio,” says Cochrane, 
“where they can mix their own versions of 
Stones songs using an interactive app.”

Exhibitionism also includes a 
reconstruction of the famously squalid flat in 
Chelsea, where Richards, Mick Jagger and 
guitarist Brian Jones lived in the early ’60s.

“Mick and Keith looked at every aspect of 
this,” says Cochrane, “from how many bars 
there were on the gas fire – one or two? – to 
how many milk bottles were strewn around 
the place. The band also thought it would  
be a bit of a gag to even recreate some of the 
smells you might have experienced in there.”

Cochrane and her team, which includes 

the Stones’ set designer and co-curator
Patrick Woodroffe, were given access to the 
band’s warehouses. Their greatest challenge 
was to whittle down the memorabilia to 
between 500-600 objects. Among the 
exclusive items on display are bassist Bill
Wyman’s first amp, Brian Jones’s original
guitar and Keith Richards’s 1963 diary.

No Stones exhibition would be complete 
without stage costumes, one of which found 
its way back to them via an unusual route.
Mick Jagger wore his pink satin Cortland
suit jacket during the Stones’ 1970 European 
tour. Jagger’s then teenage daughter and 
future model Lizzy found the jacket in her
father’s wardrobe and, not realising its value, 
claimed it as her own. Five years later, she
returned it to her father as a joke Christmas 
present. It now joins 90 other stage costumes 
on display. MARK BLAKE

The Rolling Stones make  
an exhibition of themselves

Yesterday’s papers: 
the Stones in 1965.
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I
t’s not particularly odd for one of
the most talked about new bands to
not have a proper record deal. It’s
slightly more unusual for them to 
seemingly have no desire to get 

one. Or for them to not even have a manager. 
Emerging from the Philadelphia punk scene 
in 2014, Sheer Mag are defiantly DIY in their 
approach, however. Ignoring the queue of 
A&R men clambering to get their signatures, 
they sell their home-recorded EPs at their 

shows or via their own Bandcamp page (in a 
slight concession to “the man” their second 
EP was partly distributed by NYC punk label 
Katorga Works) and built up the huge buzz 
around them simply by playing to people.

It helps of course that the music itself is 
worth all the fuss. An irresistible barrage of 
power-pop hooks, fist-pumping choruses and 
perfectly executed “rawk” guitar lines all 
delivered via a scuzzy, lo-fi blast and the full-
throttle wail of frontwoman Tina Halladay. 

It’s like the best dive-bar punk band you’ll ever
see rattling through The Cars’ greatest hits.

“Structure-wise, it’s classic pop-based,”
guitarist Kyle Seely reflected in an online
interview with Vice last year. “I kind of
wanted it to be a cross between power pop
and almost hair band arena rock. It’s that
kind of pop that just transcends the genre.”

Transcending genres, blowing the roof off
anywhere they play, Sheer Mag are doing
alright on their own. CHRIS CATCHPOLE

Sheer Mag keep the 
spirit of DIY alive

HEADBANGERS’ BALL

Metallica bring the noise
just stress the tectonic pace of
getting things done; in October
2015 singer James Hetfield
offered this tantalising morsel:
“We’re recording right now.”

If all goes to plan and the
album sees the light of day in
2016, it will have been eight years
since Metallica’s last record,
Death Magnetic. That’s the same
period of time it took for
Metallica to go from the thrash
metal drunkards of 1983’s debut
effort Kill ’Em All to stadium
rock darlings with their fifth
release, The Black Album. Unlike
their old headbanging peers, the
band has remained relevant by

I
t’s heavy.” Such is 
Metallica guitarist 
Kirk Hammett’s 
thumbnail assessment 
of his band’s 

forthcoming record. “It delivers 
on that front for sure,” he adds. 

Hammett’s statement is 
typical of the unswervingly 
vague treatment afforded to all 
questions concerning Metallica’s 
as-yet-untitled, 10th studio 
album. The guitarist has spoken 
fondly of “reconnecting with  
my instrument”; bassist Robert 
Trujillo describes material being 
“centred around the jam”; 
drummer Lars Ulrich tends to 

taking a few risks here and there: 
recent examples include their 
excellent 2014 Glastonbury set 
and the atrocious 2011 Lou Reed 
collaboration, Lulu. Progress 
around the mixing desk may be  
a little slower these days but a 
Metallica album is still an event, 
one worthy of a little secrecy 
before the big reveal. 

Hosted by Ulrich, a recent 
video post on the band’s website 
offered a few stolen seconds in 
the studio with Hetfield and 
producer Greg Fidelman at  
the band’s HQ in San Rafael, 
California. Hetfield ground out a 
riff. It was heavy. BEN MITCHELL

PUNK AND DISORDERLY!

YOUR 
NEW  

FAVOURITE  

ACT #4

It’s going to be heavy: 
Metallica return, finally.

Doing it their way: 
Philadelphia’s 

genre-bending punk 
poppers, Sheer Mag.
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T
he last time we saw The
Office’s David Brent was
in 2013’s Comic Relief
where he debuted his
single Equality Street
(“You could be a half gay

woman with a dark face/One leg, no legs, long
as you’ve got a heart”) which was followed by
a brief tour by his band Foregone Conclusion.

Brent returns properly this August with
David Brent: Life On The Road, a feature-

sold this dream. Even
the dream is fake.”

Q is at the Electric
Ballroom in North London,
which is re-dressed as a series of
tiny toilet venues on the tour, while Foregone
Conclusion play their Christmas song
written for a terminally ill orphan waiting for 
Santa (“Although he has got a billion children 
he only has one night/You’ve got slightly less 
than that”), with fake snow at the end. 
Multiple retakes see a man with a leaf blower 
clearing the stage after every performance 
like they’re the last crumbs of Brent’s hope.

Producer Charlie Hanson says they must 
stylistically reflect how the documentary 
genre has changed since The Office debuted 
in 2001. “It’s a little less fly-on-the-wall,” he 
says. “Documentaries have come on a long 
way since The Office.”

Gervais adds that shows like The 
Apprentice have turned documentaries into 
a combat sport, so the film has to sell a 
crueller narrative. “It’s people living their 
lives like an open wound to get fame.”

To provide touring vérité, Andy Burrows 
(ex-Razorlight) plays Foregone Conclusion’s 
drummer as well as helping Gervais with the 
music. “I remember those days of trudging 
your gear up the side corridor of The Dublin 
Castle and that feeling of deflation before 
your day has even started,” he recalls with a 
sigh. There will be a tie-in album with a 
dozen songs, including Native American (a 
toothless Neil Young rocker) and Gypsy Lady 
(about Brent losing his virginity to, well, a 
gypsy lady on Hampstead Heath whom he 
almost mistakes for a prostitute). 

Peter Andre was on set earlier and Chris 
Martin makes a cameo in a sequence about 
how easy it is to write in his style (“He gets an 
ordinary situation and makes it about the 
universe and shit,” notes Brent). In those 
celebrity appearances, are Brent’s ambitions 
in a microcosm. He’s aiming for Coldplay  
but falling short of Andre.  EAMONN FORDE

length “mockumentary”. It follows the
former general manager of the Slough branch
of paper merchant Wernham-Hogg as he
cashes in his pension and takes three weeks’
unpaid leave from his new job as a cleaning
products sales rep to give his stillborn music
career one last push.

Inevitably, attendance is low and the
cameras are there to record every crushing
disappointment. “We all know he’s left it too
late,” says Gervais of Brent, “but he’s been

David Brent: The 
movie, the album

It’s a rock
biopics

bonanza!
Following a

year that saw both

There Will Be

Blood’s Paul Dano

and John Cusack

portray Brian

Wilson in Love &

Mercy, 2016 looks

set to deliver a raft

of other cinematic

music biopics...

Directed by and starring Cheadle, Miles Ahead takes
an appropriately free-form, non-linear approach to

the legendary jazz trumpeter’s life story.

WHO: MILES DAVIS

PLAYED BY: DON CHEADLE

Perhaps wishful thinking on the part of Elton as the 
producer/subject matter here. Rocketman will see beefcake 
Hardy tackle deeply un-beefcake-like Elt in all his ’70s pomp.

WHO: ELTON JOHN

PLAYED BY:TOM HARDY

Mary J Blige was originally cast to play the singer, to be
controversially replaced by Star Trek actress Saldana, who

some argued was too light-skinned to portray Simone.

WHO: NINA SIMONE

PLAYED BY: ZOE SALDANA

Though the film, I Saw The Light, itself got lukewarm 
reviews after previews at the Toronto Film Festival, most 
agreed Tom Hiddleston shines as the country music star.

WHO: HANK WILLIAMS

PLAYED BY: TOM HIDDLESTON

OUT OF OFFICE, ON THE ROAD

He’s back (again): 
Ricky Gervais returns 

as David Brent  
and this time he’s 

ready to rock.



Skepta spearheads
the rebirth of grime

PUT 2016 ON SHUTDOWN

Where grime has floundered before, 
Skepta has the wherewithal to flourish. BBK’s 
sound has less of the abrasive edge of the 
music’s early years, while Skepta has a wit 
and approachability that its pioneers often 
lacked. Moreover, his more digestible flow 
helped him cross the ocean in a way that 
Dizzee Rascal, say, struggled to do. When 
Kanye West played the BRITs in front of a 
posse of hooded grime MCs, it was Skepta 
who got the call to round them up and he 
made a guest appearance onstage with 
avowed fan Drake at Toronto’s OVO Fest. 

“We were in New York together when  
the That’s Not Me video just dropped out of 
nowhere in March 2014,” says leading grime 
DJ and owner of Butterz label, Elijah. “We did 
a show to 50 people then. How, 18 months 
later, can all this be happening for him – and 
for grime? Every move he makes is setting a 
new benchmark for what you can achieve 
doing this music.” 

With his fourth LP, provisionally entitled 
Konnichiwa, promising to continue in the 
same back-to-basics vein as That’s Not Me, 
this could be the statement of creative and 
commercial intent that finally allows grime 
to stay at the top of that hill. STEVE YATES

“EVERY MOVE SKEPTA MAKES IS SETTING 
A NEW BENCHMARK FOR GRIME.” 

 I
n the 15 years since its birth, grime 
has often looked like it’s engaged in 
a Sisyphean struggle. The music 
has pushed itself up the hill more 
than once – notably in 2003, when 

Dizzee Rascal won the Mercury Prize with 
Boy In Da Corner, then again in 2008 when  
a new wave begun by Wiley’s Wearing My 
Rolex successfully embraced high-street 
dance. However, it would always roll back 
down again as chart singles failed to turn into 
hit albums and London’s street zeitgeist 
turned to the slower sound of road rap artists 
such as Giggs and Krept & Konan. 

But in the last 18 months it has started 
edging back up the hill. A new generation  
of MCs has emerged, such as Novelist and 
Stormzy. But the driving force behind the 
resurgence has been the Boy Better Know 
crew and its leading light, 33-year-old Skepta. 
Although German Whip by BBK’s Meridian 
Dan took grime back into the charts in 2013, 
it was Skepta’s That’s Not Me the following 
year that signalled a return to core values.  
It featured an old-school grime beat and the 
Tottenham-born MC shaking off the glitz of 
the Eurodance years (“Yeah, I used to wear 
Gucci/Put it all in the bin cos that’s not me”).

THE XX
Last seen: A series
of shows in 2013 and
2014 have since been
overshadowed by the
success of Jamie xx’s
solo album.
What can we expect?

They have been recording
in London, LA and Texas
with Jamie xx producing
again, having parked his
second solo album for
now, but that American
sunshine is unlikely to
alter their glitchy and
crepuscular beats.

HAIM
Last seen: Travelling the
world supporting their
new bezzer Taylor Swift

on her 1989 tour and 
starting the Haim Time 
show on Beats 1. 
What can we expect?  
If, following the Fleetwood 
Mac trajectory, their debut 
was Rumours (glossy,  
slick) this should be Tusk 
(ragged, deranged), but  
it’ll more likely be Tango  
In The Night (a bit ’80s). 

RADIOHEAD
Last seen: Thom Yorke, 
Phil Selway and Jonny 
Greenwood all appear  
to have scratched their 
solo project itches and  
the band posted studio 
photos in September, so 
their first LP since 2011  
is clearly imminent. 

What can we expect?

Given Thom Yorke’s tin foil
hat theories about the 
record industry, expect  
an “innovative” release 
strategy and a further 
stride down the furrow 
they’ve been ploughing 
since 2000’s Kid A. 

LORDE
Last seen: She’s been 
working with Disclosure 
and also split with her 
manager last year, so  
her return will be proof  
of her belief in herself. 
What can we expect? 
Lorde’s debut was about 
small-town Antipodean 
ennui but now she’s
hanging with the 

Californian A-list ma
she’ll challenge Lan
Del Rey as the auteur
of Hollywood’s
hollow promises.

JACK WHITE
Last seen: His
second solo album was
Lazaretto in 2014 and
since then he’s put out
a Dead Weather album
but didn’t tour it, which
suggests he’s focusing
on the next project.
What can we expect?

A concept album about
the joys of a digital futur
recorded using an iPhon
6. Who are we kidding?
It’ll be yowling blues-roc
released on novelty viny

Missing In Action
Absent stars overdue an album in 2016

Topping up their 
studios tans: 
Haim (above) 
and Radiohead.

A new beginning: Boy Better 
Know founder and grime 
crossover king, Skepta.
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Sunday Night Music Club host Danielle Perry  
decides that buying vinyl and seeking out your own
musical treasures are key to a Happy New Year.

33 Resolutions
Per Minute

independent labels and what 
those labels’ particular focus for 
the next year was – which bands 
are back, what albums are on 
their way, the new signings that 
they’re really psyched about...  
I wanted to shine a light on the 
projects that don’t get enough 
mainstream attention. So I
wrapped up and headed to 
East London’s Old Spitalfields  
to go to the Christmas 2015 

Independent Label Market –  
a chance for music lovers to 
interact directly with the labels, 
while buying some records.

I didn’t get the wave of 
responses I was expecting. And I 
now know why: I’m asking a label 

to choose their favourite child,  
to break up the family, as it were.  
I saw the lovely Simon Raymonde, 
boss of Bella Union, write on 
Facebook the other day, “It’s a 
funny job. You love all your bands 
the same, but you know they’re 
sitting on the tourbus reading a 
post I’ll have made about another 
artist, just thinking, ‘Ugh, why on 
earth is he posting that shit? He 
doesn’t like us any more, does 
he?’ It’s weird, really.” 

And that’s it in a nutshell. 
Noel Gallagher recently told 

Q that he thought the vinyl
revolution would be over by 
2020, but I couldn’t disagree 
more. At the indie market this 
year there was an energy in
the air: fans asking questions, 
special reissues, kids getting 
involved in lucky dips, meeting 
the labels. And that thing,  

that thing of flicking through  
a box of records… 

So to conclude, New Year’s 
resolutions are great. Just start 
with “have more fun” and then 
perhaps we could all add “get to 
venues early to make sure you  
see the support act”, “go out and 
buy vinyl” and “keep that hunger 
and interest in all labels.” There’s 
so much talent out there that, 
inevitably, some will get lost 
along the way. But it’s our 
responsibility to seek out what 
we really like ourselves and not 
just rely on anyone to tell us 
which way or t’other. You  
never know, it might not be  
the favourite child that grabs  
you – you might really like that 
second cousin imprint.
� Listen to The Sunday Night  
Music Club from 8pm every week  
on Absolute Radio.

BRING IT ON HOME:  

THE LED ZEPPELIN STORY

Absolute Radio, 2 Jan, 

10pm-Midnight

New doc tracing the band’s rise  

to fame. Robert Plant and Jimmy 

Page relive the highs and lows. 

FORGOTTEN ’90s WITH  

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

Absolute Radio 90s, 10 Jan, 9-10pm

The US alt-rock duo are DJ Chris 

Martin’s very special guests.

ELLE KING ON THE SUNDAY  

NIGHT MUSIC CLUB – 

FEATURING Q MAGAZINE

Absolute Radio, 10 Jan, 

8pm-Midnight

Danielle Perry is joined by the Q 

team to preview some of the best 

new music of 2016. Plus, after  

10pm, Danielle will be chatting to  

US country-soul singer Elle King.

SUEDE: RECORDED 

AT THE HOUSE OF  

ST BARNABAS

Absolute Radio, 17 Jan,

9-10pm

Highlights of Suede’s

recent homeless charity

gig in London, plus they chat to Pete 

Donaldson and Sarah Champion.

HOZIER: LIVE MUSIC THURSDAY

Absolute Radio, 21 Jan, 9pm

The Irish singer/

songwriter joins  

Pete Donaldson to 

play live session 

tracks and talk  

about his stellar  

18 months.

FURTHER
LISTENING...

 T
he best New Year’s 
Eve I ever had was  
on a plane flying to 
Thailand for the first 
time, head full of 
ambition and plans  
for the year ahead. 
And yet New Year’s 
resolutions don’t 

seem to be a thing any more, 
though – whenever I ask anyone 
what theirs are, I don’t get  
much back.

So as I sit here writing this 
(not on a plane to sunnier 
climes), I start to go through the 
plan for 2016. I was going to write 
about a few of the upcoming 
releases from some smaller 

Suede: 
charity gig.

Vinyl solution: a spot of 
crate digging is essential 
for a happy 2016.
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juice and contemplates
his previous life as the
weirdo kid at school,
unpopular, in eyeliner,
“so confused”, bullied
and beaten up for his sexuality. At 13, his 
parents split up. “Prime time for emotional 
trauma!” he says with a rueful laugh. “It 
definitely fucked me up, a lot. I got really 
obsessed with artists, musicians. Music 
removes you. Helps you feel better about 
yourself. Helps you think your identity 
isn’t…” A peal of laughter. “Shameful!”

Alexander covers up a lot with rueful 
laughter. He was diagnosed with depression 
and anxiety for years and takes medication to 
manage it. “I’ve been in and out of therapy 
and counselling all my life,” he adds. “A lot of 
my family have mental health conditions and 
it’s crazy there’s a stigma. Talk about it and 
don’t be ashamed. That’s my mantra: don’t 
be afraid and don’t be ashamed.”

He’s versed, too, in typically English  
self-deprecation, confessing an addiction to 
searching the internet for mean comments 
written about him – “torture-Googling 
myself!” – and that even his steady 
relationship with Clean Bandit violinist Neil 
Amin-Smith can make him feel insecure. 
He’s also been traumatised by glow sticks: 
“We were playing in Amsterdam, the label 
had given everyone glow sticks and told them 
to wave them during King,” he balks. “One 
person threw their glow stick onstage,  
I picked it up, threw it back and then 2000 
people threw their glow sticks at me, it was 
so horrible! I hid behind Emre, finished the 
song, went offstage and just cried.” 

There’s a lot going on, then, in young Olly 
Alexander’s acutely sensitive mind. “It’s too 
sensitive, it’s so embarrassing!” he yelps.  
“I feel like a cliché! But I guess there’s a 
reason why I make music and perform.”

He finishes his slowly-eaten lunch,  
rolls a cigarette and heads to his next 
appointment, a KISS FM’s Haunted House 
Party at Wembley Arena where Years & Years 
are dressing up as “Zombie Spice Girls”. 
Alexander is Geri Halliwell, “because I need 
to wear the Union Jack dress,” he says with  
a cackle, not forgetting “some zombie 
contouring”. He sings Spice Up Your Life as 
he strolls away – “Yellow man in Timbuktu…” 
– in a Years & Years kind of way: exquisitely, 
joyously, unashamedly. SYLVIA PATTERSON

Alexander, 25, radiates twinkling warmth and
a tangible vulnerability. A thoughtful, funny,
gentle, vegetarian and theatrically apologetic
soul from a Forest Of Dean backwater, who
constantly waves his small, porcelain hands 
in a delicate dance of expression. Next April, 
Years & Years headline Wembley Arena and 
this morning, at the doctor’s, Alexander was 
boggled by a new kind of fan. “This little old 
lady hobbling on crutches,” he says blinking, 
all dreamy almond eyes and charmingly
gappy British teeth. “She said, ‘I love [fifth 
single] Shine.’ I was like, ‘Holy shit, that’s 
travelled!’ Straight builders say they love  
our music. I’m always surprised. Especially 
because I spent a lot of my life thinking 
people wouldn’t like me because I’m gay.” 

He orders a veggie burger with chunky 
herb polenta chips, a carrot, apple and ginger

OLLY 
ALEXANDER

Favourite restaurant?

“My local Vietnamese restaurant, 

Tre Viet, in Hackney.” 

Culinary speciality?

“I never cook! Um. Scrambled eggs. 

On toast. With a bit of avocado.”

Most hated food stuff?  

“Heinz baked beans. I’m bean-

phobic! They freak me out.”

Dream dining companion?

“Joni Mitchell. I love her.”

Favourite dish?

“Dirty mac and cheese.” 

Brown sauce or ketchup?

“Ketchup.” 

Death Row dinner?  

“Almond ice cream at the  

River Café in London.”

CAN I  

TAKE YOUR 

ORDER, MR     

 alexander?

Let’s  
Do Lunch 

With...

 a veggie burger and a zombie Spice Girls 
tfit for the Years & Years singer, please…

O

lly Alexander declares himself     
“starving!” No wonder: last 
night was a big one, his band 
Years & Years’ second sold-
out show at Brixton Academy 

where highlights included a cover of Britney’s 
Toxic and an appearance from drag queen 
cabaret troupe Sink The Pink (their pals in 
East London) during Number 1 synth-pop 
colossus King. “They stomped on in full hair 
and make-up, nude body suits, massive heels 
and crowns,” beams Alexander, lingering over 
the menu in gourmet vegetarian restaurant 
The Gate in Islington, North London. “One 
girl had a red glittery beard – it was really 
special! And the crowd was just so… joyous.” 

Years & Years are not only the best 
mainstream pop band in Britain but define 
what it means to be hard-partying and young 
across the planet in 2015: electro-pop 
euphoria buoyed by both gay sensibilities and 
pan-global personnel, a trio comprising a gay 
Englishman (Alexander, a sometime aspiring 
actor who appeared in teen drama Skins, 
possessor of pop’s most emotive falsetto),  
a Turkish immigrant (Emre Türkmen, 
keyboards, also a qualified architect) and  
a London-dwelling Australian (Mikey 
Goldsworthy, bass, keyboards). Five years 
into Years & Years’ slow-burn career and 
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O
n 28 November, 1974, 
Thanksgiving night, John 
Lennon made an unannounced 
appearance onstage with Elton 
John at New York’s Madison 
Square Garden. The rapturously 
received performance was an 
iconic moment in rock’n’roll 

history for two reasons: firstly, it marked 
the last time the ex-Beatle would play in 
public; secondly, it came about in the most 
remarkable of circumstances – a wager. 

“A few months before the show I 
stopped by the studio [Record Plant in New 
York, where Lennon was recording his fifth 
studio LP, Walls And Bridges],” remembers 
American photographer Bob Gruen today, 
who took this extraordinary picture, “and 
John goes, ‘Where’ve you been? Me and 
Elton are recording and we need some 
photos.’” Gruen duly obliged, then 
witnessed Elton John predict that the track 
Whatever Gets You Thru The Night (which 

John sang and played piano on) would  
hit the Number 1 spot on the US charts. 
Lennon was not so sure. He was the only 
ex-Beatle who hadn’t had a solo Number 1 
single, so wagered with John that if indeed it 
did hit the top slot, he’d join Elton at his 
upcoming Madison Square Garden show.

“It wasn’t formalised as a bet, more of  
an aside,” says Gruen. “It was John being 
cynical, ‘Yeah, if it gets to Number 1 I’ll 
show up.’ John was always making funny 
comments like that.” On 23 September, 
1974, two days before Elton John’s tour of 
North America began in Dallas, Texas,
Whatever… was released as Walls And
Bridges’ lead-off single. To Lennon’s 
amazement, by 16 November it had gone to 
Number 1. “It wasn’t like I promised some 
agent or something,” he said later, “so I was 
suddenly stuck. I had to go onstage.”

Despite Lennon having not played live  
in a large concert setting for over two years, 
there was no need for him to be so reluctant 

to perform. “I think I was one of the few 
people there who knew Lennon was turning 
up,” recalls Gruen, “so when he came out it 
was thunderous. The tremendous 
excitement and applause was absolutely 
overwhelming. It did John’s mind a lot of 
good and it was great for Elton that his 
friend publicly supported him like that.”

A thrilled 17,000-plus audience watched 
John and the ex-Beatle, dressed in a smart 
black suit and holding his black Fender 
Telecaster, rip into Whatever..., Lucy In  
The Sky With Diamonds and I Saw Her 
Standing There. Lennon quipped to waiting 
journalists as he came offstage, “It was good 
fun, but I wouldn’t like to do it for a living.” 

For Gruen, it was more of a poignant
moment. “Shortly after that show John
withdrew entirely from the music business
until his death six years later. And the tragic
loss was at that point he was ready to go out
on tour again. He’d got back in touch with
the world and had a lot more to say.”

WHEN JOHN LENNON MADE A SURPRISE APPEARANCE AT AN ELTON JOHN
SHOW IN NEW YORK OVER 40 YEARS AGO, NOBODY KNEW IT 
WOULD BE THE EX-BEATLE’S LAST EVER CONCERT PERFORMANCE.

The stories behind music’s    greatest moments
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“It did Lennon’s mind a lot of 
good.” John and Elton onstage 

at Madison Square Garden, 
New York, 28 November 1974; 

(left) “Mmm, I’m willing to bet 
you…” Record Plant studio, 

New York, August ’74.
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R
ichard Hawley has had
a few close shaves
recently. The former
Longpigs and Pulp 
guitarist-turned-suave
solo artist has suffered
not one, but two 
disasters over the last
few years. Firstly, 
stylish but oh-so-grip-
less cowboy boots 
caused him to stack it
while walking down a

Barcelona street in 2012, forcing him
to tour while sitting down as he nursed
a broken leg. Then his subsequent
attempt to get fit again led him to
“royally fuck up my back”. It meant
much of his latest album, Hollow
Meadows, was written lying flat as he
was bedridden for four-and-a-half
months. “I wouldn’t say I was accident
prone, I’d managed to get through
40 years without breaking bone,”
explains the crooner of his recent
misfortunes. “So I call it a one-off…
but it’s probably a two-off.”

Today’s more literal close shave
does seem to be tempting mishap
number three. Though Hawley 
regularly enjoys a trim at his Sheffield
barber of 10-plus years – GR Dewsbury 
Gent’s Hairdressers of Heeley – the 
proprietor admits he hasn’t done a wet 
shave in “ages”. “Careful,” cautions 
Q’s photographer as Mr Dewsbury 
flashes his cutthroat blade towards the 
singer’s Adam’s apple. “Don’t cut 
him, it’ll be the end of my career…”

“Your career? It will definitely
be the end of mine!” exclaims

Hawley before bursting into tears of
laughter. Still, despite the danger of a
nick, it’s the perfect setting for Q’s
reader-led interrogation. After all,
there are things a man will tell his
barber he won’t tell anyone else and,
as Hawley relaxes into the vintage
Belmont barber’s chair, the 
environment is clearly having the

desired effect. “Just tell the truth,”
he tells himself. “The truth is

always beautiful no matter
how ugly it seems.” Right,
time to put that to the test…

Is it true that you auditioned to play 

in Morrissey’s band? How was that 

as an experience?

Jonny Hughes, via Facebook

Yes, it’s true. I was 19, it lasted an hour 
and then I went home. It was when he 
was writing Everyday Is Like Sunday 
with [producer] Stephen Street. It was 
mad at the time, Morrissey phoned me 
at home and said, “Would you like a 
job?” I had to go down to the old Virgin 
Studios in London. I was so green it 
was ridiculous. I remember singing 
and that probably wasn’t a good idea. 
Years later I met Stephen and he said, 
“I remember you from that audition!” 
Do I regret missing out? No. When 
you’re so young, to be recognised by 
someone you admire is amazing.  
I’m happy with what I’ve got.

Could you live anywhere other than 

Sheffield? If so, where?

Andrew Morrison, Crosspool

No. The end. Have I ever lived 
anywhere other than Sheffield? No. 
I’ve travelled the world but I kiss the 
soil every time I come back. There’s 
less bullshit to deal with here. There’s 
two-and-a-half million trees, it’s the 
greenest city in the EU. I’d like a 
holiday home, but it’d be in Sheffield! 

Where do you stand on the current 

trend for overly-hoppy craft beer?

John Turner, Bridlington

From childhood, one of the happiest 
sounds I have in my mind is that of the 
electric pump. “Pint of Tetley’s, 
please”, press the button and it does 
what it says on the tin: you’d have a 

Interrogate 
the stars. 
You could 
win £25!

SHEFFIELD CROONER  DISCUSSES 
HAIR-GROOMING TIPS, JEREMY CORBYN AND DROPPING “DODOS”. 
WORDS PAUL STOKES    PHOTOGRAPHS ANDREW WHITTON

(Above) Moz 
in 1989 – a 
young Hawley 
failed an 
audition to 
get in his 
band; (below) 
Sheffield: 
“there’s less 
bullshit to deal 
with there.”

“MORRISSEY CALLED 
ME UP AT HOME AND 
SAID, ‘WOULD YOU 
LIKE A JOB?’”

Richard Hawley



“Mind the sidies, mate!”  
Richard Hawley gets a close 
shave, GR Dewsbury Gents’ 
Hairdressers, Heeley, Sheffield, 
30 November, 2015.
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pint. In St Cuthbert’s club where I first
started drinking, aged 13, there used
to be a deaf-and-dumb wrestler from
Barnsley who’d come in. He was
courting this lass at the time. He had
two tattoos. He used to lift the right
arm of his T-shirt and it said, “Pint,
please”, she’d pour him a pint and
he’d lift the other one and it said,
“Thanks, love”. I’m with that as far
as beer and tattoos go, but these craft
places, it’s all beards and too many
tattoos. Life gives you your own scars,
you don’t need that shit.

Elvis, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins
or Johnny Cash?
Jimmy Smith, Brighton
I can’t answer that! That’s like asking
me to choose between Saturn,
Jupiter, Neptune or the Moon.
They’re all different and amazing.
Anyway, where’s Chuck Berry – the
greatest poet who ever lived? Fuck
Shakespeare, it’s Chuck Berry! You
should listen to more music, mate.

What do you make of Jeremy
Corbyn?
Susannah Clasby, York
John The Baptist to the Jesus who will
follow, I think. I love Jeremy Corbyn,
his bravery and his honesty, but I pity
him dealing with the press onslaught.
The thing to remember, though, is
they wouldn’t expend that much
energy taking someone apart unless
they really feared him. He’s got to have
something very beautiful in his hand.

Were the BBC right to sack
Jeremy Clarkson?
Ian Moorecraft, Shrewsbury
As a reactionary, dodgy fucker, he’s
not somebody I think should be
representing anything. So, yeah,
I’ll go with that.

What’s your favourite swear word?
Janet Goodall, Truro
C*nt! I like to use it as much as
possible and there are so many people
who are applicable to that word.
My wife absolutely hates it, but I take
my lead from Lenny Bruce. If we
free ourselves from the controlling
meaning of words then they become
redundant and we move on. I swear
loads, it’s just one of those things
you do where I’m from. You don’t
have a cup of tea, you have a fucking
cup of tea.

Do you own any dance music?
Kyle Jones, via Q Mail
Oh aye, yeah. It’s all squelchy acid

house stuff. I used to go to really early
raves with Jarvis [Cocker] and Steve
[Mackey, both of Pulp] in the ’80s.
It was so early though, it was before
Es turned up. We used to do Dodos.
Remember them? Nobody does!
They were pills for chest compression
you could get from the chemist,
but if you took too many you’d end
up with permanent cramps. They
were grim. They banned them
because kids were caning them
at the raves in ’85.

Did you get any good Frank or Elvis
stories when you worked with
Nancy Sinatra or Lisa Marie Presley?
Bobby Hill, via Q Mail
Loads! [Laughs] I’m known for my
discretion when I work with people
like that and I’ll take those stories to
my grave. I tried to write a book a
couple of years ago, but I got a quarter
of the way in and just went: “No!” The
only thing I will pass on, is I almost
punched this dickhead engineer who
turned up one day working with Lisa

“I USE THE WORD C*NT AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.
I SWEAR LOADS. YOU DON’T HAVE A CUP OF
TEA, YOU HAVE A F**KING CUP OF TEA.”

(Above)
And that’s a
resounding
“No!” to craft
beer, beards
and too
many tattoos;
(below)
the secret
to Hawley’s
“terrific
quiff”.
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CASH FOR 
QUESTIONS

What do you remember about 
working with All Saints on Under 
The Bridge?
My contact with them was minimal.
I just remember [producer] Nellee
Hooper, who I love and adore, was in
charge of the session. They went out
shopping or something while we were
working on this very sedate tune and
by the time they got back we’d done
some serious damage: a mad funk
work-out! Session guitar-player
implies you follow pre-written rules,
but I was imported into that world to
be a wildcard. I remember those years
from ’97 to early 2000 as being insane
in terms of workload, but I loved it.
I guess that’s why I ended up relying
on having a bump all the time, just to
keep yourself up. But next time you’re
walking round B&Q getting new taps,
you’d be surprised what you’ll hear
that I’ve played on. I’m on well over
2000 Top 10 singles!

What are you doing on 4 November,
2016? I am getting married, would
you come to play I Still Want You 
for the first dance?
Ross Jones, via Twitter
[Checks diary on his iPhone] Ah! I have 
an arthritic problem with my hands 
and on the 4 November next year  
I will be having a horrid injection,  
so unfortunately I can’t inject any 
positivity into your wedding except  
to wish you the very best! 
� Hollow Meadows is out now on 
Parlophone. Richard tours the UK  
in February. 
To take part in next issue’s Cash For 
Questions, go to Qthemusic.com, 
follow @Qmagazine on Twitter or 
visit Facebook (facebook.com/
qmagazine). £25 for each question 
printed! If your question gets 
printed, please email Qmail@
Qthemusic.com to claim your cash.

wearing an “Elvis Is Dead” T-shirt.  
She rose above it, but how can you  
be such a cock?
 
When Arctic Monkeys won the 
2006 Mercury Prize, Alex Turner 
said, “Someone call 999, Richard 
Hawley’s been robbed.” Nice 
gesture, but wouldn’t you rather he 
shared the money with you?
Lenny Stevens, Stourbridge 
No, I won without winning! [laughs] 
There was a picture of me and him 
chatting away afterwards and loads of 
people were speculating about what 
we were saying. Actually, we were 
discussing the fact his granddad 
married one of my mum’s best mates. 
[laughs] I love the Monkeys, 
unabashed unashamed, I’m a 
complete fan. I remember Paul Weller 
once telling me, “Don’t get too excited 
about awards because when you’re an 
old git like me they only give them to 
you because you’re still alive.” [Laughs]   

How exactly do you maintain such 
a terrific quiff?
Greg Bell, via Q Mail 
I use Black & White’s Pluko, it’s made 
in Jamaica. It’s what Elvis and Jerry 
Lee used to use. If it’s good enough  
for them, then surely we can  
struggle through. 

How much free ice-cream did 
you get for that ad that used 
your song Open Up Your Door?
Lucy Richards, via Q Mail
It was the one time I was 
persuaded to do an advert and the 
kids went: “Dad, do we get any free 

Häagen-Dazs?” So I rang up and asked. 
Then this fucking massive articulated 
lorry turned up where we lived – it
would be hard to get a snake round the
streets there let alone a lorry! When
they opened up the back, all this dry
ice came out – a real 2001: A Space
Odyssey moment – and this big,
tattooed bloke pulled out this freezer
thing. When he opened it up there
were these four tiny tubs for dolls or
something. The kids were in bits!

Any chance of a Longpigs reunion?
ClAirE Al-IssA, via Twitter
No. Let lying dogs sleep. I learned a lot
in that band and I loved the music we
created. If Crispin [Hunt, singer] was
called Dave it would have been a
totally different story. He wrote some
fucking brilliant songs and at the time
I would have followed him to the
Moon. Close your eyes and listen to
the tune, don’t look at the name. She
Said and Jesus Christ are some of the
best guitar solos I’ve ever played. It’s
out there and people can find it, but
I don’t think we’ll get back together. 

Tell us something about Jarvis that 
would surprise us.
Tim Knowles, Stockport
I remember on the ’98 tour [with  
Pulp] we got a day off in Greece and 
got this boat which took us out to this 
magnificent island. It moored and we 
had to swim ashore. All us musos 

swam in our clothes, but I remember 
Jarvis having this absolutely perfect 
’70s, skin-tight swimsuit – the cap,  
the lot. Where he got it from I do 
not know. The rest of the world 
must tire him out because it’s so 
unstylish. The only surprising thing 
is [Jarvis’s style’s] all chaotic! There’s 

no order to it at all. I lived with  
him for six months, Jesus wept! He 

makes me look together. I love him!

(Above, 
from left) 
with fellow 
Sheffield 
chums Jarvis 
Cocker and 
Alex Turner, 
2006; with 
former band        
the Longpigs, 
who, according 
to Hawley, 
are unlikely 
to re-form; 
Jeremy 
Corbyn – 
“brave and 
honest”; 
(below) 
Jeremy Clark 
– “reactionary 
and dodgy.”
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Tough. Mystical. Loyal. Vengeful. Calm. Charismatic. Salt of the
earth: the real Ian Brown mapped out by those who know him best.

n Tuesday,27 January2015, Ian
Brown was called to take the stand in
Manchester Crown Court. At the age of
51he was no stranger to The Law. Just
four years earlier he’d been served a
driving ban after three consecutive
speeding offences. In the early ’90s,
with The Stone Roses, he was rarely
away from wigs and silks, whether
standing trial for criminal damage

after vandalising the Mercedes of one former label boss, or sitting
through every day of their arduous High Court contract battle to free
themselves from another. But foremost in Brown’s mind must have
been the last time he stood in the same Minshull Street courthouse in
November1998, the day a judge sent him to Strangeways Prison
when rejecting his appeal against a four-month sentence for
threatening behaviour in a headline-grabbing “air-rage” incident.
Sixteen years on, now Brown was back again to raise his right hand
and swear on The Bible. The only difference being this time he
wasn’t the accused.

In the wake of the Jimmy Savile scandal, former This Morning

weatherman Fred Talbot was the latest disgraced TV celebrity to be
arrested for historical sexual offence allegations. To Brown he
had once been simply “Mr Talbot”, science teacher at Altrincham
Grammar School For Boys where the singer started his first year as an
11-year-old in1974. Under oath, he told the court how Talbot not
only showed his class a gay porn film on a Super-8projector in a
backroom but also set masturbation as a homework assignment.
Talbot’s defence did everything they could to discredit Brown as a
witness, calling him “rude and unpleasant” and suggesting his
memories were a fabricated fantasy. “Suggest on,” replied Brown,
“you’re the one being paid to defend him.”

Talbot was eventually found guilty on two counts and sentenced
to five years. For Brown, this was more than vindication. After his
own brief imprisonment in1998he would repeatedly remind
journalists that his had been the same custodial period also given to
Gary Glitter for possessing over4000 images of child pornography.
By assisting the prosecution of another sex offender, Brown wasn’t
only, as he insisted, helping the victims of his old teacher, but settling
a score against the legal system itself. This was the people’s outlaw,
finally exerting control over the scales of justice which had too often
tipped against him. Revenge, Ian Brown-style.
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“If something ups
made his decision to put it right there’s no
stopping him,” says friend, drummer and
fellow Altrincham Grammar pupil Simon
Wolstencroft. “He’s never afraid to stand
up for what he believes in. Ian was always
like that. He sticks to his .”

“really cool kid” with hair
like Bruce Lee and a red
flash on the side of his
shoes is Wolstencroft’s
earliest memory of the
schoolboy Brown. They

usually sat together alongside Brown’s
neighbour, John Squire, the three 
musketeers who eventually formed
proto-Roses punk band The Patrol. “Ian
was great at impersonating teachers. He
loved making an entrance and making
all the other kids laugh. They were both funny, but John had a quieter
sense of humour, whereas Ian always had that swagger about him.
That glint in his eye. He hasn’t changed.”

Born in Warrington, the eldest of three, Brown’s family moved to
Timperley, seven miles outside Manchester, when Ian was six, a few
doors down from Squire who, as Roses myth has it, he first met in a
local sandpit. Politicised by his father, George, a staunch socialist and
anti-monarchist who worked as a joiner, the young Ian became a ripe
teenage disciple for the revolution rock of punk. “Ian loved the Sex
Pistols more than any of us,” says Wolstencroft. “But we all loved The

Clash. When they came to Manchester  
and recorded Bankrobber at Pluto Studios, 
Ian managed to get in and meet them.  
Me and John missed out and were both 
absolutely gutted.” 

The 16-year-old Brown who met The 
Clash on 1 February 1980 was already 
rehearsing with Squire, Wolstencroft  
and singer Andy Couzens as The Patrol, 
themselves unapologetic Clash copyists. 
“Even down to our song titles,” notes 
Wolstencroft. “Jail Of The Assassins. Too 
Many Tons. Ian was the bass player. He 
sang the odd bit of backing vocals too. He 
tried his best.” Unusually for a budding 
young punk musician, Brown shunned 
alcohol (he’d later claim he drank his last 
pint aged 17) instead settling on weed as 
his drug of choice. “We all started smoking 
round [first Roses bassist] Pete Garner’s 

house,” says Wolstencroft. “Ian was still doing his karate as well. He 
used to train at Master Toddy’s in Manchester. You’d catch him 
sometimes practising moves, but he never really spoke about it.”

Turning down his chance to try for a black belt, Brown’s interest  
in karate was gradually superseded by music – flitting between Oi!, 
reggae and Northern soul – and scooters, avoiding stereotypical  
mod tribalism by customising his Vespa with song titles by Sham 69. 
“You could never pigeonhole Ian,” says Garry Johnson, former 
Sounds journalist, punk poet and early Roses champion. “He was 
neither a punk nor a mod. When I first met him his clothes looked 

mod but his hair was gelled back like Dave Vanian from The 
Damned. He was a funny combination of all sorts.”

The Stone Roses who met Johnson off his train at 
Manchester’s Piccadilly Station in 1984 were still a work-in-
progress moulded from the ashes of The Patrol, disbanded 
three years earlier. In the interim Brown had all but given up 
musical ambitions, happily losing himself in scooters and  
soul all-nighters until a bizarre chance encounter with an 
American R’n’B legend. Following a gig at Manchester 
University, Geno Washington was invited by a mutual  
friend to a party at Brown’s flat in Hulme where he told  
the impressionable young host he looked “like a star” and 
ought to be a singer. Wolstencroft, also the Roses’ first 
drummer, wasn’t surprised by the career change. “It was 
natural, really, as Ian always looked like a frontman. He 
wasn’t shy. He just got on with it.”

“Ian was easily the most charismatic one in the band,” 
remembers Johnson. “He was arrogant and confident, but  
in a nice way. He acted like a star, even though he didn’t  
have a pot to piss in at the time.” After interviewing them  
in Manchester for their first press feature, Johnson offered 
the fledgling Roses regular London accommodation at his 
Hackney home where Brown would sift through his Trojan 
reggae collection, dancing to Tighten Up LPs in the lounge. 

Brown’s journey,  
from sandpit to 
simian rock god

Ian George Brown born on  
20 February in Warrington.

Moves to 
Timperley, 
Cheshire where  
he meets  
John Squire in  
a local sandpit.

Brown’s favourite album  
of all time, What’s Going On  
by Marvin Gaye, released.

Attends Altrincham 
Grammar School  
For Boys.

(Above) An artist’s impression of ex-teacher 
and TV weatherman Fred Talbot, on trial in 
Manchester; (below) Brown on the day he 
testified against Talbot, 27 January, 2015.

“He’s very loyal”: (from 

left) Reni, Brown and 

original Roses drummer, 

Simon Wolstencroft.



“He was constantly eating oranges. All the time.
Ian never drank, but he smoked a lot of spliffs 
and he liked speed in them days too. It just used
to make him funnier, even more quick-witted. 
Me and Ian used to shoot off on our own and 
end up speeding and drinking milkshakes at  
the all-night McDonald’s in Charing Cross, 
rabbiting for hours about music and how to  
get them a deal.”

Johnson led the Roses’ first failed assault on
the capital’s record companies, trailing them 
round the offices of as many as would let them
past reception and gate-crashing industry 
parties, whether a drinks do for Max Bygraves at
Kettner’s in Soho or a Gary Glitter launch at the
Hippodrome. “None of us knew about Gary 
Glitter back then,” Johnson keenly stresses.  
“I also used to mention the Roses as much as  
I could in my Sounds gossip column. At another
event they met Angie Bowie, so I ran a story that
there was a new romance on the cards with her
and Ian. Stuff like that. Ian didn’t mind, but  
I know John didn’t like that sort of stuff.”

Despite Johnson’s best efforts at guerrilla 
A&R and media manipulation, when he last 
packed the Roses back on their coach to 
Manchester it was with nothing more than a  
bag of peanut butter and Marmite sandwiches.
“I never saw Ian get depressed about it. Every 
rejection, he’d shrug his shoulders and say it was
their loss. He always had faith. He just knew it 
would happen one day.”

he saviour who helped make it
happen first knew Ian as lead 
singer of The Angry Young 
Teddy Bears. “That’s what the
Roses were thinking of calling
themselves when I met them,”

says producer John Leckie. “It sort of suits them
in a funny way. The thing about the Roses is that
even though there’s a punk heritage there, 

they’re hippies. Ian especially. It sounds corny, but there’s a lot of love
there, and you don’t really get that with other Manchester bands.”

Throughout the recording of 1989 debut album The Stone Roses,
Leckie was struck by Brown’s radioactive positivity. “Ian’s a good 
vibes person, so he’s great to have in the studio. He never showed 
boredom. He had a skipping rope so he’d sometimes start skipping in
the corner. Skipping and smoking, that was his thing. Weed, bags of it,
and nothing stronger. I never saw any powders the whole time. Ian 
was dead against it. He was just very dedicated. The music came first.”

If, historically, Brown’s vocals have been the Achilles’ heel of the 
Roses’ live sound, Leckie had no issues coaxing the best from him  
for that first album. “His tuning was never really a problem. It was all

“IAN CONSTANTLY ATE
ORANGES. HE NEVER
DRANK BUT SMOKED
A LOT OF SPLIFFS.”

GARRY JOHNSON, STONE
ROSES’ FIRST MANAGER

Plays bass 
in first band
The Patrol,
with Squire,
Wolstencroft
and singer  
Andy Couzens.

Geno Washingto
tells Brown he
should become a
singer. Follows h
advice and steps
to the mic to form
The Stone Roses

Oranges are the 
only fruit: Brown 

in Japan, 1989.

The Patrol onstage, 
Lymm Youth Club, 1980.
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done on tape, no computers or correction, so what you hear is as Ian
sang it. Most of them are from a few takes, splicing together the best
bits from each one, but that’s not unusual with singers. Sometimes,
if he’d been up all night smoking he couldn’t really do it, but then
he’d go to bed, get up early the next day, go for a run and he’d be ready.
He was always prepared. All the words, all his phrasing, had been
worked out in advance. Ian wouldn’t give up until he felt he’d given
the best he could.”

Wolstencroft, by then drumming with The Fall, clearly remembers
Brown’s pride in the record that was about to change his life.

“We went on a drive out by the airport when he first played it
back to me in the car. Ian was buzzing, pleased as punch. It was great
and he knew it.” Leckie concurs. “Ian does like praise. If you tell him
something’s great he’ll believe you. But he also knows when you’re
lying. You can’t fake it with him because he sees right through it.
You wouldn’t want to cross him. That’s why he went so far with the
whole paint thing and the court case [the Roses’ notorious paint attack
on ex-label boss Paul Birch in1990]. Anyone who crosses him or rips
him off, he’ll have them.”

eckie would witness the best of the Roses, together
creating their immortal debut LP and the singles
Fools Gold and One Love, only to then see their
worst when trying to ignite the torturously long
sessions that, with a change of producer, eventually
led to 1994’s Second Coming. “Ian lets things take

their pace,” he says, “but that was the disaster of the second album
because he was waiting on John the whole time. He gave John too
much space, so nothing happened. I did 120 days on it, and they still
carried on for another year after I left.”

The creative vacuum and breakdown in communication between
Wolstencroft’s two oldest friends was just as apparent when he visited
the session at Rockfield Studios in Wales. “John invited me down but
when I got there he wasn’t anywhere to be seen,” he says. “Nor was Ian.
Mani ended up looking after me and taking me to the pub. Even before
they’d finished the second album, I could see the end was coming.”

The end as played out on the main stage of the 1996 Reading
Festival, with a makeshift Roses line-up minus latter ship-jumpers
Reni and Squire, was the stuff of desecrating nightmares. The critics

“YOU CAN’T FAKE IT WITH IAN. YOU WOULDN’T
WANT TO CROSS HIM. ANYONE WHO CROSSES HIM,

HE’LL HAVE THEM.” JOHN LECKIE, PRODUCER

The Stone Roses album released.
Brown calls the BBC “amateurs” live
on air when the power cuts out during
their performance on The Late Show
(right). Two days later, he’s back on
the Beeb miming to Fools Gold for the
band’s only visit to Top Of The Pops.

During an infamous band “paint
attack”, Brown throws a brick
through the window of the Merc
driven by Paul Birch, boss of FM
Revolver Records, for re-releasing
their old single Sally Cinnamon.
The band are fined £3000 each.

Looking forward to the gig, lads?
Brown, far left, with the rapidly

disintegrating Stone Roses,
Reading Festival, August 1996.
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savaged Brown, and with good reason: his vocals strayed so far off key 
he’d have needed to swallow an Alpine rescue team to guide them 
back. Two months after the event, frequently nominated among The 
Worst Gigs Of All Time, Brown put an end to everyone’s misery, not 
least his own, issuing a statement confirming the Roses were over.  
In opening, he described the music industry as “the filthiest business 
in the universe”, alluding to the bad contracts and well-publicised 
litigation cheating the broken band of their due fortune. By Christmas 
Brown was back in Warrington, living in a council flat, bitterly 
resigned never to return to music, imagining instead a “simple life” 
growing flowers. Many who’d heard him that night at Reading would 
have gladly wished him a happy future in horticulture.

rown would relish silencing such cynics when,  
all wounds licked, he re-emerged in 1998 with 
Unfinished Monkey Business, a confident and 
unexpectedly vibrant first stand as a solo artist. His 
public resurrection was sweet, if brief. Less than a 
fortnight after its release, on 13 February, Brown  

was arrested at Manchester Airport as he disembarked from a British 
Airways flight from Paris. Pressing charges were the captain (who, 
unfortunately for Brown, was also a part-time magistrate) and first 
class stewardess Christine Cooper. The trouble began when Cooper 
tried to sell the singer some duty free. When Brown declined, he 
believes she waved her hand at him dismissively. “I said, ‘Don’t  
wave your hand at me like that’,” recalled Brown. “She apologised.  
I said, ‘An apology’s OK, but if you do it again I’ll cut [your hand] off ’.  
I got four months for that.”

Sentenced in October, after four days in HMP Kirkham, a  
Category D open prison near Preston, Brown lost his appeal and  
was subsequently transferred to Manchester’s notorious Category A 
Strangeways. He shared a cell with young smackheads who regularly 
chased the dragon on foil from Kit-Kats after first giving Brown the 
chocolate. Wolstencroft wrote to him in Strangeways but, like others, 
was kindly instructed not to visit. “He said he didn’t want me or 

In 1994, as The Stone
Roses were struggling to
complete Second Coming
in Studio 1 at Rockfield in 
Wales, next door in Studio 2 
Dodgy were recording their 
album Homegrown. “One 
night we went over to say 
hello,” recalls drummer 
Mathew Priest. “Ian told us 
to help ourselves to this 
massive pile of grass on the 
table. He couldn’t have 
been more friendly.”

A month later, having 
shifted to another studio 
near Lincoln, Dodgy were 
contacted by Guardian 
journalist Caroline 
Sullivan. “Except she 
didn’t want to talk about 
Dodgy. She just wanted 
gossip on what we’d heard 
of the Roses’ album. So we 
were pretty pissed off.”

Priest decided to go 
along with the interview 
over the phone, tempering 
his annoyance by drip-
feeding Sullivan a series of 
outrageous fibs: that he’d 
heard the Roses cover 
Desperado by the Eagles; 
that they were now 
obsessed with KC & The 
Sunshine Band and had 
provisionally titled the new 
LP That’s The Way Uh-Huh 
Uh-Huh I Like It; and that 
Reni was the real genius 
who did all the guitar parts. 
Before hanging up, Priest 
looked around the studio, 
dwelling on a comedy 
poster of a chimpanzee 
smoking a spliff. He 
decided to push it with one 

last divinely inspired
porkie. “I told her Ian
no longer answered to 
‘Ian’. He won’t speak to 
anyone unless they call 
him ‘King Monkey’.”

Priest was tickled when 
The Guardian printed his 
cobblers as gospel the 
following week, if 
mortified to read his name 
instead of the promised 
“anonymous source”. 
Fearing he’d offended his 
Manchester heroes, it took 
a chance encounter with 
Mani several years later to 
put his mind at rest. Priest 
recalls that, “Mani said 
when they read it they all 
laughed and started 
chucking bananas at Ian. 
They hadn’t been getting 
on until that point, so he 
thanked me because it 
brought them together. 
The funniest thing is 
everyone really did  
start calling him ‘King 
Monkey’ after that.”

First solo LP, Unfinished 
Monkey Business, debuts  
at Number 4 in February. 
Later serves two months in 

Strangeways 
prison after “air 
rage” incident.

Brown’s nickname King 
Monkey is coined in a 
Guardian newspaper  
stitch-up by Dodgy 
drummer Mathew Priest 
(see panel). Second 
Coming released.

Now a single father 
of two living in a 
council flat in 
Warrington, Brown 
is beaten up by 
four doormen 
outside a club.

Becomes a dad for 
the third time with 
the birth of the  
only child from his 
marriage to Fabiola 
Quiroz. His beloved 
Man Utd win treble.

The stuff of nightmares.
Brown onstage for  

the infamous Roses 
headline slot at Reading, 

25 August, 1996.

  

How a Dodgy joke became Brown’s alias.

Chimp-ish sense of 
humour: Dodgy’s 
Mathew Priest.
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anyone else he knew to go through the indignity of being searched. But
that’s Ian. He’s strong like that. I knew he’d be alright in there as he’s a
man of the people.”

Two months into his sentence, Brown was luckily released on
parole on Christmas Eve. Walking out of Strangeways he continued on
foot through central Manchester, carrying his prison belongings in a
bin bag over his shoulder. A few days later Wolstencroft, now jobless
having left The Fall, drove Brown down to Heathrow airport when he
was asked to join the singer’s band. “He’s very loyal to his friends like
that. Even last year when I was writing my book [You Can Drum But

You Can’t Hide] he took a day off to sit down and help me go over the
old days. His memory’s better than mine. He’s also great with figures
too. Ever since the Roses he’s managed himself. It made me realise
maybe he was paying more attention back in school than I thought.”

fter six albums and a platinum-selling greatest hits,
on 10 September 2011 Ian Brown played his last
solo show at a festival in Bucharest. Leaving the
stage, he already knew that in a few weeks’ time he’d
shock the world by sitting with The Stone Roses at
London’s Soho Hotel announcing, as he’d term it,

their “reunification”. Shaun Ryder publicly speculated that the
financial pinch of Brown’s recent divorce from his Mexican model
wife, Fabiola Quiroz, probably helped him bury the hatchet with
Squire after their hell-frozen 15-year stand-off. Asked about it at the
press conference, Brown was typically calm, if coy. “There’s always
truth in Shaun Ryder’s comments.”

Also there at Soho Hotel to see the original Roses summoned from
the dead was Brown’s four-year-old godson, Wilson, with his father
Gary Aspden, designer and curator of Adidas Originals x Spezial
collection who’s known the singer since first supplying him trainers
in 1998. “Ian is into good clothes but he detests shopping for them,”
reveals Aspden, who’s accompanied him on fashion-finding trips as
far as Tokyo and Buenos Aires. “I’ve been all over the world with Ian
and I can tell you that the only shopping I’ve seen him do has been toys

for his kids. He has to be one of the most dedicated dads I know. He
never forgets presents for my son’s birthday or Christmas either.
When Wilson was a baby I remember Ian once picking him up and 
singing Elizabeth My Dear to him.”

Aspden describes his friend as self-educated, smart, funny (“he
lives for belly laughs”) and very shrewd. “Ian can be an affable person
but he definitely doesn’t suffer fools. He’s teetotal and likes to be
around the water drinkers and clean-living people. A righteous man,
not a hedonist. And I’ve seen first-hand that he’s unaffected by the
adulation he gets. When the Roses first took off he didn’t like to
give autographs as he felt he was no better and no worse than his
audience. But there is a lot of love out there for Ian and you can never
underestimate that love. Johnny Marr once said to me, ‘Have you ever
noticed how when you spend 20 minutes with Ian Brown, you always
come away feeling good about things?’ Maybe that’s what Geno
Washington saw in him at that party in Manchester all those years ago.”

Third solo LP,
Music Of The
Spheres,

remains his highest
charting to date at
Number 3, also spawning
his classic hit, F.E.A.R.

Blink-and-miss cameo in the film Harry
Potter And The Prisoner Of Azkaban
reading a paperback of Stephen
Hawking’s A Brief History Of Time.

Solo best-of album The
Greatest released. Later
certified platinum.

Honoured
with Q Le
Award.

Please release me: leaving 
Strangeways, 24 December, 
1998, having served two 
months for “air rage”.

They are the resurrection:  
a re-formed Roses, Finsbury 
Park, London, 7 June, 2013.
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Regardless of any financial incentives behind the reunion,
Wolstencroft believes Brown’s heart today is still genuinely anchored
in the Roses. “I know that in the gap since the last gigs [in2013] he’s
been very frustrated at not being in the studio and not playing because
he really loves it. He didn’t want it to stop. The last time I spoke to him
he was telling me they’d just gotten back together again for the gigs this
summer and he sounded really happy. But I still told him, ‘Don’t worry,
Ian. If it goes wrong, you’ve always got your own songs.’ He could write
another massive tune again tomorrow if he wanted. I know he could.”

“Ian’s incredibly proud of everything the Roses have done,” says

John Leckie. “He was always the striver, the one trying to make things
better. When we were together in the studio making the first album,
Ian might not always have been the first to arrive, but he was always
the last one to leave.”

For 50 years teachers, journalists, judges and even jailers have all
tried, but failed, to finish off “King Monkey”. However high he
descends, however low he crashes, onstage or off, his spirit has so far
proven invincible. Of the future, one thing is certain. Come the day the
lights finally go out again on The Stone Roses, expect Ian Brown to be
the last man standing in the dark.

Brown will
be 53 when
The Stone
Roses return
to the stage
this June.

Media reports 
of Brown taken 
into custody 
after allegedly 
assaulting his 
wife. Released 
without charge.

Stars in Adidas TV advert with
Noel Gallagher, David Beckham
and Snoop Dogg.

Meets Squire for 
first time in 15 
years at funeral 
of Mani’s mother. 
The Stone Roses 
re-form.

Gives 
prosecution 
evidence at the 
trial of former 
teacher and TV 
weatherman 
Fred Talbot.

“JOHNNY MARR SAID, ‘WHEN YOU SPEND 20 
MINUTES WITH IAN, YOU COME AWAY  

FEELING GOOD.’” GARY ASPDEN, BROWN’S FRIEND
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oled up at Rockfield Studios in remote
rural Wales, in February 1994 The Stone
Roses were in crisis. Their attempt to
record their second album looked 
doomed to fail yet again – but that 
wasn’t the most pressing problem.
The immediate challenge was that it was 
3am and they’d smoked all their weed.  
It was at critical times like this that their 
inimitable bass player, Gary “Mani”

Mounfield, would prove his mettle. Stealing a farm tractor, Mani set 
off across the fields in the inky blackness to Monnow Valley, another 
residential studio a few miles away, where a new Manchester group 
called Oasis were working on their debut LP. With the band fast
asleep, the light-fingered bassist broke in and lifted their stash,
before trundling merrily home on his “borrowed” John Deere.

“And that story just sums him up,” says Clint Boon, keyboard
player in fellow Madchester survivors Inspiral Carpets and an age-old 
friend of the Roses. “Mani is the best example ever of the working-
class ruffian everyone adores. You’ll never meet anyone else quite  
like him. He is a truly great human being, and a fantastic musician.”

While Ian Brown and John Squire represent the distant, hazy,
mystical soul of The Stone Roses, and Reni remains the group’s
wild card, it’s been left to Mounfield to advertise the band’s more
mischievous, hedonistic and fun-loving qualities. But though his
reputation – as grinning scally and battle-hardened, 24-hour party
person – precedes him, as Clint Boon suggests, Mani’s success has
ultimately flowed from his extraordinary abilities as a bass player

enriching not only the Roses’ music when he joined them in 1987,
but having a profound effect on Primal Scream’s avant-rock during
his 15-year stint in the band, spanning 1996-2011. 

Mani was born in Crumpsall, North Manchester on 16 November, 
1962, and raised in the Failsworth district of the city. His father Colin 
was a well-respected chef, working in restaurants in the area, and  
his family’s Irish ancestry, he says, meant his childhood home was 
alive with the sound of “fiddle-diddly” music – as well as ace crooner 
Nat King Cole – rather than rock’n’roll.

“He’s as solidly working class as you get,” explains Clint Boon.  
“I was from Oldham, which was three or four miles away from Mani,  
we both lived in the shadow of the old Manchester cotton mills. His 
parents were like mine: they didn’t have much money but they’d  
give you the things you needed, and taught you what was right.” 

Attending Xaverian College, a Roman Catholic grammar school 
for boys, Mounfield’s education was interrupted by the arrival of 
punk rock, which in 1978 drew him to The Factory club in Hulme, 
where, aged 16, he witnessed early gigs by then little-known locals  
Joy Division and A Certain Ratio. Punk’s influence would permeate 
his musical style and taste forever – as would his love for South 
Manchester street-rock droogs Slaughter & The Dogs.

“We were playing with the Roses in Lyon three years ago,”  

recalls Membranes and Goldblade frontman, John Robb, “and at  
the soundcheck all we could hear was Mani playing the bassline to 

Slaughter’s Where Have All The Boot Boys Gone?. I think he was 
seeing if we’d recognise it. It was a Manchester test.”

In his late teens, while not watching Man United – a family
tradition: Mani’s father used to know star player George Best and

Loveable rogue. Bass titan. A mischievous, hedonistic, “diamond
geezer”: Gary “Mani” Mounfield, uncovered.
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“You’ll never  
meet anyone else 
quite like him…” 
Gary “Mani” 
Mounfield, 1989.

“MANI IS THE BEST EXAMPLE EVER OF THE
WORKING-CLASS RUFFIAN EVERYONE ADORES.” 

CLINT BOON



cook dinner for the te y,
nurturing his skill at pub darts, Mounfield and his mates
would enjoy the Northern soul room at Pips, or venture
into black clubs such as the Reno and Nile in Moss Side,
soaking up the sounds of ska, reggae and dub. The fact
there was “no colour bar in Manchester” impressed him,
and it was an impulse to get involved directly in “the fight
against fascism” that led him into the orbit of his future
lead singer and guitarist.

y 1981, Mani, Brown and Squire were all
scooter boys, with Mounfield bombing
round north Manchester on a Vespa 90

with his “little gang, kicking the fuck out
of anyone with a leather jacket or long
hair”; Brown and Squire’s more music-

minded mob, meanwhile, were based in the south of the city.
trouble with a gang of Nazi skinheads on Mani’s turf united the two
factions, Brown and Mounfield got stuck into the action together.
“We hospitalised them,” recalls the bassist – though the “handy”
Brown instantly recognised his new friend “weren’t really no fighter”.

Mounfield always claimed that The Stone Roses were the first band
that he ever played in, but by 1982 he was already dabbling in music.
Through Brown, the bassist befriended John Squire, and the two
briefly played in a band called The Waterfront. It was Mani who
psychedelicised Squire, initiating the guitarist’s first acid trip at
a flat in Chorlton, listening to The Stooges’ Loose in the company
of another future Roses compadre, Stephen “Cressa” Cresser.

Mani’s graduation from scooter-boy punch-ups to playing bass
led him to form a friendship with Oldham-based Clint Boon, whom
he met through a mutual friend, Chris Goodwin (later of The High).
The result was a little-known avant-garde episode in Mani’s musical
career. “We formed T’Mill, which was psychedelic garage rock, with
me singing and playing Farfisa organ like I do in Inspiral Carpets,”
explains Boon. “We didn’t have a guitarist – if we recorded a track that
needed guitar, Mani would play it. It was quite industrial, with angle
grinders and tapes of heavy machinery. We’d drive a forklift truck over
a mic and see what it sounded like. It was all paisley shirts, bowl-cuts
and The 13th Floor Elevators. Very creative.”

The group morphed into The Hungry Sox, who developed a
particular soft spot for “paisley underground” cheerleaders R.E.M,
who played at Manchester’s The Gallery venue in April 1984. It was
there that new-in-town Blackpool musician and writer John Robb
first noticed Mani. “Noel Gallagher would later talk of the Manchester
50 – the 50 people you’d always see at every gig,” he says. “Mani
was one of the precursors of that. He was always in the crowd at
every band you ever saw, and that included the first Roses gigs.”

Boon recalls Mounfield getting a steady job when The Hungry
Sox ended, working as a lighting technician at the Manchester Opera
House, thus somewhat dispelling the self-perpetuated myth that
Mani was a hopeless scally yahoo. But the bassist was almost
certainly on the dole or not doing much when, in late 1987, a vacancy
for a bassist in The Stones Roses came up following the sudden
departure of Pete Garner.

fateful move: the day after bumping into a downcast Ian and John at
the Boardwalk club, Boon saw Mani’s younger brother Greg in the
street and told him to get his brother on the case pronto. When
Mani contacted Squire, the guitarist admitted, “We should have
got in touch with you first…”

Mounfield has contended that his chief bass-playing idols were
Motown funk brother James Jamerson, Joy Division’s Peter Hook and
The Clash’s Paul Simonon. All three influences are evident in his
stylish, t playing, but what he brought to the Roses wasn’t just a
new flui d funkiness but the indefinable totality that any great
band possesses. John Robb also notes that Mani’s image – then
reflecting the “Perry boy” football casual look, with a flick haircut and
smart gear – would subtly influence the band’s appearance in early
1988, further readying them for mass-market, early lad-culture appeal.

Yet though Mani was now in his favourite band, embracing a
development he felt “was always going to happen”, he nevertheless
joined a group who weren’t exactly simpatico with his legendary social
enthusiasms. Squire was starting a family; Brown took stimulants but
didn’t drink alcohol; and Reni didn’t need any chemical help in being
the best in surreal entertainment. This led to the band’s new recruit
being by far the most fervent sampler of Manchester’s emerging
ecstasy culture in the Haçienda Club, of which Mani had been a
card-carrying member since it opened 1982.

“I would end up with Shaun Ryder and the crew back at my house,”

“MANI WAS ALWAYS
IN THE CROWD AT
EVERY BAND YOU

SAW, INCLUDING THE
FIRST ROSES GIG.”

JOHN ROBB

The low-end king’s
life, from  scooter
boy to rockin’ Rose

Born 16 November
in Crumpsall,
north Manchester
(below).

Mani’s father
takes him to his
first Man United
match, a reserve

game
away at
Ipswich.

Attends Xaverian
College, a Roman
Catholic boys
school, in Rusholme.

Sees Joy Division,
A Certain Ratio and
other bands play at
The Factory Club in
Royce Road, Hulme.

Meets Ian Brown
for the first time
when Mani and
Brown’s scooter
mobs unite to “sort
out” a gang of right-
wing skinheads.
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Never mind the Pollocks:
Mani, far left, embarks as The

Stone Roses’ new boy, 1988.



Mounfield explained. “We’d be up all night, I’d be fucked… The
Squire would give me the frown next day at rehearsal and I’d be like,
‘I’m researching our music!’ That’s where things like Fools Gold
originated from – the bassline is inspired by Young MC’s Know How.”

The Roses’ vertiginous rise in 1989, and their subsequent 
dissipation amid the tortuous, five-year Second Coming sessions, 
would severely test – and, in Ian and John’s case, destroy – the band’s
friendships. Mani found himself central
to the group’s unravelling, though
through no fault of his own: in 1991,
his beloved father passed away after
a heart attack aged just 52, leaving the
bassist devastated and unable to work.
His mum suffered a stroke not long after.
“The others would big you up, drag you
back… but I was a fucking mess behind
it all,” he reflected.

When the Roses split after their
disastrous Reading Festival show in
summer 1996, with only Ian and Mani
remaining from the original line-up,
Mounfield should by rights have
disappeared to lick his wounds. But his

irrepressible optimism wouldn’t allow it. “He called me up next day 
and told me what happened,” says Boon, “and we talked about doing 
something together. Then the next week he fucked off to London, all 
upbeat and confident and Mani-like, and – hey – another great band.”

That Mani walked straight into a job with Primal Scream, a group 
whose pill-propelled psychedelic indie-rock’n’roll chimed exactly 
with the Roses’ own, was another of rock’s great serendipitous twists. 
At the time the group were adding the finishing touches to arguably 
the first great post-Britpop album, Vanishing Point, to which Mani  
was just in time to contribute the growling, Panzer tank bassline  
of Kowalski. 

“It was the greatest free transfer in the history of rock’n’roll!”  
says John Robb. “It was perfect: the first three Scream albums that he 
played on are the dark, overlooked, hangover LPs. His bass playing is 
high in the mix, very post-punk. You could hear the influence of Hooky 
in Joy Division. He brought a new dynamic to them: he’d introduce  
the songs onstage and communicate with the crowd, while Bobby 
[Gillespie] would be too cool to do that sort of stuff. It must have  
been like a dream come true.”

Boon: “The Scream was the payback, and he deserved it, as he came 
out of the Roses with hardly anything. He did gain a reputation as a bit 
of party animal for a while: I’ve seen him unconscious through alcohol 
a few times, and have had to resuscitate him on my couch to see if he’s 
still with us [laughs]. But it was no big deal.”

ani reached the 21st century aged 37, with a
steady job, a stable family set-up, two kids, and
an increasingly successful DJ career. In 2004,
while the Primals were on a break, Mounfield joined
Freebass, a project hatched with fellow storied Manc
bassists Peter Hook and The Smiths’ Andy Rourke.

Thankfully, some might say, it ended abruptly in 2010 after Mounfield
attacked Hook on Twitter for “living off Ian Curtis’ blood money”,
after the bearded bass player performed a set of Joy Division songs
live. (Mani later apologised unreservedly, blaming the fact that Mancs 
are incorrigibly “gobby” bastards.)

When a Roses reunion was finally mooted in 2011, after the 
estranged Ian and John spoke for the first time in 15 years at the

funeral of Mani’s mother – attended by
Mani’s newly discovered half-brother,
from a relationship his father had kept
secret – the bassist’s dreams of settling
the band’s unfinished business finally
looked possible. Within a few months,
the cash-strapped, loveable rogue visited
a cash machine to find an £1.8 million
advance in his account for the Roses’
comeback world tour.

“Of all the individuals I know, he’s
the one I’m glad it happened to and has
ended up with the financial rewards,”
says Clint Boon. “He has a great life and
he’s a diamond geezer, the kind who
counts his blessings every day.”

Forms T’Mill
with future
Inspiral
Carpets 
organ-player 
Clint Boon.

Mani’s beloved
father dies, turning
him into “a mess”
and adding to the 
difficulties involved 
with the Second 
Coming sessions.

The Roses, with
Mani and Brown
the only original
members, disband 
after a disastrous 
headline show at 
Reading Festival.

Leaves Primal
Scream to focus on
the Roses reunion.
Brown and Squire 
made their peace 
that year at Mani’s 
mum’s funeral.

Now with Primal
Scream, Mani plays
on final sessions
for their album 
Vanishing Point.
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East meets North-West:  
on tour with the Roses, 

Japan, October 1989.

Scream dream: 
onstage with  
Bobby Gillespie, 
Glastonbury, 1997.
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Mani and Clint Boon  
(left and right) in T’Mill. 



t was good to have The Stone Roses
back. And then…

“The drummer’s gone home, I’m not 
kidding you. Sorry about that. What can 
I say? The drummer’s a c*nt.”

Only four dates into a reunion tour 
that was estimated to be earning the band 
members over £2 million each, and just 
over two weeks before the biggest dates 
of their career at Heaton Park in 

Manchester, and already Reni had reportedly walked out on the band.
In front of approximately 5500 fans at the Heineken Music Hall in 

Amsterdam, he had experienced technical difficulties and refused to 
return for the encore of I Am The Resurrection. Instead, Ian Brown 
returned alone to the stage to call him out. There was no denying it: 
the footage appeared on YouTube within hours of it happening.

There were two days to the next gig. In between, the media 
speculated wildly that the comeback was over and the volatile band 
had blown it. Reni really had gone home. Insiders said Brown would 
now only communicate with Reni via Squire. Reni was said to be
upset over the unspoken favouritism of the band’s new management, 
who he felt saw Brown and Squire as kingpins of the reunion. Others 
who had seen the band live felt exactly the opposite – that it was the 
sublime rhythm section that was going to keep the Roses boat afloat.

Brown knew as well as anyone that Reni was a possible loose
cannon. He also knew that without the drummer there was no Roses.

But it was all on the line now – reputation, fortunes, contracts – and
here was Reni losing it, acting up and sporting those fake dreadlocks.

Nothing had changed really. Only that a new generation was 
discovering for the first time what the Roses were like. Combustible 
and unpredictable: anything could happen. And much of the  
sense that the band was alive again was down to the maverick spirit  
of Alan “Reni” Wren. 

He brought life to the band in 2012 just as he had in the beginning, 
almost 30 years earlier when just 20, in May 1984, he saw the band’s 
“drummer required” ad in a music shop. Instead of writing down the 
number, Reni took the ad off the wall and stuck it in his pocket so 
nobody else would see it. “The number in the ad was my house, and to 
this day I think he said his name was René, with the French accent,” 
said Andy Couzens, then the band’s guitarist. Reni didn’t have his 
own transport, so Brown and Couzens picked him up from his home 
for the audition. “He was from the other side of the tracks to us,” said 
Couzens. “He had a Rottweiler called Bella the size of a big bloke.”

Reni lived in Gorton, a rough part of inner city Manchester,  
and was a self-confessed “stinker” or “smelly” into the New Wave  
Of British Heavy Metal – or NWOBHM – scene. A live-wire jobbing 
drummer, he was playing with a number of local rock bands, such  
as The Dealers and Tora Tora. He had landed in the latter band  
after his friend Simon Wright left the group to join rock legends  
AC/DC in 1983. Ian Paice of Deep Purple was a key influence on
Reni’s drumming style, and he listed UFO, AC/DC, Thin Lizzy and
Van Halen as favourites.

Musical kingpin. Loose cannon. Metalhead. Comedian. Icon.
The best drummer of his generation: Alan “Reni” Wren.
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Beat generation: 
the Roses’ musical 

heart, Reni, 1989.

“RENI COULD PLAY ANYTHING. HE HAD  
A MUSICAL TALENT NONE OF US HAD.”

ANDY COUZENS, ORIGINAL STONE ROSES GUITARIST



The story of the
funky drummer’s half
century – beat by beat

Born 10 April
in Manchester.
Childhood spent
around the tough
inner city district of
Gorton. His parents
run a pub in the area.

Leaves college
where he is
studying graphic
design to work
as a signwriter.

The Who’s Pete
Townshend (right)
sees Reni’s first gig
with The Stones Roses.
He asks him to join him
to record drums on a
forthcoming solo LP.

He was, as Brown said, a “proper rocker” who used to go to the
annual Monsters Of Rock festival at Donington Park. In fact, Brown
said he had run into Reni as a kid, at the now demolished but then
famous Belle Vue fairground that was close to Reni’s home. It had
amusements, rides, a large arena for bands and sporting events such
as boxing and bike racing. “He was rampaging around with a gang
of kids and they bullied me into giving them 10p,” Brown said.

eni was from a large family, the second of six siblings.
He held down a day job as a signwriter, having studied
graphic design at college, although he said he never
completed the course, “kicked out” for missing
classes. Being on time was never a strong point. He
had shown freakish abilities on drums as a child,

playing on the kit set up in the pub his mum and dad ran in Denton,
near Gorton. He was also in a vocal harmony group and a fine singer.

Couzens and Brown loaded up Reni’s drums and the three drove to
Decibel studios in Ancoats, where The Smiths had rehearsed. “They
brought him in and we were working on something,” said Pete Garner,
the band’s first bassist. “We said, ‘The song goes like this’ – thinking
he’d listen for five minutes and then join in. Within 10 seconds he was
in and the band sounded better than it had ever sounded. That’s when
it got serious, from the moment Reni turned up.”

“He changed us overnight,” said Couzens. “No Reni, no Roses. It
would have faltered like all the other things John and Ian and I had
done. John was a punk guitarist when we met Reni, but Reni could play
anything. He had a musical talent none of us had.”

“When I went to the audition I thought they made a horrible
racket,” said Reni. “But I was struck by their commitment. The whole
group was such an oddball collection of long-hairs, scruffs and
smoothies I just had to join.”

There was an incident soon after Reni joined, that some put down

to the new drummer. They shared a rehearsal space with Easterhouse,
billed then in the press as the next Smiths, but the Roses were kicked
out when some equipment went missing. “One of Reni’s mates and
Reni nicked a load of their gear and some of our gear as well,” said
Couzens, “but he always disputed it.”

At the band’s first ever gig in October1984, at a small club in
London, Reni’s abilities were, incredibly, spotted by The Who’s
Pete Townshend who was in the audience. “We came offstage and
Townshend was, like, ‘You look really good up onstage and your
drummer’s great’,” said Brown. “Then he said, ‘I want to play a couple
of tunes’, and he asked Reni, ‘Do you want to do it?’ Reni’s like, ‘Yeah!’
He ended up playing three or four Who tunes with Townshend.”

Squire feared they had lost him. “We were told Townshend had
said he really wanted to use Reni on his next LP. We were like, ‘Shit,
Reni’s going to leave. Townshend’s nicking Reni’.”

“At that time Reni was awe-inspiring,” said Couzens. “To play
with him made us sound phenomenal. Just to watch him play was
inspirational. Pete Townshend was inspired by what he’d seen.”

As early as1985he was experimenting with hats. “He kept buying
hats until finally he ended up with the bucket hat [which became known

as the “R t”] and everybody said, ‘Oh, actually he looks alright in
that one’ d then manager Howard Jones. “He favoured the
spaniel- furry ones and eventually he got a proper Swiss one of
those an ed quite cool in it. But we’re talking about some bad,
bad hats in the beginning. It was like anything to be noticed because
obviously he’s at the back of the band. He’s not at the front of the stage
and Reni’s reason for being in a band was to be at the front, actually.”

The stories about Reni stacked up in the mid-’80s. He collapsed
after one of the band’s infamous Manchester warehouse parties.
“After the gig he had what was tantamount to a fit,” said Jones. “We
had to hold him down in the van. It was incredible, he was dehydrated
and so hyped, he literally was shaking.” In 1986, he injured his hand
putting his fist through a pane of glass in a door at his parents’ house –
he still has the scar – and couldn’t hold a drumstick, so he made
the band tape one to his hand and played like that. There was also a
rumour he was spotted in suspenders while working as a kissogram
for Live Wires in Chorlton, a singing telegram company.

He definitely turned up for rehearsals one day after a short holiday
with dreadlock hair extensions. The band teased him remorselessly
until he removed them. Perhaps he was having the last laugh when he
played the opening dates of the reunion in fake dreads and a bandanna.

And then he started singing. The band had already recorded an
aborted album without knowing he could do so. “Wow, he can actually
sing,” said Garner. “The secret weapon has another level.” His backing
vocals would be key to elevating Brown’s own lead vocals.

Maybe he could sing too well. Peter Hook produced the band’s
third single Elephant Stone in1987. He said Reni was one of the best
rock drummers he had ever encountered, “as good, if not better, than
Stephen Morris was in Joy Division. Reni’s drumming lent such a
character to the songs. Ian and John had got it with the melodies and
lyrics but they were lucky to get Reni because he took them from being
a traditional rock band into the stratosphere with other great groups.”

Hook also said Reni handled the backing vocals on the single with
great skill and “thought he was a better singer than Ian. I think there

Pete Townshend
(left) makes a
surprise appearance
at the Roses’ first
gig, London, 1984.
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Roses Mk 1: (from left)
John Squire, Ian Brown,
Reni, Andy Couzens and

Pete Garner, 1984.
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Reni and Brown 
cover Manchester 
landmarks 
with graffiti 
proclaiming 
“The Stone 
Roses”. 

Shocks producer 
John Leckie by having 

a fist-fight 
with band 
manager 
Gareth 
Evans (left).

Accosts Evans again 
at Spike Island to 
stop the sale of Reni 
hats on the merch 
stalls. 

Misses the 
recording of a 
video for Ten 
Storey Love Song 

ight). Quits 
and soon after, 

 April 1995.

Brown asks  
Reni to drum with  
him again on solo  
work. Mani tries 
to get him to join 
Primal Scream.  
He declines both.

was a struggle between him and Ian, more so than anyone. Reni was
always in your ear, asking to sing, saying he could do it better.”

When John Leckie first saw the group perform live, prior to
recording them, it was Reni who stood out. “I thought, ‘Oh, this band 
is all about the drummer,’” he said. “Reni would be taking off, singing 
and playing, and all the lights would be flashing on him. He was all 
energy and showing off.”

One of the keys to the sound Leckie achieved on the band’s  
debut album was the blending of Brown and Reni’s voices to create 
something that could never be exactly replicated live. Much trickery 
went into this process. “The vocals are well mixed. But it wasn’t 
intentional to obfuscate who was singing what: it was just getting the 

best mix.” But, like Hook before him, Leckie noted of Reni: “Once he 
got on to harmonies he’d saturate it, so you had to hold him back.”

It was at the band’s epochal show at Blackpool Empress Ballroom 
in August 1989, that it first became noticeable the Reni hat was 
becoming a fashion statement. Astonishingly, almost all of the 4000 
punters at the show were aping the look of the band, in flares, baggy 
shirts and white bucket hats. The band was taken aback. “We didn’t 
know or expect that kids would dress like us,” Brown said. “Reni loved 
it – half the crowd had the hat on.”

Reni, whose musical tastes had grown increasingly eclectic and far-
reaching – Mani said the drummer introduced him to Funkadelic, Sly 
Stone and Miles Davis when he joined the band – recalled with pride 
how Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters had applauded the band. “The Roses 
remind me of us 25 years ago,” Waters had said. “They’ve got loads of 
bollocks and arrogance and won’t take any shit.” Reni also revealed 
how David Bowie had once offered to produce the Roses around 1990 
and how Paul McCartney had wanted to get to know the Roses in the 
same period, but that their manager Gareth Evans had cut him off at 
the pass, thinking he was being clever by asking McCartney’s 
secretary, “What’s in it for Paul?”

oted for his edited-down three-piece kit, a mixture  
of Ludwig, vintage and a big expensive Sonor snare 
drum – all customised in the Pollock style to match 
Squire’s guitar and Mani’s bass – Reni became an
inspiration for a generation of drummers. Before
he passed away in 2013, The Charlatans founder

and drummer Jon Brookes, told me: “He never pounded the drums,
he used to caress them and get them to sing, he was that kind of
drummer. It was great to just watch him, very poetic, beautiful motion,
very light touch, at the same time very musical. And he was singing as
well, these beautiful melodies. It was unbelievable.”

As the band’s songwriting faltered and then dried up, Reni
continued to astound. He had started to play along with loops while
recording Fools Gold. The band’s trusted engineer on the session and
one of Second Coming’s producers, Paul Schroeder, said: “Reni loved
it. It meant he could dance around it with his kit.” At the first Second
Coming session in March 1992 he played the drums for 40 minutes, “It
was out of this world,” Brown said. “I remember John Leckie turning
around and saying, ‘Can’t this be the album?’”

There were powerful reminders of Squire and Reni’s musical
rapport, forged over nine long years, on Second Coming, such as
Daybreak, but they were rare. The talk of Reni’s love for the album
Led Zeppelin IV, and of the Roses creating monster riffs to match
Led Zeppelin had quickly waned. Reni grew bored with the endless
recording of the album and the attitude of Squire. He had become a 
father of two boys and preferred to spend time at home rather than 
hang around waiting for Squire to finish his guitar parts. He even 
bought Brown an acoustic guitar and Bob Marley songbook, so the 
singer could be more self-reliant.

Toward the end of the album’s making, it was reported in the  
media that Reni had discovered he had a daughter who was now nine. 
Paternity tests confirmed he was the father. Reni had always sought to 
protect the privacy of his family. The mother of his daughter was 

“THE STONE ROSES
GOT SERIOUS FROM  
THE MOMENT RENI 

TURNED UP.”
PETE GARNER, ORIGINAL 

STONE ROSES BASSIST

“It was great just to watch 
him.” Reni rehearses  
in Manchester, 1994.
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being hassled by the press. It was a delicate time. But,
just as Mani’s suffering following the death of his father
had not been discussed, this private affair involving Reni
was similarly seen in terms of it impinging on the band.
Squire said simply that Reni had “the worst attendance
record” during Second Coming. Reni came up with a
nickname for Squire, Ice Cold Cube.

Reni missed the band’s “comeback” interview with
The Big Issue in late ’94, said to be “back in Manchester
sorting something for his mum.” According to the
band’s new manager Doug Goldstein: “Reni wasn’t
certain he wanted to take it on: a year and a half being
away from home, touring and promoting the record.”

uring a short promotional visit to
America, Goldstein said Reni didn’t
make himself nearly as available as the
rest of the band. When he did show, he could not
help taking centre-stage, cracking jokes and livening
things up. Asked what he thought of America at

Kits Live 105, in San Francisco, he replied, “Very small, cramped.” 
His timekeeping grew more erratic and following no-shows for the

making of the Ten Storey Love Song video and a photoshoot for an
NME cover, he was confronted by Brown. The start of the band’s world
tour was less than two weeks away. The argument escalated. Reni told
Brown to get another drummer. “Ian said he’d never work with him
again, and that he wanted to see him in the gutter,” said Squire.

The next day Reni phoned Brown: “I need to get down to rehearsal
early so that me and Mani can rehearse, and you and John can come
down later.” Brown replied, “I’ve done what you told me to do last 
night.” “What do you mean?” asked Reni. “You told me to get another 
drummer, so I have,” said Brown. (Robbie Maddix officially joined on  
1 April 1995). “It’d died for me,” Reni said. “I was happy to have gone.”

“He saw the way things were going before the rest of us,” said Mani. 
“He sussed out moves by certain other members of the band and 
realised that people had their own agendas, so he got out of it.”

After leaving the Roses, Reni had plenty of offers of work. Paul 
Ryder, of Happy Mondays, wanted to get a new project going. He was 
offered the drum stool for emerging British reggae star Finley Quaye. 
Rough Trade boss Geoff Travis tried to get him hooked up with 
ex-Suede guitarist Bernard Butler. The management of hit Scottish 
band Texas were keen for him to work with the band on an album. In 
1996, when the Roses imploded, Brown asked Reni to drum with him 
again. Mani tried to get him to join Primal Scream… 

Instead Reni, who had invested his share of the Geffen advance in 
property, retreated to the attic of his Manchester family home with 
former Roses bassist Pete Garner to work on his own band, Hunkpapa, 
but the band never played live.

In early 2000, his new band called The Rub, a name taken from 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet “To be or not to be” soliloquy, played a short 
UK tour. Reni sang and played guitar but, despite the West Coast rock 
sound and attractive harmonies, there was no getting away from the 
fact that the audiences wanted to see him play drums, not the guitar. 

After the tour he got back into painting, forsaking music for art for 

long periods. Over the next decade he stayed silent, assuming the
mantle of one of rock’s recluses, a mystery. The man rated as the
drummer of his generation, and one of the best of all time, had not
released a note since quitting the Roses. Ironically, by doing and saying 
nothing, it was Reni who kept aflame much of the Roses’ mystique.

When the first rumbling of a reunion was mooted in early 2011,
The Sun reported, the only stumbling block was the “pinning down”
of Reni, “which is about as easy as trapping mercury.” He was busy
that summer buying a new home in Manchester that needed serious
renovation. There was a loose plan to exhibit his art in 2012, but family 
life dominated. He was the most circumspect about a band reunion.

Reni kept fans guessing whether he would rejoin the band until the 
moment the four appeared at the reunion conference on Tuesday,
18 October 2011. He’d organised to send out a text the previous 
Friday, “Not before 9T will I wear the hat 4 the Roses again.” It was a
deliberate hoax. In the months before they played live for the first
time, the uncertainty about Reni persisted. In early May, just weeks
before the band’s surprise show in Warrington, the NME ran a news
story suggesting Reni was too ill to rehearse and had been replaced.

After the gig in Warrington, in his haste to avoid the media and the
after-show back-slapping, Reni almost forgot his wife. He enjoyed the
music, the playing, but not much else about the music business. Of
course, he rejoined the band after the fight in Amsterdam. His double
bass drums, each emblazoned with the lemon logo, and the Brazilian
football styled top he routinely wore, became iconic features of the
reunion. He dropped the fake dreadlock look and even put on the
bucket hat again for the rendition of Fools Gold. For many, he 
remained the star of the show. 

Sentenced to seven days 
for contempt of court, 
after he launched a verbal
assault on the judge while 
appearing in court on
charges of driving with no 
insurance. Served three. 

Sings and plays
guitar with his
new band called
The Rub (right),
playing six gigs
in small venues.

Supplies enigmatic 
poem (Don’t Feed  
The Underdog) and 
drawings of the four 
members for the 20th 
anniversary reissue of 
the Roses’ debut LP.

Misses the 
premiere of the
Shane Meadows
documentary
about the band’s
comeback,
Made Of Stone.

“I THINK THERE WAS
A STRUGGLE BETWEEN 

RENI AND IAN.”
PETER HOOK
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Back from the dread:  
Reni in Shane Meadows’s 
2013 Roses reunion  
doc, Made Of Stone. 
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Artistic. Provocative. Insular. Deadpan. The self-described
“miserable, capricious and inscrutable” guitar hero, John Squire.

hese four young men are not merely  
fussy but obsessive about the quality of
everything associated with their name,”
said Paul Reid QC, while defending The
Stone Roses on a criminal damage charge
at Wolverhampton Crown Court in
October1990. “They want to be the
best at what they do and they are
never satisfied with second best.”

Reid, a specialist in criminal law, also
called the band, who were facing jail sentences of up to 10 years for
the offence, “stupid”. It was John Squire, then 27, who was behind
the stupidity. It was his idea to vandalise a former record label, and
him, above all, who was fastidious about every last detail of the Roses’
output and who had grown increasingly egotistical as fame took hold.

The highly motivated, highly disciplined young man whose work
ethic had been at the core of the group had succumbed to hubris.
The Roses would never recover. The court case, however, further
entrenched the band’s anti-establishment reputation.

“I didn’t know abstract expressionism was an offence,” quipped
Squire at the time, having used multiple cans of paint and paint
stripper to cause upward of £23,000worth of damage to the small
Wolverhampton farmhouse where FM Revolver Records was based.
The band and road crew had also trashed and smashed cars parked in
the small forecourt.

The level of aggression and certitude required to force entry and
commit the crime – a woman present inside the building was caught
up in the attack and afterwards had to have her paint-covered hair
shaved off and then required a pumas stone to remove the paint from

her scalp – was another reason the Roses had assumed the mantle of 
the most exciting British group since the Sex Pistols.

The Roses had started out, in1983, as a violent, bellicose band, but
had over the years mellowed into a more laid-back groove. Certain
members and some of their joined-at-the-hip road crew, however,
still emanated a prickly sense of threat reflective of their tough
backgrounds in inner city areas of Manchester. Reni was first through
the door in Wolverhampton.

Squire did not project that menace. He had grown up, alongside
neighbour Ian Brown, in the pleasant village enclave of Timperley,
near Altrincham, a well-to-do suburb in South Manchester. He
preferred provocation to confrontation. He had, for instance,
memorably caused a riot at a rock club in Ireland by playing the
Smoke On The Water riff when an early Roses gig had gone badly.

He was not immune, however, to the growing gang presence and
sense of dread seeping into Manchester nightlife as the Madchester
fever that had made the city a cultural hotspot slipped into the
Gangchester era. He never spoke about it but a close friend of
Squire’s had committed suicide purportedly because he feared
repercussions from drug dealers to whom he owed money.

Ultimately, though, when they escaped from Crown Court with a
fine of £3000 each and their bad boy reputation majorly enhanced,
Squire, reverted to type, expressing genuine relief at not having to
“go to nick”.

Even the passive-aggressive shtick he’d got down pat, his
uncommunicative interviews that had become the stuff of legend, full
of sullenness and hostility, were something of a façade. He was a man
concerned, beyond almost all else, with the band’s aesthetic and the
Roses, as a whole, had a strong intellectual bent. His presentation of
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ASKED WHAT ELEPHANT STONE WAS ABOUT, 
SQUIRE SAID: “LOVE AND DEATH. WAR 
AND PEACE. MORECAMBE AND WISE.”

Sound and vision: the 
Roses’ mastermind, 

John Squire, 1989.
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Manchester’s very
own Renaissance man
through the years

Jonathan Thomas 
Squire born  
24 November  
in Broadheath,  
a suburb of 
Altrincham.

Caned in his first 
year at Altrincham 
Grammar School 
for drawing 
graffiti on his
school desk  
during Latin. 

Sex Pistols  
release debut
single Anarchy
In The UK (right),
inspiring Squire
to buy a guitar.

Squire’s schoolboy 
band, The Patrol, 
miss the chance  
to substitute for 
Adam & The Ants  
because he is sat in 
a field “chilling”. 

them toyed with this dichotomy: are we really very clever? Figure it
out for yourself. Asked what the band’s late-1988 single Elephant
Stone was about, Squire said: “Love and death. War and peace.
Morecambe and Wise.”

Squire worked hardest to give the Roses a look to complement
their music, painting not just their record covers, but the band’s
backdrops onstage, their instruments and even the band for one
memorable photo-shoot. “I knew exactly how it should look,” he
said. “If people know what you’re doing, what you think, what you
sound like, then you should give them all of it yourself. You shouldn’t
have other people doing your sleeves, telling you how your videos
should be, dressing you.”

His artworks became a significant draw for the band’s fans, with
special prints routinely included on the band’s releases. Being the
best drawer in class helped him win friends at primary school and at
Altrincham Grammar School, the same school Brown attended, his
talent won him special dispensation to avoid dreaded games lessons.

He and the more outgoing Brown were not close at school. “We
were total opposites,” Brown said. It was their younger brothers, Matt
and David respectively, who were best friends. Back then, Squire was

Jonathan, but preferred John, and liked Johnny even better. His
family’s comfortable semi-detached home in leafy Timperley,
close to where he was born, was only four doors from the Browns.

is father, an engineer at the nearby General Electric
Company with a prized jazz record collection –
“I didn’t hear a bad record until I left home,” Squire
said – bought him his first guitar, built him an
amplifier and rigged up the transformer from an old
train set to the record player in his teenage bedroom

so he could slow down records and work out guitar parts at his own
pace. “He lived in a world of his own,” his dad said. He was a loner and
introverted. “You had to wrestle stuff out of him,” said Pete Garner,
the Roses bassist from1983-1987, who knew Squire as a schoolboy.
“He’d think about what he was going to say before he said it.”

He finally bonded with Brown over punk. Squire loved The Clash,
zoning in on the look of the band, persuading his mum to take in
his grey cotton school flares and add zips. He saw them play at
Manchester Apollo in1977 and described it as “the most exciting
thing I’d ever experienced.” He also followed the group around the

Onstage with Ian Brown 
(right) in early band The 
Patrol, Dunham Massey 
Village Hall, Altrincham, 1980.
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Forms band, The Fireside 
Chaps, with Mani. The 
band go on to record a  
two track, Orange Juice-
influenced demo as The 
Waterfront that features  
a whistling solo.

Due to disagreements over
contracts, he prevents the
release of the band’s Martin
Hannett-produced debut LP,
Garage Flower.
The LP is finally
issued in 1996.

Squire wants the 
band to accept the 
offer of a record 
deal from Rough 

rade, but is
utvoted and the 
and sign to Jive. 

His painting Waterfall
– an amalgamation of
the Union Jack and
the Stars And Stripes,
is featured on the
inner sleeve of their
debut album.

country on their 16 Tons Tour in 1980. The look of the band was as
important to him as the sound.

Squire formed his first band, The Patrol, a precursor to the Roses,
in his final year at Altrincham Grammar in 1979. Brown was the
bassist and Squire wrote the music, much of the band’s lyrics and
designed their posters and demo cassette inserts. He was as fanatical
about his scooter – a Lambretta GP 125 that was widely admired.
He’d customised it himself: plating the petrol tank and the forks
with copper, and painting the wheel rims with flicks and drips of
paint in the Jackson Pollock-style that he would later use for paintings
that would adorn the Roses records and instruments. He said he’d
come across abstract expressionist Pollock via a comment that rock
photographer Pennie Smith had made regarding The Clash’s early
look. Squire was delighted to later have Smith, The Clash’s official
photographer, take up the same role with the Roses. 

Mani, a committed scooter-boy, first came across Squire in this
period. He nicknamed him Red John, called him “a real staunch
communist” who “always wore a hammer and sickle badge”. He and
Squire briefly formed a new band together, The Waterfront, but like
The Patrol they too quickly fizzled out. 

After leaving college at 18, Squire’s artistic talent landed him a
job as a model maker for the 
animation company 
Cosgrove Hall who had 
scored a hit with the Danger
Mouse cartoon. The company
had also recently released a
BAFTA-winning adaptation
of The Wind In The Willows
and Squire was employed to
work on a subsequent TV
series based on the characters
in the film. He spent Sundays
using the facilities trying to
make his own animated film.
It was painstakingly tedious
work: hours of moving 
models fraction by fraction
for seconds of footage. He

enjoyed it and it was this level of application he’d
It was Andy Couzens, however, who had been in both The Patrol

and The Waterfront as singer and guitarist, who was the initial driving
force of the new group, corralling his pals for one last shot at it. Brown
was in and so was Squire if his best pal Pete Garner could join (even 
though he could not play an instrument).

Squire taught Garner bass and came up with a name for the  
group, The Stone Roses. He supplied much, if not all, of the creative 
input. “The music was purely John,” said Garner. “When we started 
rehearsing we’d look to John who worked something out at home  
and he played that and we’d work that up.” Squire was now listening 
to 1960s American psychedelic rock music, The Misunderstood,  
Love and Jimi Hendrix. 

Acid was popular in Manchester and there was talk that the  
drug affected Squire’s personality. “Someone just switched the light 
off,” said Couzens. “He had a bad trip, took some very strong acid.  
He had dwarves and gnomes chasing him around his flat. He took  
drugs really seriously after that.”

s the group developed, Squire packed in his job to 
focus solely on music. “None of us ever considered 
the band a hobby,” he said in 1987. “We got together
with the deliberate intention of composing classic 
songs.” He often shared flats with Brown and the two
young men grew close. “Like brothers,” said Brown.

One early test for the group came when the two demanded  
that they be credited as songwriters on their records rather than 
sharing the credit (and copyright) with the whole band. “That was the
breaking of the bond right there,” said Couzens. “It became them and
the rest of the band.” They stood resolute, displaying a hard-nosed, 
high-handed viciousness that often marked out some of their lyrics, 
even when Reni briefly quit over the issue. 

Squire soon forced Couzens out but used the band’s new 
management to do the dirty work. He continually, obsessively, 
developed the band’s sound, taking on the influence of The Jesus  
And Mary Chain and American “paisley underground” scene bands, 

such as The Three O’Clock. 
After a short-lived excursion 
into leather trousers it was also
Squire who led the band into a
more befitting and acutely 
Mancunian fashion scene.  
This one was led by Happy 
Mondays and Squire bought  
his baggy “parallel” jeans from
the shop owned by the 
Mondays’ manager. 

Squire continued to guide 
the music too. He routinely 
wrote the basslines as well as 
the guitar parts for the Roses 
songs. He wrote both I Wanna
Be Adored and She Bangs The
Drums on bass. Assisted by 

“JOHN HAD A BAD  
ACID TRIP. HE HAD

DWARVES CHASING
HIM AROUND HIS FLA  

HE TOOK DRUGS
ERIOUSLY AFTER THA  

ANDY COUZENS

Queue the music: (from left) 
Andy Couzens, Reni, Pete Garner, 
Squire and Brown, 1985.
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Refuses to tour America,
despite a gig at Hollywood
High having sold out in
seven minutes. “We’re just
stubborn,” said Squire. “If
we get pressured to go to
the US, we’ll turn it down.”

Fails to attend the
funeral of the band’s
long-time publicist,
Philip Hall. Brown
is furious. Second
Coming dedicated
to Hall.

Breaks collarbone in
four places after falling
off his mountain bike in
San Francisco, causing
the cancellation of the
Roses’ Glastonbury
headline slot.

Quits the group on
1April. In August,
guests with Oasis on
the song Champagne
Supernova during the 
band’s Knebworth
concerts (left).

his new girlfriend, He  ant at Cosgrove
Hall, he made matching shirts for the band, the first lot in stripes  
and the second batch in a harlequin design.

The songs Squire wrote tended to be skilfully concise, precise
and pretty. Waterfall, for instance, was mostly all his work. On the
band’s debut album, the extended play-out of I Am The Resurrection
caught him at his then most expressive. “Me and Reni wanted John
to be a guitar hero,” said Brown. “He was a real quiet mellow kid
and we wanted him to be the hero for that reason – talk with your
fingers, kind of thing.”

As the band took off, Squire was asked what it felt like to be big
in Manchester. “We’re not massive,” he dead-panned. “There are
a million and a half people in Manchester and we only get 2000.”

Fools Gold, the band’s breakthrough hit, arrived by accident he
said. He wrote it around a drum break he’d found on a “breaks and
beats” album he’d picked up because he liked the photograph on the
sleeve, of African-American athletes Tommie Smith and John Carlos
giving the Black Power salute on the medal podium at the 1968

Olympic Games in Mexico City. Squire said with Fools Gold he
was aiming to put the “human touch” back in acid house.

espite the fact he was the least likely of the Roses to
be out clubbing, he spent time trying to master
sequencers and samplers, hooked on Public Enemy’s
Fear Of A Black Planet album. “Too much like a
science lesson,” he ultimately concluded. He also
denounced Madchester – “a convenient myth to sell

a product” and the rave scene. “Ecstasy wasn’t the band’s fuel,” he
said. “That was the desire to succeed and create.” He was anti-showbiz
schmaltz, so the band never did encores, which he felt were “corny”.

He claimed he hated the band’s epochal Spike Island gig, which
they played on 27 May 1990 with the prospect of jail time hanging over
their heads in the ongoing criminal damage trial. “It was horrible,”
he said, citing bouncers taking food and drink off fans, hiked tickets
prices and the “kids” used to clean up “dirty needles and condoms”
after the show. In July of the same year, his cover for the single, One
Love, se deliberately nihilistic. It involved broad deep green, red
and whit sh strokes repeated and arranged in what looked like a
swastika aid he was trying to re-appropriate the symbol, an error
of judgment that forced Ian Brown to apologise on the band’s behalf.

The Roses were, famously, in litigation with their then record label
over a record contract that was said to be among the most oppressive
ever signed in modern music history. Squire recalled the moment
he’d signed it. “We passed round this telephone directory of a thing
and said, ‘We haven’t got a clue’, giggled and signed it.” When the
band won the High Court case against Jive/Zomba in May 1991

after an intense three-week-long hearing, freeing them to sign to
a new record label, Squire hailed the victory as “probably a greater
contribution to popular music than anything we’ve ever recorded”.

During the recording of Second Coming, which followed, Squire’s
stubbornness, meticulousness and problems dealing with the band’s
fame, would play a large part in sinking the Roses. He said he didn’t
want to repeat the past and repackage the band’s classic sound. “The
idea with the first album was to make each song extremely different

from the last, but we didn’t get it,” he said. “So that’s the aim with the
second. We don’t want to sound like a band.”

He broke up with girlfriend Helen with whom he’d had a child,
and moved to the Lake District. He started listening to old blues
records by the likes of Mississippi Fred McDowell, as well as classic
rock by Led Zeppelin and Neil Young. “He cut himself off,” said
Brown. During the prolonged recording sessions for the album he
often spent a lot of time alone, working on his guitar parts, high on
cocaine. He thought the drug would make him “more productive”
but “it made me unsure, more paranoid,” he said.

He became single-minded, imperious, ignoring the feelings of his
bandmates. He wrote bass parts for Mani and almost all the songs on
the album were his, music and lyrics, some of which were deeply
personal and dark, such as Tears and Tightrope. “He took my fun off
me there,” said Brown. “My fun was doing the lyrics and the melody.”

The group’s new label Geffen had handed the band a $4 million
advance for the album and they were manager-less after Squire had
orchestrated the sacking of the notorious Gareth Evans. It allowed
him endless scope to extend recording sessions and seek control
of the band’s output. He forced the producer of their debut album,
John Leckie, out first.

“Everything was fragmented,” Leckie said. “John would say, ‘Is this
going to be the demo?’ And I’d say, ‘No, it’s not – it’s the real thing’.”
Brown briefly quit after months of Squire’s endless guitar overdubs.

“I HAVE NO DESIRE
TO DESECRATE THE
GRAVE OF SEMINAL
MANCHESTER GROUP
THE STONE ROSES.”

JOHN SQUIRE
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Anarchy in the UK: 
with Reni, outside 
Wolverhampton  
Crown Court, 1990.
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His second solo album, 
Marshall’s House, fails 
to chart. First solo art 
exhibition, Artworks 
1988-2004, held at  
the London ICA (left).

The Seahorses’ debut LP 
Do It Yourself (below) 
goes to Number 2 in  
the UK, selling 
over 300,000 
copies in the 
UK alone.

The Seahorses split: 
“Maybe it got far too 
much attention in the 

early stages, 
because of 

hat I’d done 
n the past.”

Releases first 
solo album,  
Time Changes 
Everything,  
that peaks at 
Number 17 in  
the UK charts. 

Squire talked about sacking an under-performing Mani whose father
had recently died. Reni, who’d given Squire the nickname Ice Cold
Cube, wandered off intermittently, bored.

quire completed the album virtually single-handedly. 
It had taken almost three years in total. In the latter 
stages he surprisingly bonded with Geffen A&R man 
Tom Zutaut, who had been instrumental in the career 
of Guns N’ Roses. Zutaut encouraged Squire to 
continue overloading the album with guitars. Zutaut 

claimed the album’s “best work” came in its final months and said the 
band would break America, that the material had the “potential to put 
English rock’n’roll back on the map.” Squire handed over the final mix 
of the album to Bill Price, who had mixed Guns N’ Roses’ albums Use 
Your Illusion I and II.

He chose the title Second Coming, as a loaded joke, and produced 
the artwork. “A nightmare,” he said of the impenetrable collage of 
painted-over images pasted on cloth. It was as dark and confused as 
his thinking for the group. He had written nine of the album’s 12 
tracks himself, including the band’s comeback single Love Spreads, 
which peaked in the UK at Number 2. Promoting the LP, he claimed to 

have another almost written. Asked how the other band members
viewed him now, he said: “Miserable, capricious and inscrutable.” 

Reni, however, saw right through him. Squire was pursuing only 
one agenda now: his own. The Roses was a band more than any other 
who relied on the chemistry brought by its four members, but Squire 
had become a dictator. There was no band. Reni quit. There was a little 
more fight left in Brown but he and Squire were no longer close or 
even friends. Squire was determined to make it in America and had 
appointed a new band manager, Doug Goldstein, former Guns N’ 
Roses manager, to this end. “If we want to make it America we have to 
pay an American manager,” Squire told Brown. It was the first of a
series of major bust-ups.

Squire grew increasingly frustrated with Brown on an American
tour during which his guitar histrionics dominated and the band noted
he positioned himself more prominently onstage. He had also begun
to meet with Geffen on his own, without the band, having struck up a
close relationship with a young woman at the label. Perhaps the
ultimate betrayal was when he secretly organised a vocal coach for
Brown who had been missing notes onstage from the start of the tour. 

“It was suggested Ian could do better, but nobody dare tell him,” 
said the band’s new drummer Robbie Maddix. Brown was led to 
believe the coach was just a friend of a friend who liked the band and 
was pleased by the offers of honey-and-lemon drinks to soothe his 
throat and by the novel idea of doing a vocal warm-up before gigs.

The charade was exposed before a showcase gig in Los Angeles at 
the 5000-capacity Hollywood Palladium. Brown kicked open the 
dressing room and confronted Squire. 

“I saw the fear in John – not that he was going to get assaulted, but 
that he’d let Ian down, a bit of a no-no,” said Maddix. Squire told 
Brown it was Maddix who’d hired the vocal coach. Brown was furious, 
kicking out at doors and swearing – why had Robbie gone behind his 
back? “I’m stood there, like, ‘What do I say?’” said Maddix. “Do I say, 
‘Look, John did it?’ I looked at John, he looked at me, I looked at Ian and 
didn’t say anything. Ian said, ‘He’s got to go’.”

It was no surprise when Squire quit the group in 1996 after a  
UK tour during which he barely communicated with Brown and his 
guitar work grew overbearing. His official statement blamed the 

Splat’s entertainment: 
the classic Squire-painted 

photo-shoot, 1989.

“It was horrible”: The Stone 

Roses’ epochal Spike Island 

gig, Widnes, 27 May, 1990.
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Meets Reni for first time
in a decade at an Arthur
Lee show in Manchester.
Lee was touring the  
Love album Forever 
Changes that so 
influenced the Roses.

Launch of New Work
exhibition at the
Smithfield Gallery in
London attended by Liam
Gallagher (left) and
Jamie Oliver. Only eight
artworks are sold.

Commissioned to make
artworks by Penguin books for

their Decades
release series.
Squire provides
he artwork for
he ’80s books.

“inevitable conclusion to the gradual social and musical separation
we have undergone in the last few years.”

“You can have the vowels and I’ll have the consonants,”
the guitarist joked in their final meeting at their lawyer’s office.
Brown did not find it funny. Squire told the press he didn’t want to
“compromise” and “fight” to make the music he wanted to make.

“The Stone Roses were never as great as everyone said,” he added.
Squire was a “regular, coked-up, spoilt brat guitarist” and on a “power
trip”, said Brown as an opening broadside in a war of words that would
last for the next 15 years.

Within months of leaving the Roses, Squire had recruited a
bunch of young journeymen musicians for a new band he called The
Seahorses. Geffen, believing Squire was the creative force in the Roses,
signed his new band, for a significant advance, while dropping the
Roses. The Seahorses recorded an album in Los Angeles in 30 days.
Squire co-wrote one of the songs on the album with his new buddy
Liam Gallagher. The band’s debut single, Love Is The Law, peaked in

the UK at Number 3 and their debut album, released in May 1997,
gave Squire his first major hit in the US, peaking at Number 8 on the
Billboard charts, outselling Second Coming. It was a dream for
the clichéd rock god guitar slinger he’d somehow become.

Squire said of The Seahorses he had experienced “a better feeling
playing with them than he’d ever had in the Roses”. There was a
brittleness and emptiness to such proclamations, as there was with
much of The Seahorses’ output, however successful it was. The band
members soon complained that Squire was inflexible, too strict with
them and that his songwriting was stiff and laboured. They broke up
during the recording of a second album in late 1998. The band’s singer,
Chris Helme, described Squire’s new songs as “muso wank” and said
that during his time in The Seahorses, Squire had played his guitar so
loud onstage he had developed permanent tinnitus.

Squire floundered trying to put together another band with an
ex-member of The Verve, as Brown’s solo career took off, now
admitting it was “impossible to create the chemistry” the Roses had

“I SAW THE FEAR IN JOHN – NOT THAT HE’D BE
ASSAULTED, BUT THAT HE’D LET IAN DOWN,

WHICH IS A BIT OF A NO-NO.” ROBBIE MADDIX
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Coming apart: 
(from left) Mani, 
Squire and Reni,

Los Angeles, 1995.
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Seen at King Tut’s  
in Glasgow, with  
a fierce beard, 
watching his teenage 
son Dillon’s band  
The Telermen 
support Blossoms. 

Reunited with Ian Brown 
onstage for the first time  
in 15 years to play Elizabeth 
My Dear at a charity gig in aid 
of The Hillsborough Justice 
Campaign at Manchester’s 
Ritz club (left).

Art studio burns down.

once had. He admitted to bouts of deep 
melancholy and said he had considered 
“taking himself out of the game.”

If nothing else, he had the money. As 
chief songwriter with the Roses the income 
he derived from publishing meant he would 
never have to work again. Asked to describe 
him in one word, Reni said, “rich”. He was 
also settled with a new partner, his future 
wife Sophia, and a new daughter: he now  
had three children to three different 
women. He set up home in a large, beautiful 
secluded farmhouse close to Macclesfield in 
Cheshire. He recorded his first solo album, 
Time Changes Everything, in 2002 but 
couldn’t get a record deal and released it  
on his own label. The album was no great 
commercial success. Its follow-up, 2004’s 
Marshall’s House, with each song inspired 
by and sharing a title with a painting by 
American realist Edward Hopper, fared even 
worse. He previewed it at the ICA in London, 
where he played a set studded with Roses 
covers. “Butchered them,” said Brown.

 T
he gig coincided with his 
first solo art exhibition at 
the same venue. It was 
called, simply, Artworks 
1988-2004, and included 
many of the paintings that 

had adorned the Roses’ record covers. For 
the rest of the decade Squire focused on his 
family (he and Sophia had new twin girls in 
2005) and art, declaring himself finished 
with music in 2007. He exhibited his new 
artworks, done in a bewildering array of 
styles and materials, in solo exhibitions in 
galleries in London, Tokyo and Edinburgh. 

The work was priced in the low thousands and despite some art
world recognition, Squire could never quite shake off the impression 
he was trading off his past. His most popular works, the ones that sold 
for close to £10,000, were the ones featured on the Roses’ sleeves. He 
seemed to make most money flogging limited-edition prints of these 
works, priced in the low hundreds and sold via his own website.

Intermittently, he was seen out at gigs and the question of a Roses 
reunion was asked. In 2007, after attending the Led Zeppelin reunion 
show in London, he said: “It would be good to do something like that.” 

He started to make overtures at a rapprochement with Brown, 
even sending him a song to collaborate on. These gestures were shot 
down quickly by Brown, who’d gone on to have a hugely successful 
solo career: “Do you think if he was sat here now with his Greatest  
Hits he would be talking about putting the band back together?” 

The rumours of a Roses reunion would not go away, but during the 

publicity that surrounded the 2009 release of 
the 20th-anniversary edition of the band’s 
debut album, Squire seemed to accept there 
would be no happy ending. He had recently 
been making metalwork sculptures of 
unfolded cardboard boxes. He created news 
by scratching on one: “I have no desire 
whatsoever to desecrate the grave of seminal 
Manchester pop group The Stone Roses.” 

Squire finally met Brown for the first  
time in 15 years at Mani’s mum’s funeral and 
bygones were finally bygones: they all needed 
the money, but they also needed each other. 
If not now, when? Squire designed all the 
graphics for the band’s comeback, the new 
logo, and the lettering for the gig posters, 
T-shirts and other merchandise that 
accompanied the slew of 2012/2013 dates. 

He was also pretty good at guitar. He kept 
things simple and the decibels down for most 
of the reunion set, sharing the comeback and 
stage equally. But during the 10-minute-plus 
wig-out on Fools Gold when he experimented 
with sound effects while throwing in riffs 
from Day Tripper, and, of course, on the I Am 
The Resurrection outro, Squire showed off 
just how good he was. He said that while 
listening back to Second Coming he had been 
surprised at how proficient he’d become.  
He was delighted when Jimmy Page saw the 
band and called him “an intuitive guitarist 
who plays in the moment”. 

But his wilfulness had not deserted
him. The band was surprised when they
caught sight of the jacket he wore for the
famous Heaton Park gigs, a three-button
pink tartan number. And after a lukewarm
showing at the Coachella festival in the US,

Squire was said to be annoyed at what he saw as Brown’s weak effort.
The ambition to be the best was still burning.

In late 2012, a few days away from his 50th birthday, a fire 
destroyed his two-storey art studio in the converted barn next to his 
home. More than 20 firefighters and five fire engines attended the 
blaze, removing propane cylinders from the studio in order to protect 
Squire’s family home. Early news reports, accompanied by dramatic 
photographs of the blaze, suggested Mani, who was godfather to three 
of Squire’s children, had been visiting. All the unsold paintings from 
his “Celebrity” exhibition, featuring abstract works named after 
figures such as serial killer Harold Shipman and David Beckham, were 
destroyed. No Stone Roses artwork or items relating to his music 
career were harmed. The symbolism would not have been lost on 
Squire. His greatest piece of art, The Stone Roses, had survived. 

� Simon Spence is the author of The Stone Roses: War And Peace (Penguin) 

(From top) With post-Roses band, The 
Seahorses, 1997; painting in his home studio; 
back with the boys, Heaton Park, June 2012.  



   

SAVAGES



PHOTOGRAPHS ANDREW COTTERILL  

Vive la France! Savages’ 
Jehnny Beth gets defiant,  
La Maroquinerie, Paris,  
1 December, 2015.
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The monochrome set: Savages 
(from left, Ayse Hassan, Jehnny 
Beth, Gemma Thompson and Fay 
Milton), London, November, 2015;  

(far right) new album, Adore Life.
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SAVAGES

“My musical soulmate…” 
Beth with Nicolas Congé 
in her previous band, 
John & Jehn, 2010.

“Intimidating? Moi?” 
Savages, live in Paris, 
December, 2015.
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“Fast, loud, savage…” 
Backstage at La 
Maroquinerie, Paris, 
December, 2015.



“MY BEARD SMELLS 
LIKE JUNIPER AND 

ROSE WATER AND THE 
UNGUENT THAT I DRIP 

OF PERSONAL CHARM.”

Rocket lolly man: 
Father John Misty 

– in all his glossy, 
airbrushed glory.
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FATHER
JOHN MISTY
The droll singer-songwriter 
reveals his golden rules for life.

people into buying my album based on glossy, airbrushed  
pictures of my well-oiled beard which smells like juniper and  
rose water and the unguent that I drip of personal charm.

6
DON’T DO TOO MUCH PRESS
At some point you will become fatigued and,  
more dangerously, lose perspective. You will appear  

in fashion spreads wearing $4000 suits covered in the spittle  
of white tiger meat kebabs as you have disparaged graphic  
designers with your mouth full. You will, when asked simply how  
you are doing, explain to friends and family what the thought  
process was behind your newest release at Thanksgiving dinner.

7
DON’T MENTION FAMOUS PEOPLE
No matter how lulled by a sense of fraternity the 
interviewer’s narcotically lilting accent has you,  

don’t reveal the story about how it was actually you who broke 
Florence Welch’s foot or that all the songs  
on Adele’s 21 are about you.

8
LEARN TO IDENTIFY THE 
WARNING SIGNS OF A 
POTENTIAL PULL QUOTE

Typically the pull quote-baiting questions come 
right at the end of an interview when trust has 
been established and your guard is down.  
The interviewer will say something like, “Well, 
that should be good for me, oh, one last thing…” 
Which is for some reason a dog whistle for 
opinionated people who have spent the previous 
45 minutes meticulously disfiguring every 
thought they have into a bland universal 
platitude that it is time to take direct aim at  
Noel Gallagher or graphic designers.

9
DON’T READ YOUR OWN PRESS
They can never portray you as 
brilliant and honest and funny as  

you know you are.

10
DON’T START BEEF WITH  
NOEL GALLAGHER
You won’t win, that guy is going  

to live forever and he never forgets.

1
ALWAYS LISTEN TO YOUR PUBLICIST
Your publicist knows what’s best for you and your career. 
Talking to fancy magazines may seem like a waste of  

your time but there’s a reason you get paid to sing and they get  
paid to think for you.

2
CULTIVATE 10 RULES BY WHICH TO LIVE
Eight is lazy and morally reckless, and more than 10,  
and you run the risk of running a joyless, legalistic life 

devoid of spontaneity.

3
ALWAYS BE PUNCTUAL  
FOR INTERVIEWS
The interviewer has to spend all 

day listening to guitar players pedantically
explaining the effects of global warming, the
true nature of spirituality and the dangers of
social media. So try to be respectful of what
precious little time they have left over for heavy
drinking and staring into the middle distance
and asking themselves why they ever started
listening to music in the first place.

4
DON’T BE SARCASTIC OR META
These are short cuts to cleverness.
Speak from the heart and humbly

accept that people might actually want to know
what you think, hard as that may be to believe
as you attempt to watch season two of [turn-of-
the-century medical drama] The Knick while
giving an interview.

5
ALWAYS REMEMBER TO 
PROMOTE YOUR ALBUM
With so much to say about such a

broad range of topics it can be easy to forget that
the most fundamental reason we’re here, you
and I talking, is a craven, cynical attempt to trick

NINA SIMONE
Wild Is The Wind

“If you are only

going to have one

Nina Simone

album, this is it.”

VINCE
GUARALDI TRIO

A Charlie Brown

Christmas

“It’s just good all 

year round.” 

DIRTY THREE 
Cinder

“When I listen to 

this, it reminds  

me of what 

music’s for.”

SERGE 
GAINSBOURG

Histoire De 

Melody Nelson

“A conceptual  

record that feels 

like a complete 

thought. It’s funky 

as hell, too.”

BOB DYLAN
Shadows In The 

Night

“I love that this 

album on paper 

[covers of Frank 

Sinatra standards] 

is the worst idea 

ever and that it 

comes off so 

sublimely just 

makes it all the 

more perfect.”

THOU SHALT COVET 

THESE FIVE ALBUMS

Noel Gallagher: 
cross this man 
at your peril!



BRING ME THE HORIZON

The

Something to shout about:
Oli Sykes onstage, Motorpoint
Arena, Cardiff, 27 November 2015.
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T

he first time that Bring
Me The Horizon played
Reading Festival in
2008, people threw
things. They threw
bottles. They filled up
bags with woodchip

from the ground and threw them. They threw
kebab sauce. They threw cameras. They threw
their own phones. By the end of their set, the
stage was covered in junk. It was the sort of
crowd reaction that groups would usually cut
their allotted time short for, deciding they just
can’t take another can of warm Carling in the
head. But the young metallers from Sheffield
trucked on and finished their show.

A year later they returned, playing higher
up the bill. They did it again two years later,
and again two years after that, slowly snaking
their way up until they played the set of the
weekend one slot below headliners Metallica
in 2015. “I’ve seen bands go from loved to
hated but once your band is hated that much,
it’s really hard to convince people otherwise.
Going back and seeing the whole place go
fucking mental for us, I can’t think of a band
who’ve done that before,” says frontman Oli
Sykes. “Now we’re celebrated as a British
metal rock band. We’ve turned it around.”

He is sitting backstage at Cardiff ’s
Motorpoint Arena, where tonight Sykes,
guitarist Lee Malia, drummer Matt Nicholls,
bassist Matt Kean and keyboardist Jordan
Fish, are playing as part of their largest tour
to date. The five-piece were almost torn apart
by Sykes’s drug addiction in 2011, but since
then have set about becoming one of Britain’s
biggest rock bands. Last year was their major
breakthrough after 10 years of hard graft.
Their fifth LP, That’s The Spirit, a thumping
hard rock record that collides swaggering
riffs with aggro-pop choruses, entered both
the UK and US charts at Number 2.

It’s easy to see why they irked the metal
purists. They first gained attention in 2006 as
five skinny kids with indie haircuts playing
music usually reserved for manly men who
were born in denim and don’t use deodorant.
But it’s as if the reactions such as those at
Reading provoked them into making their
music more mainstream, like they decided
the most subversive thing they could do was
retool their impenetrable metalcore into
pummelling anthems that could be played on
daytime Radio 1.

A

t the centre of the  
whole thing is Sykes,  
a friendly if clearly 
driven 29-year-old with 
a strong Sheffield burr. 
His skinny frame is 
covered in tattoos, right 

down to his fingers. His first was of some 
Love Hearts on his stomach when he was 18. 
It has long been covered up, and he concedes 
he’s running out of space. The band’s switch 

Bring Me The Horizon started off 

trying to make the most horrible 

heavy metal noise possible, and 

everyone hated it. A decade later the 

Sheffield mob are among the planet’s 

biggest rock bands. Niall Doherty 

hitches a ride on their bus to find  

out how they turned the tide.

PHOTOGRAPHS ANDREW COTTERILL  



At first Sykes was sending one or two
orders a day but soon he was filling massive
rucksacks with merchandise. “Everyone
hated me at the post office,” he says. “I’d
come in with 60 orders and everyone knew
me.” Locals would walk into the post office,
see him and walk back out again. When the
band began to tour, his mum stepped in to
help, moving the operation from his bedroom
into a local business centre. It kept growing,
and growing, to the point where Drop Dead
now has a staff of 20 and operates from an
old steelworks he bought on the outskirts of
Sheffield. His mother runs things for him
when he’s away, and his father, who built
the inside of the factory, is in charge of the
warehouse. The building also houses a tattoo
studio for his wife, whom he married last
summer, a Drop Dead store and a rehearsal
studio for the band. Justin Bieber recently
posted an Instagram pic of himself wearing
one of their hoodies. It’s big business.

Sykes strikes a perfect balance between
considered CEO and menacing frontman.
A few hours later, he is on his knees in the
middle of the stage. It has been a spectacular
75-minute set featuring pyrotechnic
explosions and flaming water walls and the

they pledged to make their second album,
2008’s Suicide Season, something that would
stand out so they weren’t just another metal
band. They kept doing this, honing and 
working, playing, improving, rewriting, until
Sykes’s growing addiction to the tranquilliser
ketamine almost derailed them around 2012.

Sykes entered rehab, but couldn’t connect
with the 12-step programme. “It just didn’t
make any sense for me, just cos of all the
religious stuff and airing your dirty laundry
to a bunch of people you don’t know,” he
says. “The whole thing was just miserable.”

One of the things he was told on the
12-step programme was that he had to accept
he was an addict and had a disease that would
be with him forever. But Sykes didn’t buy it.
He wasn’t previously an addict, he says, he
used to take drugs because he was curious
and they were fun, then somewhere along
the line he started using them for something
else. He didn’t want to live a life believing he
was an addict who would be fighting forever.
“I should be able to get my state of
mind back to a place where I don’t
want drugs, cos that’s what I used to
be like,” he says. 

The hardest part was the guilt.
Having to look people in the eye
again was the thing that made him
most want to relapse so he didn’t
have to deal with it. “The band were
still friends, but at the same time
there was a lot to repair and rebuild
cos I was so distant for so long,” he
says. For months, he felt like he was

going crazy. Eventually, he got
back on his feet and the band
reconvened with a new sense of
purpose. The resulting record, 2013’s
Sempiternal, was their most successful
yet. “It contributed to us wanting it so
much more,” he says. It made them
want to step it up again.

It’s hard to connect this image of
Sykes as a destabilised, disconnected
drug addict with the fresh-faced and
chatty singer in front of Q today. It’s
also at odds with what else is going
on in his life. When he was 16, Sykes
dropped out of college and was
looking for a local job. The band
had started rehearsing but didn’t
have a name yet. His mother lent
him 500 to start a small business
so d make some money.
S ted up Drop Dead,
through which he sold his
T-shirt designs, and enrolled
on a local business course that
awarded a grant to students
with the best ideas. “I sold
the first batch and it slowly
grew,” says Sykes, “starting
with friends and people on
MySpace and getting out
through word of mouth.”

BRING ME THE HORIZON

to a more accessible sound is largely down to 
their frontman’s decision to start singing. 
Until a few years ago, Sykes was either 
screaming or screaming louder. The change 
didn’t come easily to him: the first time Fish 
heard Sykes actually sing, he wondered if his 
bandmate was tone deaf. He took singing 
lessons and a vocal style that’s pitched 
somewhere between Deftones’ Chino 
Moreno and Metallica’s James Hetfield 
revealed itself. He might well be the first  
Top 10 artist to have never sung a note until  
a year or so before having a hit album.

S

ykes was “pretty 
mental” as a kid, always 
busy with a new idea in 
his head. As a child he 
lived in Australia, where 
his father worked as a 
diver, until the family 

relocated to Sheffield when he was eight. 
Being brought up in the North gives you a 
thick skin, he says. “People don’t allow 
bullshit. If you start waffling on about 
dogshit, people will just go, ‘You’re talking 
out your arse, mate.’” He is the sort of person 
who worries when things are going well. 
When they are, he says he often thinks to 
himself that, “things can’t stay this good”.

The band formed in 2004 at college in 
Barnsley. Their main aim was to write music 
that was noisy and fast – it didn’t necessarily 
have to be good – and play some shows where 
people could go crazy. “We didn’t care,” 
Sykes says, “and it kind of shows on our first 
record.” Surprised by their own progress, 

Bring on the tattoos! 
The band prepare to 
take to the stage, Town 
Mill, Mansfield, 2005.

Let there be lights: (main 
pic) Sykes feels the love 
in Cardiff; (below) the 
explosive stage show;  
(far right) 7000 BMTH 
fans can’t be wrong.
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rattling Antivist is bringing the main show  
to a close. In one of the oddest takes on 
“Thank you!” ever, Sykes picks up the 
microphone and screams, “Fuck me right up 
my smelly, dirty, criminally infected 
arsehole!” He stumbles offstage as the 
7000-strong crowd, an equal male-female 
mix of teenage metallers and rock fans in 
their 20s and 30s, cheer at the top of their 
lungs. Bring Me The Horizon haven’t exactly 
smoothed down their rough edges just 
because the venues have got bigger. 

A

fterwards,
Sykes is
revelling in the 
adrenaline rush of  
being onstage. “It’s 
nerve-wracking, but 
awesome,” he says. 

“Seeing people sing every word or getting  
the whole room to jump up and down…  
You home in on that and think, ‘This is 
fucking insane.’” The band are spread among 
the dressing rooms. A massive portable 

entertainment
system that houses
their Xbox and
stereo is set up in
the main one and
another is filled
with instruments
to warm up with
before they go
onstage. The
room that earlier
played host to a
full band gym
session has now
been transformed

into a space for friends and family to hang
out. The group have a personal trainer with
them on tour, a move suggested by Sykes to 
help fill some of the dead hours waiting in 
empty venues and keep them in shape for 
their energetic live shows. “He’s a mate from 
Sheffield and I’ve trained with him for a 
couple of years. I said it’d be a good thing to 
do and the band all got super into it. He was 
up for doing it for cheap.’” 

Cheap, enquires Q? You’ve just had a  
hit album and you’re also the CEO of a 
successful business! 

“I know, yeah, but he wanted to get into 
it!” protests the multi-millionaire. 

The band took all the hard booze off their 
rider to pay for it, and Sykes says 

it keeps them all 
mentally and 

physically fit. The
singer feels like
this is the first time

in his life that he’s
been ambitious.
When Bring Me The

Horizon put their
Wembley Arena show
on sale in 2014, he

asked his management 
if they were sure in 

case it didn’t sell out. Now he’s ready for 
anything. “We’ve proved ourselves wrong so 
many times and got so much bigger than we 
ever thought we would. Why not try and be 
one of the biggest bands in the world?” he 
says. Things can’t stay this good. That’s what 
Oli Sykes keeps telling himself. That’s the 
thought that keeps him going. 

“I’ve seen bands 

go from loved to 

hated but once 

your band is 

hated that much, 

it’s really hard to 

convince people 

otherwise. We’ve 

turned it around.” 

Oli Sykes

(Above, from left) Jordan Fish, Lee 
Malia, Oli Sykes, Matt Kean and Matt 
Nicholls; (right) Sykes models a T-shirt 
from his Drop Dead clothing range.



Few tickets are as hot as those selling on the 
nostalgia tour circuit: groups who split in the 
late ’90s return now to sell out venues the size 
of which they struggled to fill at the height of 
their fame. But beyond the chance to make a 
buck, what convinces a middle-aged mum or 
dad to strap on that Stratocaster and head out 
down memory lane? Over the next 10 pages, we 
visit LUSH, SHED SEVEN and JESUS JONES to find out 
how they let bygones be bygones in order to sleep 
in a bunk on a coach for a fortnight one last time.
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A
fter Lush
fell apart in
the autumn
of 1996, 
devastated  
by the death 
of their

drummer Chris Acland, Miki
Berenyi didn’t write a song
for nearly 20 years. When the
band regrouped in September,
announcing live dates and planning
new music, the first lyrics she
wrote turned into Lost Boy,
a delicately unsettling track on
Lush’s forthcoming EP. Over the
queasy lilt of music written by
fellow singer/guitarist Emma
Anderson, she sings, “There’s
a face I recognise/Seeing you
again is such a lovely surprise.”
It’s about Acland, who she met on 
their first day at the Polytechnic of 
North London, sitting outside a 
lecture hall “with this Southern 
Death Cult T-shirt and his home 
haircut.” She can’t remember if she
asked him to play drums for the 
nascent Lush there and then, but it
wasn’t long after.

“The song is about having this 
dream that I was at a party and  
he was there and about halfway 
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Felled suddenly  
by the suicide of 
drummer Chris 
Acland in 1996, Lush 
didn’t play together 
for nearly 20 years. 
But in September 
2015 they announced 
dates and an EP.

meets 
the surviving trio to 
hear how time has 
healed their grief and 
long-held grudges 
enough to perform 
together again.

Now and then: Lush 
(from left, Miki 
Berenyi, Phil King, 
Emma Anderson), 
Trackside Studios, 
London, 11 November 
2015; (below) the 
band in 1996, with 
late drummer Chris 
Acland (far right).



“TO DO IT WITHOUT
CHRIS – TO JUST GET
IN ANOTHER DRUMMER

AND CARRY ON
– WAS TOTALLY
UNTHINKABLE.”
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through I realised, ‘Oh bollocks, this is actually a dream , it’s not  
real’ and desperately trying to find him again so I could talk to him  
and have a bit of him back,” Berenyi explains. “Writing about Chris  
in any kind of factual way would probably have been too difficult, 
whereas this is… otherworldly.”

Acland hanged himself at his parents’ home in Cumbria on  
17 October, 1996, a huge, scarring shock for the band, unaware their 
friend had reached such a terrible point. “He was always very positive, 
very funny, wanted to enjoy himself – but not in a 
Keith Moon kind of way,” says bassist Phil King. 
“He’d just hit 30 and I thought, ‘Maybe he’s 
re-evaluating his life’ because he went a bit 
quieter, but no one could foresee what was going
to happen. Suicide is something you can never
make sense of. Twenty years on, I still can’t.”

It wasn’t until 1998 that the band confirmed
they were finished, but it was no surprise. “To be
honest,” says Anderson, “to do it without Chris –
to just get in another drummer and carry on –
was totally unthinkable.”

T
he last time Lush were 
photographed for Q (back
in 1994), they remember
they posed on Alton 
Towers’ spinning tea  
cups. “We were booed  
by parents for taking too

long,” says Berenyi, laughing. Things are calmer in
the photographer’s studio today, although Berenyi
vaping is a tangible reminder it’s a different world
since they were last a working band. Other 
changes include children and day jobs – Berenyi
and King work on magazines, Anderson is a 
bookkeeper – the stuff that doesn’t necessarily
gel with band life. With the stars aligned, though,
Lush are returning for an overdue re-evaluation.
In their own way, they spanned at least three 
musical generations, a handful of excellent EPs
and three albums – 1992’s Spooky, 1994’s Split
and 1996’s Lovelife – synthesizing their own 
blend of post-punk, C86 and Britpop. As new 
boxset Chorus indicates, they were more Fender-
fluid than the shoegazing label allowed. “People
say it’s all about the pedals – it’s not,” says King,
who knows a bit about band mechanics, having
worked with, among others, Felt and The Jesus
And Mary Chain. “You can take away the pedals,
it’s the arrangements. Emma’s songs, and Miki’s,
they’re very odd. The new songs, you hear them
and it immediately sounds like us.”  

Their debut mini-album, 1989’s Scar, or 1990’s
Mad Love EP, might have been fuzzy around the
edges, but inveterate Londoners Anderson and
Berenyi were not ones for floating about Thames
Valley meadows being dreamy. 

“Time has showed that we were different from those bands,” says
Anderson, shouting over the chatter in a modish East London brewery.
“Ride are a male rock band and they always were. Slowdive are, like, all
these swathes of sonic clouds. Chris was very much into anarcho punk:
Crass and The Mob. Me and Miki were into post-punk. This idea that
we were ethereal and singing about fluffy clouds is wrong.”

There’s a school of thought that Lush songs are all about sex, too.
“I wouldn’t say it was all about sex,” she protests. “We weren’t

really asked about the lyrics. I don’t ever remember being asked what
De-Luxe or Sweetness And Light was about.”

So what was De-Luxe about? 

“Yeah, that one was about sex,” she laughs.  
“It was about having sex on ecstasy. Outdoors!  
At about seven in the morning. A long time ago.”

L
ush hatched when 14-year-
old Anderson joined 
Berenyi’s “very odd” private 
girls’ school in London mid-
year. A no-uniform policy 
meant she was bullied for 
wearing clothes from C&A 

and M&S; Berenyi defended her and they became 
friends, bonding through music. “We were these 
two girls standing at the side sharing half a cider 
and jumping about to virtually anything – quite 
happy to see any band, however shit,” says Berenyi, 
distinctive red hair replaced by chic black, eating 
calamari in a central London pub. They went to 
different colleges, joined different bands, but 
realising they wanted to work together, developed 
their “C86 meets goth” music in Anderson’s Ealing 
kitchen. Berenyi then met Acland, bassist Steve 
Rippon and singer Meriel Barham, later of the Pale 
Saints, at polytechnic. “All of that did start as a 
load of mates doing it for fun – there was no grand 
vision,” Berenyi says. When Barham left, they 
auditioned for a new singer. It didn’t go well.  
One hopeful was a cabaret entertainer. Another 
was claustrophobic and insisted the band pay for 
cabs everywhere. Then there was the “complete 
racist”. Berenyi, reluctantly, took over vocals.

“The late ’80s, you could be second on the bill 
at the [Camden] Falcon and get a review,” recalls 
Anderson. “It grew from there. We started sending 
our demo to labels.” In the pre-mobile days, they 
came home to find a message from 4AD boss  

Ivo Watts-Russell on the answerphone. “Miki was like, ‘Oh yeah,  
like they’re gonna sign us.’ I’m like, [timorous voice] ‘Well, maybe.’”

Anderson was right – although in a strangely un-ethereal way, 
Watts-Russell insisted they have lessons with celebrity singing coach 
Tona de Brett before signing them. It was a small price for sharing a 
label with the Cocteau Twins; the Mad Love EP and debut LP Spooky 
would be produced by Robin Guthrie. That upward trajectory was 
disrupted again, however. “Once Steve had been to America, Japan, 
made a record, I think he’d done it,” says Miki. “I don’t think he was 
really into the music. We’d be rehearsing and we’d be asking, ‘Why is 
he completely out of time?’ It would be because [mimes headphones] he 
had the bloody cricket on.” Recommended by a mutual friend, Phil 

“This idea that we were ethereal  
and singing about fluffy clouds is 

wrong. Time has shown that…”
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(Clockwise from top left) 
Lush in 1990 with original 
bassist Steve Rippon (right); 
live on TV in 1991; at Alton 
Towers in 1994 for a Q photo 
shoot; Berenyi with Ice 
Cube (front), Jim Reid (of 
The Jesus And Mary Chain, 
second left) and others on 
the Lollapalooza ’92 tour. 
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splitting up, and I was in such a fucking awful
place by then – it was just the worst thing that
had ever happened to me and I didn’t really
feel that I needed to explain it to anyone. It’s
not like everyone was so bloody lovely to us in
the press and that we were such a favourite
that the world is going to go crazy if we leave
them hanging. I was sick of talking to people
that I didn’t like when I had lost one of the
nicest people that had actually ever been in
my life. I did shut off.”

It wasn’t only grief that made Berenyi
freeze music out. By the final days of Lush,
Berenyi and Anderson were not speaking to
each other. “Emma felt that I was not
supporting her in the decisions about not
going to America. I think I was a bit out of it –
maybe I was going a bit mad. It doesn’t do
your mental health a lot of good, being in
a band. We were quite distrustful of each
other by then. We had always been sometimes
quite competitive, sometimes quite antagonistic, sometimes
easily pissed off or hurt. Obviously, with Chris’s suicide, it wasn’t
that we had just split up and gone, ‘Well, I fucking hate her and she
fucking hates me’ – and then you can have a year of slagging each
other off, calm down and realise that things weren’t so bad. We
were immediately thrown back together – we were at the funeral
together and this was not the time to have a massive row with each
other. We had to pull together, but I don’t think it was ever resolved.
What actually happened was that we fell out over a series of
misunderstandings later.” Tentatively, they built bridges. “Now
we’re older and when you’ve had a falling out like that, you know
you don’t want it to happen again,” admits Berenyi.

A reunion had been mentioned around 2008, but unlike her
bandmates back then, Berenyi had young children. “I thought, ‘I don’t
want to be the one person who is saying, ‘I can’t do this, I can’t do that,
I have to get back’, and just annoying everyone. It actually does help
that Emma’s in the same boat now, you feel like you’ve got an ally.
At the end of Lush, we were all really isolated – as good friends as

I was with Chris he was obviously in his own private hell, which
we had no bloody idea about. Me and Emma had really fallen out,
and I just thought I don’t want to go back into something where
I am already thinking I am going to have problems.”

“Plus,” she continues cheerily, “I thought it was a bit naff
actually – what are we going to do, join some indie Rollercoaster 
tour where it’s, like, four shoe-y bands touring around? But  
I think the landscape has changed since – you can probably  
credit Slowdive with that. They actually did it, it wasn’t naff  
and they seemed to have a great time. Combined with my kids 
getting a bit older and me getting older… I am nearly 50 –  
if I don’t do this now it is literally never going to happen.”

The final obstacle was finding a drummer. “The lack of  
Chris has been a constant through the idea of re-forming,” 
explains Berenyi. “Not just in a practical sense, but in the sense 
of how is it going to feel being in a rehearsal room and looking 
around and it not being Chris?” The band asked Justin Welch, 
formerly of Elastica and Acland’s close friend, to step in. The 
drummers shared “a sense of humour and adventure” that 
often involved grabbing a map, and heading into the country 
for a weekend. “[Acland] introduced me to Bloody Marys,” 
recalls Welch, fondly. It has, he admits, been “a bit weird” 
learning Lush songs from live footage. “It all brings things 
back a little bit. Chris had his own little traits, so I’m trying to 
get inside his playing. I just hope to do him justice, really.”

“I guess 20 years has gone,” says Berenyi. “It’s not  
as if he fades – it’s that other things take over.” Love, life
and Lush go on.

Lush’s current 
drummer Justin 
Welch (circled) with 
Elastica in 1994.

King had been in enough bands for them to know he could play. He 
went to the pub with Berenyi and Acland and asked if they wanted him 
to audition. “What’s the point?” they said, remembering the cabaret 
singer and the racist. “Just learn the songs and play them.”

“That first bit,” remembers Anderson, “was really fun.” 
The trouble started with America – specifically, their enjoyable, 

incongruous stint in 1992’s Lollapalooza with Red Hot Chili Peppers, 
Pearl Jam and Soundgarden. “You know The Time Machine where  
he goes into the future and there’s Morlocks there?” asks King. “That 
was what Lollapalooza felt like. Except they had plaid shirts. This is 
the future… but it’s just heavy metal.” 

“Because we had done Lollapalooza, suddenly in Howard [Gough, 

manager]’s mind we were Nirvana,” explains Anderson. “Calm down! 
It was like, ‘Let’s get Rick Rubin to produce you’, ‘Let’s go and do it in 
LA!’ I don’t want to do it in LA!”

The pressure to crack America – ironically as Britpop was rising, 
reflected by Lush on their last album, Lovelife – significantly 
contributed to the band’s end. “I didn’t mind America,” says 
Anderson, still aggrieved, “but as time went on the pressure was just 
building and building. Fast-forward to the end and I was like, ‘I don’t 
want to do this any more – this is a nightmare.’ I felt very alone.”

It didn’t help that they also felt under siege from the press. “Scar 
was pretty well received because it was the first record, but even that 
was, ‘Ah, but they’re shit live,’” explains Berenyi. “By the time we got  
to Spooky, it was, ‘Well, that’s Robin Guthrie’s record,’ Split, it  
was, ‘Ah, this is completely irrelevant for the times and it’s quite 
depressing,’ and then we get to Lovelife and its like, ‘Nnnh, Britpop.’”

“By the end,” says Anderson, “I was thinking it would be better  
to work in an office than do this.” She told Berenyi and King she 
wanted to leave. “There was a European tour booked and I said that  
I would do it, and I would fulfil the album, but I’m leaving. Chris died 
about two days later. So… no. That was it.”

A
fter Lush, Anderson formed Sing-Sing while  
King played with The Jesus And Mary Chain. 
Berenyi, however, gave up music entirely.  
How does she feel about King describing her  
as “the Greta Garbo Of Indie”?

She laughs, but quickly turns serious. “When 
Chris died, we hadn’t announced that we were 

Hey, Miki: live at 

Liverpool Lomax,  

7 March, 1996.



I
t is May 1994 and Shed Seven, a four-piece indie-
rock powerhouse from York, are co-headlining
the Venue in New Cross, South East London,
with another band on the rise from the other side
of the Pennines, Oasis.

One problem about
this arrangement is

swiftly bro he attention of Rick Witter,
singer wit ven, by his opposite number.
During their soundcheck, Liam Gallagher
marches across the venue and points up
at the banner behind the band.

“You’re not using your backdrop,” he
instructs Shed Seven decisively.

Reflecting in 2015 on that first meeting
with the Gallaghers, Witter admits they took
the backdrop down so as to ease tensions.
“Well, we didn’t want to get bopped on the
nose,” he explains.

Though a minor historical skirmish within
the rich tapestry of mid-’90s rock, it reveals
plenty about the two bands’ trajectories: Oasis,

adrenalised, aggressively sweeping all before them on their way to the
summit of Britpop; Shed Seven, the harmless hit-makers with 10 Top
Of The Pops appearances to their name, trying to make friends, not
enemies. On such differences were reputations made.

“We were always slightly more
Championship than Premiership,” admits
Witter. “Just removed from the next step up.”

Nowadays, of course, Oasis are no more.
But since splitting in 2003 and re-forming
four years later as a five-piece, Shed Seven –
Witter, plus guitarists Joe Johnson and
Paul Banks, bassist Tom Gladwin and
drummer Alan Leach – have embarked on
a string of sold-out tours. The latest, which
took place at the tail end of 2015, comprised
headline gigs at London’s Roundhouse,
as well as O2 Academies in Glasgow and
Newcastle – traditionally stomping grounds
for mid-ranking pop acts and guitar bands on
the verge of greatness.

“People have picked up on us,” says Witter.
“But I think we’re a people’s band; the person

Slick Rick: Witter
in his pomp, 1994.
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After 15 hit singles in the ’90s and ’00s, York’s indie-rock champions Shed Seven split
in 2003. But a night out in their hometown convinced the old schoolfriends to reunite
four years later, they tell Matt Allen, and now they’re playing bigger venues than ever.



on the high street just gets it. 
And over the years, we’ve become 
renowned as being ‘a good night 
out’. Other people might disagree 
with this, but we were definitely 
more of a live band than a studio 
band. We did create some good 
art, but it was always slightly  
more troublesome regarding the 
recording stuff. Whenever we got 
together onstage it was so easy.”

His insouciance is misleading, however. In a 
recording career spanning nine years between 
1994 and 2003, Shed Seven released 15 Top 40 
singles, while three studio albums – Change 
Giver (1994), A Maximum High (1996), and 
Let It Ride (1998) – entered the Top 20. Such 
was their familiarity with TV appearances on TFI Friday and Top  
Of The Pops that filming sessions were treated like jollies. “The rest
of the band only had to mime, so they were in the bar getting 
arseholed all day,” says Witter. “I was the one having to hold it 
together because I had to sing live. Where’s the justice in that?!”

Elsewhere, Shed Seven gathered acclaim in unexpected places: 
1994 single Ocean Pie beat Take That to the Christmas Number 1 spot 

in Thailand. “But a lot of it was bootlegged,” says
Witter. “You’d walk around and see stalls on street

corners selling loads of fake CDs. There were a lot of
‘Shad Seven’ and ‘Shed Sixteen’ albums lying around.
Of course, we got nothing out of the bootlegs.”

It was only after they had been established as chart
heavyweights 18 months later (Shed Seven landed five 

singles in the Top 40 during 1996) that the pressure was 
cranked up. At that point label bosses urged them to match 

Britpop’s other frontrunners, Oasis, Blur and Pulp, on 
commercial terms.

“We did have a bit of a struggle,” says Witter. “Money  
talks and the pound signs were starting to outweigh the art. 
[Shed Seven’s label, Polydor] tried to change song titles and it 

wasn’t good enough. Then, after only three albums, they 
wanted us to do a greatest hits album (1999’s Going For Gold). 

The only saving grace was that we had quite a lot of singles. 
Enrique Iglesias released his with only two hits on it.”

Having later decided to try their luck on indie label Artful, 
who released their fourth and thus-far final studio album, Truth 
Be Told, in 2001, Witter found himself under increasing pressure 

to deliver another hit. Conversations with bandmates became 
tetchy during writing sessions and Shed Seven called time on their 

career at the end of 2003.
“We’d been friends since school,” he says. “We found ourselves 

in rehearsal rooms trying to write songs going, ‘Is that a Top 10  

hit?’ You can’t write like that. We could have really fallen out.”
Their break didn’t last long though, and by 2007 the idea to

re-form had been suggested by Alan Leach
during a night out in York. He missed
playing live, but what about the others?
“The bombshell was dropped, and everyone
seemed up for it,” says Witter. Such was the
clamour for tickets during their subsequent
re-formation tour, that several venues were
upsized. The band even played three nights
at London’s Shepherd’s Bush Empire that
December to satisfy demand.

“After 10 minutes onstage, we were playing
like nothing had happened,” says Witter. “But
we’ve always had that confidence. I remember
the gig that got us signed to our first label.
It was the Bull & Gate in London’s Kentish
Town, and there were only four or five people
in the room, but we knew one of them was an

A&R man. We walked out like we were U2 and it was Wembley. That
confidence still comes across and people know what they’re gonna get
with us now – 15 or 16 hits, interspersed with a few dodgy B-sides.”

Their sold-out shows have since emboldened Shed Seven  
into writing new material. “There’s four new songs that we think  
are pretty damn good,” say Witter. Who knows where this reunion 
could deliver them? 

“WE WERE 
ALWAYS 

SLIGHTLY MORE 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

THAN 
PREMIERSHIP.” 
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GUNS N’ ROSES

Talk of a reunion of some – or all
– of the original line-up (right)
have persisted since Slash and
Axl Rose buried the hatchet in
2015. Rumours claiming a tour
is planned for summer2016
won’t disappear and teasing
tweets from the official band
account have fuelled the fire.

LCD SOUNDSYSTEM

Will James Murphy’s dance-rock
specialists re-form for festival

dates this year? It s moot.
Reputable outlets were
reporting it in October,
citing, “multiple sources”. On
the other hand, DFA records’
Kris Petersen tweeted: “Hey

idiots, LCD soundsystem
isn’t reuniting. They’re dead,
along with your good looks
and cultural relevance.”

AT THE DRIVE-IN

The alt-rock noise terrorists are
back together four years after
saying it would never happen.
At least that’s what the line-up
for May’s Rock On The Range
festival in Ohio claims. But when
guitarist Jim Ward was asked
about the show, he claimed

ignorance, telling a reporter,
“Let me know what you hear.”

D12

In October, the Detroit hip-hop
collective posted a new mixtape
without any contribution from
figurehead Eminem, claiming he
was too busy. Then a “reloaded”
version went online, featuring
an intro from Eminem and
fanning talk of a new album –
their first since2004’s D12
World, a UK and US Number1.

WHO’S 
NEXT? 
Other bands 
who may be 
hitting the 
reunion circuit 
in 2016.

Huts off: Shed Seven (main 
pic, from left, Alan Leach, Tom 
Gladwin, Rick Witter, Joe Johnson, 
Paul Banks), York, 18 November 
2015; (inset) the classic line-up 
(from left, Leach, Banks, Gladwin 
and Witter), Blackpool, 1994.



music,” adds Edwards
with feeling.

“I hated that
false notion of
‘authenticity’ where

guitar bands made
‘Unplugged’ albums. They were being more artificial than we were.”

S
itting in the deserted bar of London’s Garage,
Baker and Edwards clearly still have an axe to
grind. Their re-formation, however, owes more to
the thrill of performing than settling old scores.

While they stress they never actually split up,
recent years have seen a gradual increase in
activity. Earlier this year they played five dates in

Australia and New Zealand, while this evening is the first of an eight-
night UK tour.

“We’re fully aware that we are now in the nostalgia market,”
says Edwards smoothly, before Q can pose the obvious question.
“Which is ironic considering we set out to change rock music.
But that’s not our job any more. Our major concern these days is
whether our fans can get babysitters.”

Softly-spoken, immaculately groomed and, at 51, still pencil thin-
Edwards has the beatific air of a man happy to be out of the limelight.

He now runs his own bike coaching company working out
programmes for serious amateur riders, and still cycles between
10-15 hours a week as part of a seven-day-a-week fitness regime.

“For me, the ’90s were a nightmare,” he says. “I couldn’t go to the
shops without being spotted. Now, no one recognises me. It’s great.”
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I
n 2015, any guitar band
selling half a million LPs
would be hailed as potential
world-beaters. For Jesus
Jones in 1993, however, it
was the first n their
commercial c

“Our previous album Doubt had sold two
million copies, so when the follow-up Perverse
only did 500,000 it was seen as a failure,” recalls keyboardist Iain
Baker with the look of a man wrestling with a Kafka-esque riddle.
“I’m still trying to get my head around it.”

As anyone who has read John Niven’s music biz satire Kill Your
Friends will know, they did things differently in the ’90s. However,
even by that decade’s warped standards, Jesus Jones’ story is a
remarkable one.

For a brief period, this London-via-Wiltshire outfit seemed like the
saviours of British pop. Fronted by photogenic singer Mike Edwards –
who quoted Machiavelli and vowed to “change the course of rock
music” – their sample-heavy barrage of distorted guitars, pop
melodies and clattering hip-hop beats was accessorised by skate-punk
clobber acquired by Baker through his day job at Slam City Skates in
London and made their indie peers look and sound pre-historic.

Propelled by a hyperactive live show, 1991’s second album Doubt
gatecrashed the US Top 30 and spawned the hits Right Here, Right
Now, Real Real Real and International Bright Young Thing. Their pre-
internet obsession with technology, meanwhile, was summed up by
the lyric of 1993’s Zeroes & Ones: “This time the revolution will be
computerised.” It seems prophetic in gadget-fixated 2015.

“We didn’t create the future but we were early adopters of it,” says
Baker, recalling days when even ownership of a mobile phone could
see you branded a “yuppie”. “I don’t feel the urge to scream, ‘I told you
so’ every time I see a kid using a laptop on the Tube, but I can’t resist a
wry smile. We were right, basically.”

“We wanted to be the opposite of obvious, sedate, rule-bound rock

Overshadowed by Britpop, history
nevertheless records that Jesus
Jones sold millions of albums on
both sides of the Atlantic in the
early ’90s, making them one of
the era’s most successful British
groups. Paul Moody meets them
at London venue The Garage
to hear how these futurists
learned to embrace the past.

Second coming: Jesus Jones (main
pic, from left, Gary Thatcher, Simon
“Gen” Matthews, Mike Edwards,
Iain Baker, Jerry DeBorg), London’s
Garage, 12 November 2015; (inset,
above) the band in 1991 (with
original bassist Al Doughty, far left).



It was while living in, as he 
puts it, “a grotty flat in North 
London” in 1988 that Mike 
Edwards wrote the song that 
would change the band’s lives. 
Inspired by The Velvet
Underground’s Pale Blue Eyes
and the glasnost sweeping the
Soviet Union, the melody and
sentiment of Right Here,
Right Now came to him all at

once. It became a zeitgeist-defining anthem and
reached Number 2 in the US in 1991. Regularly used since to market
everything from video games and TV ads to the 2011 Rugby World
Cup, it has, Edwards wryly notes, kept him in “bicycle inner tubes” 
ever since. At the time however, it presented the band with – as the 
singer puts it – “the keys to the kingdom”. 

“We were in the audience at the VMAs in LA in 1991 and everyone 
was ignoring us,” recalls Baker. “As soon as we won Best New Artist, 
Jon Bon Jovi and Paula Abdul came straight over. Liza Minnelli then 
drank us under the table at the Grammys. It was like we’d been 
accepted into the club. Everyone wanted to come and see a show.”

As 9pm stage time approaches, the Hollywood A-Listers who
befriended them back in the day are noticeable by their absence.
Yet judging by the boisterous mood of the assembled 40-somethings,
North London’s babysitters are doing a roaring trade.

Opener Magazine from third album Perverse – a song they haven’t
played live for 22 years – sparks some frantic frugging, while
International Bright Young Thing is introduced by Edwards as “the
first of tonight’s many ironies” and is greeted like an old friend.

It’s the more obscure material which receives the biggest cheers,
however. The first ever airing of Dead People’s Lives, the B-side to
Real Real Real, gets a rousing reception, while brand new song How’s
This Even Going Down? is a techno-rock stomp which fits in
seamlessly. The old intensity remains, too.

While Edwards, Deborg and stand-in bassist Gary Thatcher run
through the gamut of classic rock poses, Baker’s performance is little
short of jaw-dropping.

Dressed in white T-shirt and drainpipe white jeans, the 50-year-old
single-handedly reclaims the notion of dad dancing, energising the
room with a frenzy of finger-jabbing and foot stomping, even perching
at the lip of the stage to conduct a sing-along during a set-ending Idiot
Stare. After which, a climactic, eardrum-shredding Info Freako sees
the whole place party like it’s 1991.

Backstage, the band radiate the post-gig glow of men delighted to
be revisiting former glories.

“Because we got famous so young there used to be a lot of tension in
the band,” muses Baker. “Now we get on like a bunch of old women.”

“The tour is only just beginning though,” adds Edwards with
a grin, revealing to Q as we leave that he’s written nine new songs
for an album due sometime this year. Jesus Jones’ resurrection,
it seems, has only just begun.T
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“WE’RE FULLY AWARE  
THAT WE ARE NOW IN THE 
NOSTALGIA MARKET. WHICH 
IS IRONIC CONSIDERING WE 
SET OUT TO CHANGE ROCK 
MUSIC.”

The other members of the band have also got on with their lives. 
Baker runs a music radio website, guitarist Jerry DeBorg is a 
commercial artist, while drummer Simon “Gen” Matthews works 
with a firm installing high-end shower screens (original bassist  
Al Doughty isn’t touring with them due to health reasons).

The creative tensions that caused the band to fracture in the wake 
of 1997’s Already, however, still simmer. While Edwards admits he’s 
always the first to bed on tour and Baker’s Twitter feed is a flapjack-
making picture of domestic bliss, DeBorg spends his downtime 
playing in a band called Bangkok Prostitute. On the group’s website  
he says his role is to: “Piss Mike off ”.

“I just piss him off naturally,” says the guitarist with a devilish grin. 
“Mike is a sober guy, and I suppose me and Gen represent the more 

rock’n’roll side of the band. But we’re all brothers, really. We’ve all 
been best man at each other’s weddings.” 

Right there, right then: live in 

’91; (above, right) Edwards 

and DeBorg strike a pose.
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TRACKS OF MY YEARS

ELLIE ROWSELL
The WOLF ALICE frontwoman on the songs that 
soundtracked her life – from laid-back hangover 
music to garage-rock nostalgia-sparkers.

RELATING TO GIRL POWER
WANNABE, SPICE GIRLS (1996)
“I can’t remember exactly what the first single I bought  
was but I’ve still got this in my house and it looks pretty 
fucking old, do you know what I mean? When I was a kid  
I was into loads of pop stuff like The Corrs, Steps…  
and I definitely really liked the Spice Girls. I actually like 
them more now than when I was a kid. Out of all the 
manufactured, big pop groups around then they had the 
most amazing pop songs, but also seemed quite normal. 
They had the girl-next-door kind of thing and I’d look at 
them and think, ‘Oh, imagine being like that! Oh, yeah, 
actually, I’ve got friends just like that.’ They were just like 
five normal girls, really, and that’s what I liked about them.” 

The Spice Girls in 1996: 
“just like five normal 
girls, really.”



THE TOURBUS
MORALE-BOOSTER
HOTLINE BLING, DRAKE (2015)
“At the moment this is the band’s 
favourite song to play on the 
tourbus. Wolf Alice have a deep 
appreciation of good pop music 

and whatever our most-liked track is will 
always get played almost like a morale 
booster. And right now it’s Hotline Bling – it’s 

      
      

 
 

 
 

THE SONG THAT
MADE ME THINK
I COULD DO THIS
NOTHING CAME OUT,  
THE MOLDY PEACHES (2001)
“I was probably about 13 or 14

and used to play their first album a lot and this
song in particular because it sounded like the
sort of very early demos me and my friends
used to make. It’s really lo-fi and doesn’t 
sound like it was recorded in a proper studio.
They’re not like master musicians or anything
and the lyrics are quite, for the want of a 
better word, immature. When I first heard it
I thought, ‘I could do something like that.’
Despite it being a little bit twee and kind of
sparse, I still think that LP is quite rock’n’roll.” THE PERFECT HANGOVER CURE

BABY’S ARMS, KURT VILE (2011) 
“We spend a lot of time on tour being hungover in the
van and sometimes you just want to listen to something
that isn’t too intense and just chill. And obviously Kurt

Vile’s music is perfect for this because he’s the most chilled-out
dude in the whole world. This reminds me of just watching the
roads go by, feeling like shit, but the music helps get you through.”

THE ON
ME GOIN
NOT A PRO
THE BLACK
“I went to a l
when that in

in London when I was a
Foals, The Holloways, L
as I got older, I stopped
I was given, and started
I’d chosen myself. I bec
Black Lips fan – they pu
great show and it’s alwa
I saw them recently and
they’ve kind of mellowe
bit. As you do I suppose

THE LIFE-CHANGING 
MOMENT
HALLELUJAH,  
JEFF BUCKLEY (1994)
“When I first listened to Jeff 

Buckley’s version of Hallelujah, when I was 
about 13 years old, it was a life-changing 
moment for me. I’d never heard anything 
before which struck me so much where  
I really believed his performance of it.  
I’m not sure I really understood the lyrics,
but it was the first song where I felt I really
had to learn the words because I was so 
touched by the way they worked. It was like
a kind of activity for me and my friends to
learn this song. It’s got such a beautiful 
production as well and I just love it.”
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DANCING 
WITH MY EX
TORTURE, KING KHAN 
AND THE SHRINES 
(2008)
“This reminds me of a 
boyfriend I had when  
I was 18. We danced to it 
once and I thought he 
was cool, but he wasn’t. 
It feels like a long time 
ago [Rowsell is now aged 
23], but when I listen to  
it now it gives me like a 
feeling of nostalgia, not 
like a bad feeling, but like 
an eerie one. It’s almost 
like having butterflies or 
something. That said, it’s 
a great dancing song!”

Sultan of Bling: 
Drake – gets inside 
Ellie’s head. 

Strange fruit: The 
Moldy Peaches – “quite 

rock’n’roll”, says Ellie.

US garage rockers 
The Black Lips:  

“always fun.”

King Khan and 
his invisible 
space hopper: 
gives Ellie an 
“eerie feeling”.



“I’LL COVER MYSELF IN MUD, GO WILD

HOOOOOOWLING AT THE F**KING MOON,

MATE! SERIOUS!” JAZ COLEMAN 

“I SPENT 20 YEARS NOT IN THE BAND,

SEETHING EVERY TIME A RECORD 

CAME OUT.” “BIG” PAUL FERGUSON 

“I HAD AN EGO-SHREDDING SHAMANIC MELTDOWN,

BURNING MONEY ON THE KING’S ROAD IN A

KIMONO.” MARTIN “YOUTH” GLOVER 

“JAZ WAS NEVER A DRINKER. THEN HE GETS INTO

THE CLASSICAL FIELD – BANG, ALKIE! HOW FUNNY

IS THAT!” KEVIN “GEORDIE” WALKER 
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near-unbroken longevity. Since ’08, they’ve 
operated in their fearsome original line-up, 
which includes powerhouse drummer “Big” 
Paul Ferguson, and bassist, Martin Glover, 
aka Youth, better known these days as a 
superstar producer. When the band 
convenes, it’s always a combustible affair.  

“I don’t deny it’s hard,” reasons Coleman, 
as Q squirms atop the great white altar,  
“and, boy, am I looking forward to flying to 
New Zealand next week. I own 40 acres of 
paradise on a remote island in the Pacific,  
and I’m gonna go feral out there – literally!  
I won’t wear any shoes. I’ll go nuts. I’ll cover 
myself in mud, and go wild sitting in the  
bush, hoooooowling at the fucking moon, 
mate! Serious!” He roars a Brian Blessed 
laugh – the killing joke, incarnate. “I’ll tell  
you this: I wouldn’t come onto my fucking 
property uninvited.”

In a new film, entitled The Death And 
Resurrection Show, Killing Joke’s story is 
related not just as one of post-punk’s 
gnarliest sagas, but as a magickal odyssey, 

Celebrating the wildcards who’ve inspired cult worship

revamp the NHS, but instead we’re spending 
it on weapons of mass destruction we can’t 
even use – the Americans have to give us 
permission to use Trident. And you accept 
it,” finger pointing, eyes flaring. “YOU!”

There again, by his standards, this ranks 
as kid-gloves treatment. In the early ’80s, he 
infamously responded to one negative music-
press article by storming the mag’s offices 
and flinging around bagfuls of maggots and 
raw liver, while reciting apocalyptic rhymes.

At that time, Killing Joke were the leading 
edge of post-punk extremism, inspirationally 
regenerating the savage energy of punk’s first 
wave via inventive deployment of disco beats, 
dub reggae, and an intense, tribal oomph. 
Coleman’s nonconformism stretched beyond 
mere baiting of Thatcherites and bible 
bashers, to visions of Armageddon and 
Aleister Crowley-esque mysticism.

Yet, despite only scoring one proper hit 
(1985’s goth-pop Love Like Blood), Killing 
Joke – ever a crucible of conflicting 
personalities – have somehow achieved a 

B

ackstage at London’s 
Camden Roundhouse, 
an uneasy tension grips 
Killing Joke’s cramped 
dressing room. Jaz 
Coleman tears at his 
ink-black mane and, 

with grey-green eyes glaring fiercely at his 
long-suffering bandmates, leads Q into the 
adjoining shower facility.

“Haha, Coleman’s doing his interviews  
on the khazi,” goads Joke’s guitarist, Kevin 
“Geordie” Walker, as the perma-furious 
singer slams the door, sealing us both into  
a humid, tiled cubicle. Cannily, Coleman  
has brought a chair through for himself,  
so it’s actually your correspondent who  
has to park on the Armitage Shanks, thereon 
to be harangued about Britain’s feebly 
acquiescent populace – at one point, he even 
lays responsibility for the government’s 
billions-of-pounds reactivation of Trident 
squarely at Q’s door. 

“With that money,” he reasons, “we could 

Of all of post-punk’s 
deliberately awkward 

groups, Killing Joke were 
its most confrontational 

and unhinged. They  
not only sang of the 

apocalypse, they prepared 
for it; they didn’t preach 
the occult, they practised 
it. Andrew Perry meets 

the original quartet  
to hear amazing tales  
of madness, money  

and mysticism.

 

PORTRAITS PEROU
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1WARDANCE

Killing Joke (1980)

Despite Walker’s

one-chord menace

and Coleman’s

distorted vocal,

this debut-album

highlight signposted

the pogo-along pop

choruses at KJ’s heart.

2 FOLLOW THE

LEADERS

What’s THIS For…! (1981)

This mixture of Giorgio

Moroder-style synth/

disco beat, Ferguson’s

tribalist drums and

Coleman’s apocalyptic

rant somehow never

loses its punch.

3EIGHTIES

Night Time (1985)

Kurt Cobain may’ve

nicked the intro for

Come As You Are, but

it’s what happens

thereafter that amazes –

a mighty riff/beat

collision, topped with

Jaz’s swingeing polemic.

4 LOVE LIKE

BLOOD

Night Time (1985)

Their Berlin-birthed

goth-pop hit, brilliantly

showcasing two of KJ’s

greatest strengths:

Walker’s textured guitar,

and Coleman’s soaring

way with melody.

KILLING JOKE
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From apocalyptic neo-punk
to Euro-housey pop, and
back with a vengeance!

THE BEST OF

ever guided by its members’
collective engagement in the
black arts.

When they first came
together in 1979, every young
band in the UK was defined by
punk and its stringent ideals.
Though KJ’s initial demeanour
was terrifyingly Rotten-esque, it
transpires they weren’t entirely
with the programme of
eradicating hippy practices.

“I thought the punk
movement lacked mysticism,”
reflects their singer today, “so we
added it in great doses.”

Jeremy “Jaz” Coleman was
raised by academic Anglo-Indian
parents in Cheltenham. He felt that
he’d failed them, he says, when he
left school without the requisite
A-levels to follow them into
academia, while his elder brother
Piers went on to become an eminent
quantum physicist. “There were no
Asian families around Cheltenham
in the ’70s,” he adds. “I got into a lot
of violence.”

Moving to London circa ’78,
he decided to deploy his classical
training as a rock keyboard player.
He initially started the group with
Ferguson, who shared his interest in
occult literature, and at their squatted
flat in Battersea, the duo held an
invocation to bolster their search for
a guitarist and a bassist.

In a matter of days, Walker, an
inveterate rocker from the North East,
moved in. Glover, aka Youth, also
contacted them almost immediately, but
they were less sure about him. He couldn’t
play for toffee, but he had high-profile
“previous” in John Lydon’s brother’s band,
The 4” Be 2”s.

Was the magic working? Debatable. In
these formative days, Coleman had a mishap
while performing another ritual.

“That night,” Walker recalls, “I get a
knock on the door at 4am – the house is
burning down. I make it to the bus stop
outside, and there’s Jaz – naked, with a black
face from the soot. Luckily, the only person

“I thought the punk movement
lacked mysticism. So we added it
in great doses.” JAZ COLEMAN

Altar states: Killing Joke 

(clockwise from left, 

Coleman, Ferguson, 

Walker, Glover) get 

shamanic, 1981.

that got hurt was a fireman after they’d put it
out – the gas meter exploded, and all the
coins hit him. After that we went back in, and
the fire chief goes, ‘What’s this, then?’ The
roof was fucking gone, and he’s pointing to
this magic circle drawn on the floor. Jaz was
invoking fire, but he’d aligned it all wrong.”

After six months cooling their boots in
Cheltenham, Killing Joke took off quickly.
Coleman, the accidental singer, wrote of
war dances and dictators, his visionary
outpourings given extra clout by the chunky,

primitivist rhythmic combination of
Ferguson’s beats and Geordie’s resonant
guitar. Onstage behind his keyboards,
Coleman cut a scary figure in make-up –
skeletal white-face with blacked-out eyes, or
else Apocalypse Now-style camo colours.

“It’s a ritual thing,” he explains, “the
ceremony of it. I go into a trance. I tend to
remember going onstage, and coming
offstage, but not much else – unless someone
throws something and it hits my head.”

Whipping up a borderline-violent crowd
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5 MONEY IS NOT 

OUR GOD

Extremities, Dirt And 

Various Repressed 

Emotions (1990)

Made with PiL’s Martin 

Atkins on drums, an 

urgent riposte to major-

label avarice and ’80s 

culture in general.

6  EXORCISM

Pandemonium

(1994)

With vocals recorded in 

Egypt’s Great Pyramid 

of Giza, this is one of 

KJ’s heaviest tunes –  

a monstrous, distorted 

riff pounding on for 

seven-plus minutes.

7 ASTEROID

Killing Joke (2003)

Dave Grohl returned 

the Eighties-thieving 

favour by drumming on 

this memorable slice of 

intergalactic paranoia, 

which features 

Coleman at his broken-

glass-gargling finest.

8 INVOCATION

Hosannas From

The Basements Of 

Hell (2006)

Jaz’s symphonic-rock 

stylings merge with 

Geordie’s chugga-

chugga guitar to deliver 

KJ’s answer to Led 

Zeppelin’s Kashmir.

9 EUROPEAN

SUPER STATE

Absolute Dissent (2010)

From KJ’s disparate 

13th LP, a hyper-

melodic, Euro-house-

sodden floor-filler, 

doubtless directed by 

early-’90s trance-

master Youth.

10 I AM THE VIRUS

Pylon (2015)

The third original-

quartet reunion album 

features no Youth-y 

tech-production 

fripperies, just big-

guitar deviant anthems 

like this one. Take that, 

The Beatles! 

KILLING JOKE

Older, wiser: 
Killing Joke in 
The Blackfriar 
pub, London, 
November 2015.
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KILLING JOKE

“We form a circle and we call on our 
ancestors – my dad, Geordie’s dad, Raven, 
and anybody else that wants to pop in – and 
that ancestral spirit takes over.” JAZ COLEMAN 

Killing Joke tunes on a C-60 cassette,  
usually emerging onstage sweating already – 
their own ritual.

Yet for all their influence and credibility, 
Killing Joke have never laughed all the way to 
the bank. Some setbacks were self-inflicted. 
“Jaz had always been a toker, since the age of 
15, never a drinker,” says Walker, who is very 
much one. “He’d turn up with a bottle of 
Advocaat – not a drinker. Then he gets into 
the classical field – bang, alkie! How funny is 
that!” The singer’s booze problems also came 
with a side order of addiction to prescription 
sedatives. Breaking the momentum, Glover 
duly quit, only to rejoin once he’d dried out.

“Apparently, there’s a book about bands 
who should’ve made millions,” says Geordie, 
fairly unapologetically, “and we’re Chapter 
Five. But if it had all gone the other way,  
we’d have all been dead by ’86.”

Glover, who has acquired music-biz 
pragmatism through his production career, 
has often insisted that their cutting-room 
floor is littered with potential hits, which 
have been vetoed by one member or another.

“Believe me,” says Walker, when Q 
mentions these, “they’re all lumps of shit.”

Glover refutes notions that he’s tried to 
commercialise the band. “Jaz will say, ‘Oh, 
Youth’s the bread-head, and I’m the artist!’ 
But I can tell you, when we haven’t got paid, 
he’s the one who’s really screaming.”

Coleman counters that none of them ever 
enjoyed a big pay-out. “For the first 12 years,” 
he says, “we were on a wage of 50 quid a week. 
We were all robbed blind.”

All that Jaz: Coleman 
leaves the stage, 

Roundhouse, London,  
6 November, 2015. 
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BU LDING THE 
PERFECT VENUE
Why The SSE Hydro in Glasgow has become one of 
the top places in the world to watch live music.

C
ertain venues
have a special
place in the
history of music.
From The
Cavern Club and

The Marquee to CBGB and The
Rainbow, many have become as
iconic as the illustrious list of
stars that have appeared within
them. And yet, surprisingly, very
few places to go and watch your
favourite bands and artists have
actually been built with the gig-
going experience in mind.

A venue can make the 
difference between a good gig
and a great one. We’ve all been
there – having your enjoyment of
the show tempered by the lack a
good sightline, working out the
least convoluted route to and
from the bar, knowing that right
by the mixing desk is the only

Room with a view: 
Glasgow’s impressive  
SSE Hydro in all its glory.

place to actually hear everything 
properly. And, of course, the 
prospect of that agonising shuffle 
to catch the last train home as 
everyone files out en masse.

That’s what makes The SSE 
Hydro so unique. The first 
purpose-built venue of its scale,  
it was designed from the inside 
out with the performance and the 
crowd’s enjoyment paramount  
at every step of the way. 

From the state-of-the-art 
lighting rig, which can be 
manipulated to illuminate the 
entire 13,000 capacity arena,  
to making sure that every single
person inside has an optimum
view of the stage, everything was
driven by the desire to create the
best possible experience for
those walking through The SSE
Hydro’s doors.

It’s why it really is Scotland’s 

new home of live entertainment,
attracting global stars including
Taylor Swift, Elton John, Alt-J
and Disclosure since it opened in
2013. It’s also why the venue is
consistently ranked by Pollstar in
the top three arenas in the world
and why it recently beat New
York’s Madison Square Garden to 
be named the second busiest live 
entertainment arena anywhere.

Transforming the 64-acre site
at Glasgow’s SECC into one of
the best live music venues on the
planet was – not unsurprisingly –
a huge challenge.

“The focus of the design was
the experience for the visitor,”
explains Ben Scott, partner at
designers Foster + Partners. 
“Building a sense of anticipation 
before the event, making sure 



that every seat has an excellent 
view of the stage and that the 
venue runs smoothly, whether 
in provision for bathroom and 
catering facilities or in reducing 
the time it takes to leave the site 
at the end of the show.”

To ensure that The SSE 
Hydro was perfect for both  
fans and performers alike, the 
design team toured extensively, 
visiting other major venues  
and discussing logistical issues 
with operators and crews.  
Of course, it’s not just the inside 
of the arena that is unique.  
The structure itself is truly 
iconic, too. At 45 metres high 
and modelled on Greek and 

Roman amphitheatres, its glass 
curves and domed roof are  
a visual feast to match what 
goes on inside. 

“The steel diagrid roof is  
one of Europe’s largest free-
spanning roof structures and 
weighs 1400 tonnes,” adds Ben 
Scott. “Stretching 120 metres 
across the building, it’s large 
enough to encompass 
Glasgow’s Queen Street  
railway station.”

With 2016 promising 
spectacular performances from 
Muse, Adele and local heroes 
Chvrches, The SSE Hydro’s 
place in the history of live  
music is already assured.

Section AA

1

0 5

10

COMING TO THE  

SSE HYDRO IN 2016!

ADELE
Remember her? Given that
Adele is notoriously gig-averse,
you would be out of your mind
to miss the opportunity to catch
one of the most globally
successful artists of modern
times perform live.
When: 25-26 March

THE LIBERTINES
Once upon a time, Pete Doherty and Carl Barât were 
more likely to be seen at King Tut’s down the road.  
It says a lot about the band’s current profile that they 
can now play a venue as prestigious as The SSE Hydro.
When: 21 January

CHVRCHES
After 2013’s The Bones Of 
What You Believe, second 
album Every Open Eye has 
firmly established Chvrches  
in the lineage of great, arena-
filling Scottish pop bands.
When: 2 April

NOEL GALLAGHER’S 

HIGH FLYING BIRDS
Noel has proved he doesn’t need 
his kid brother to win over 
arenas north or south of the 
border. Expect much lighters-
aloft action and grown men 
saying they love each other.
When: 21 April

MUSE
Bring on the drones! Without  
a doubt the most extravagant, 
pyrotechnic-exploding,  
head-spinningly bonkers rock 
and roll spectacular in the 
galaxy. A must-see event.
When: 17-18 April

BE REWARDED
SSE customers can access advance tickets for the SSE 
Hydro, as well as a range of music, sport entertainment
events around the UK and regular chances to win
incredible prizes. Visit ssereward.com for more details.
Subject to availability and T&Cs.
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Stereophonics’ Kelly  
Jones, live at The SSE  
Hydro, December 2015.
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IF YOU LIVE FOR MUSIC, 
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Subscribe to Q now to get 3 issues for  
just £5 – that’s just £1.67 per issue 
(usually £4.20). Just in case you weren’t 
already aware, Q – the world’s greatest 
music magazine – provides you with  
the biggest stars in rock and roll.  
We bring you the most exciting new 
artists. And we take you to the heart  
of what really matters in music.  
Plus, there’s Q’s world-famous reviews 
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The

★★★★★

CLASSIC
Buy this now! 

Essential for any 
collection.

★★★★

EXCELLENT
Rest assured, 
satisfaction 

 is guaranteed.

★★★

GOOD
Good within its 

field, but perhaps 
not for everyone.

★★

FAIR
For die-hard fans. 
Even they may be 

disappointed.

★

POOR
Move along, 

there’s nothing  
of interest here.

The Q Review is the definitive 
music guide. Its hand-picked 

writers are the undisputed 
experts in their fields, and they 
rigorously adhere to Q’s world-

famous star-rating system.
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HOW WE REVIEW

120 FLEETWOOD MAC 
The Mac’s daring and peculiar 1979 LP  

Tusk – now in box form – gets re-evaluated.

102 CHVRCHES 
Bristol worships at the 

Scots synth-poppers’ altar.

106 SUEDE 
Desolate and compelling: just 

two words used to describe 

Brett & co’s seventh album.



LIVE

NO ONE JUGGLES SELF-DEPRECATING ONE-LINERS 
AND AFFECTING BALLADS LIKE GARVEY DOES.
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ARMY 
OF ONE
Elbow frontman’s solo  

experiment brings Christmas 

cheer to his hometown.

GUY GARVEY
ALBERT HALL, MANCHESTER

FRIDAY, 4 DECEMBER, 2015

����

G

uy Garvey wasn’t 
planning to take his 
solo project on the 
road until his Elbow 
bandmate Pete Turner 

advised him otherwise. “You have to 
tour it,” Turner said, “or you’ll feel like 
you missed a trick.” Garvey is looking 
quite pleased with his friend’s advice 
as he gives Q a tour of Albert Hall,  
a former Wesleyan chapel in 
Manchester’s centre that, until a 
recent restoration, had lain derelict for 
over 40 years. With its giant organ and 
stained-glass windows, it’s now the 
city’s most beautiful music venue. 
“They found the service history for the 
organ when they were doing it up,” 
says our tour guide. “It was last done in 
1911.” Ever the proud Mancunian, 
Garvey beams at the thought of local 
relics being resurrected. Tonight he 
will take centre-stage in the listed 
building as the run of dates to support 
his debut solo album, Courting The  
Squall, rolls home.

After Turner’s encouragement, 
Garvey needed no more persuasion.  
“I love a winter tour,” he says, now
stretched out on a sofa in the dressing
room, “cosy bunks, big coats, it’s
the best way to tour!” He asked his
manager to book some European

“Cheers!” Guy Garvey in the 
recently restored Albert Hall, 

Manchester, 4 December, 2015.
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dates but the start of the run was
marred when their opening show in
Brussels was cancelled after the Paris
attacks. Despite that, they went to
fulfil some promotional duties.

“I love Brussels. Elbow have always
done really well in Belgium,” he says,
“and, like everywhere at this time of
year, it’s got its Christmas petticoat
showing and there’s nobody there.
The atmosphere was pretty awful.
It’s such a sad thing. That’s the feeling
I’m left with, after anger.”

The tour began properly in
Berlin and by the time they arrived
in Amsterdam, Garvey had found his

solo groove. On the one hand, it  
makes perfect sense for the Elbow 
frontman, with his distinctive  
croon and comforting way with a 
melancholic lyric, to indulge in his own 
little side-project. But on the other, 
Elbow are such a tight brotherhood it 
seems odd to see their leader out on 
his own. Garvey had thrown himself 
into making the album and organising 
the tour that he hadn’t really 
considered how it might go down. 

“I’ve been wrong before,” he says. 
“There’s been Elbow releases where 
I’ve thought, ‘This is something we’re 
really proud of, this is gonna fly’, and 
sometimes it’s not done as well as 
expected. This time I didn’t have any 
expectations because it’s something 
I’m fitting in around Elbow.” 

The first time Garvey thought 
about a possible solo excursion was in 
2005. Sitting in a friend’s garden at 
3am, he listened to the story of how 
her local church had burnt down when 
she was a child. Her descriptions of 
plumes of smoke illuminated through 
the church windows, burning hymn 
book pages scattered through the air 
and the catastrophic noise of the bell 
prop collapsing, lit a spark in Garvey’s 
mind and he transcribed the tale word-
for-word as soon as he got home. He 
fashioned the story into a song called 
Three Bells. He was proud of it, but 
knowing the difficulty of getting a
track included on an Elbow album
(they write 50 for every 10 that make
the cut), he thought perhaps he should
save it for himself. A decade later, it’s
the closer on Courting The Squall.

Touring without his bandmates of
25 years hasn’t been too much of an
alien experience. He has the same tour
manager and crew as his day job, and
the three female members of his band
are part of Elbow’s expanded touring
group. As well as that, tonight support
comes from local blues-folk trio The
Plumedores, who feature Elbow’s
Mark Potter on guitar. The familial
vibes have obviously got to the singer.
“I keep getting it wrong and saying
to people, ‘Elbow are in town if you
wanna come tonight’,” Garvey says.
“But I haven’t done it onstage yet.”

Garvey concedes that he feels more
nervous for a hometown crowd but
there are no jitters showing as he
saunters onstage at 9pm. He raises a
glass in each direction of an already
rapturous audience, some of whom
have flushed cheeks that suggest
they’ve been enjoying the Glühwein at
the nearby Christmas market. It’s the
sort of venue where he can see almost

each and every audience member,
and there are a few recognisable faces.
Standing next to Q is Elbow drummer
Richard Jupp. He’s never seen Guy
Garvey walk onstage before. “I’m
usually behind him, pinching his arse,”
he says. “There are members of Elbow
in the audience tonight, so that’s
fucking weird,” announces Garvey by
way of introduction. “It’s gonna be an
evening of music and me crapping on.”

No artist juggles self-deprecating
one-liners and affecting ballads in the
way that Garvey does. He’s built a
career out of it but here, without the
bombast and anthems of Elbow, the
contrast works even better. He makes
everyone in Albert Hall feel like they’re
huddled round a fire in the pub
listening to him hold court. There’s a
looseness and sway to the tracks: the
gentle stagger of opener Three Bells is
like a stretching of the limbs for
second song Angela’s Eyes, with its
Tom Waits-style percussive thumps

What a Guy: Garvey
keeps things convivial
with a rapturous crowd.

With a little
help from his
friends: (from
top) Garvey and
band; his Elbow
bandmate Mark
Potter joins
him for a song;
gearing up for his
hometown gig.



“ONE ALBUM EVERY TWO AND A HALF YEARS
WITH ELBOW… HITTING 40, I WAS LIKE, ‘I’VE
GOT TO GET MORE STUFF OUT THAN THAT!’”
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Three Bells

Angela’s Eyes

Courting  

The Squall

Harder Edges

Unwind

Juggernaut

Yesterday

Electricity

Just Cos  

I’m Dead

Holiday

Switching Off

Belly Of The 

Whale

Broken  

Bottles And 

Chandeliers

I Don’t Want 

To Set The 

World On Fire

Angela’s Eyes

Setlist

and jagged guitar lines, which itself 
gives way to the hushed restraint  
of Courting The Squall.

A

fter leading the  
crowd through a  
happy birthday to 
Elbow keyboardist 
Craig Potter (“happy 

birthday… old bastard!”), the woozy 
euphoria grows. Hypnotic grooves 
underpin Unwind and Yesterday,  
and Just Cos I’m Dead and Holiday  
see Pete Jobson, a member of cult 
Manchester trio I Am Kloot and 
Garvey’s right-hand man on the solo 
jaunt, take over vocal duties. There’s 
even time for a quick Elbow track as 
Garvey and Mark Potter reunite for an 
acoustic take on 2003’s Switching Off. 
The best is saved for his own stuff, 
though. He splits the crowd into two  
as he sorts harmonising duties for the 
mesmerising Broken Bottles And 
Chandeliers, the nearest thing the 

show has to a big sing-along. The set 
finishes with a second version of 
Angela’s Eyes, which is much the  
same as the first except everyone, 
Garvey included, is a bit drunker  
and louder and happier. 

With the first of two sold-out 
shows done, Garvey is determined to 
be on his best behaviour. He has 
another gig here tomorrow, and then 
he’ll be joining the party for Potter’s 
birthday. His own landmark birthday 
was part of the reason he started doing 
solo material. “I’m enormously proud 
of the work Elbow do,” he says. “The 
only thing that’s frustrating is how 

many records we release. One album 
every two and a half years, especially 
hitting 40, I was like, ‘I’ve got to get 
more stuff out than that!’” Garvey 
loved making his solo album but soon 
he’ll return to Elbow. The band will 
reconvene in early January, heading to 
Scotland to start working on ideas for 
their forthcoming seventh album. 
He’ll do solo stuff again in the future, 
he says. He has too much to write 
about not to. For now, though, he can 
enjoy adding another successful string 
to his bow. Guy Garvey has got it 
wrong before, but not this time.  
NIALL DOHERTY

LIVE
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LIVE

CHVRCHES
BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY

TUESDAY, 17 NOVEMBER, 2015

����

C

hvrches’ tourbus is 
parked outside Bristol 
O2 Academy. As gusts 
from Storm Barney 
rattle the windows, 

singer Lauren Mayberry clambers 
aboard to find bandmate Iain Cook 
huddled in a puffa jacket. For an 
instant she looks around, puzzled.  
It appears that Martin Doherty,  
the band’s third member, has gone 
missing. Could he be lost out in the 
gale? Then a face appears at the back of 
the bus, lit by the blue glow of a laptop 
screen. Doherty is immersed in editing 
some new music. “It’s how I alleviate 
the monotony of touring,” he laughs, 
adjusting his cap. “Plus it keeps me in 
touch with the side of my brain that 
got us here in the first place!”

The Chvrches side of Doherty’s 
brain first switched on in Glasgow 
back in 2011 when he and long-time 
friend Cook teamed up with 
Mayberry, then the singer in indie-folk 
outfit Blue Sky Archives. Both Cook, 
previously with post-rockers 
Aereogramme, and Doherty, a former 
touring member of indie miserablists 
The Twilight Sad, found themselves 
on the wrong side of 30 and 
contemplating a radical change of 

direction. “Something people can 
dance to,” as Doherty put it.

Together, the trio fused their pop 
ambitions into 2013’s The Bones Of 
What You Believe, a sparkling debut 
which connected razor-sharp synth 
riffs (OMD, Human League), gothic-
tinged electronica (The Knife, Fever 
Ray) and high-concept pop (Doherty is 
an unrepentant fan of classic-era 
Michael Jackson). It went on to sell 
over 500,000 copies, aided by a mix of 
internet-savvy marketing (early single 
The Mother We Share has now racked 
up over 12 million YouTube views) and 
months spent on the road. By the time 
Chvrches returned to Glasgow and the 
home comforts of their basement 
studio in January 2015, they’d played 
365 shows in less than two years.

Doherty admits that many bands 
would have put their feet up and spent 
a few months working out where to go 
next. But he already knew what they 
needed to deliver: “a more refined, 
better version of that first album.” 
Across the bus, Cook and Mayberry 
nod their agreement. “We didn’t 
change completely what we were 
doing,” she says. “But it isn’t just the 
first album rehashed.” Released last 
September, Every Open Eye proved to 
be an upgrade in every sense: bolder, 
brighter and marked by a compelling 
unity of purpose. A Top 10 hit on both 
sides of the Atlantic, it also marked 
Chvrches’ transformation from 

HOLY  
SPIRIT
On a victory lap of the UK, the Glaswegian 

electro-pop trio boldly do it their way. 
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“IF YOU COMPROMISE ON 
WHAT YOU BELIEVE IN,  

I DON’T KNOW HOW YOU CAN 
GET ONSTAGE AND EXPECT 

PEOPLE TO BELIEVE IN YOU.”  
LAUREN MAYBERRY

Hair-raising hell: Chvrches’ 
Lauren Mayberry  

“now commands the  
stage with a swagger.” 
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alternative curios into one of the UK’s
most forward-thinking – and
successful – electronic pop acts.

“The response has been great,” says
Doherty with a grin. “If you’d come
to me in January when we’d barely
written a note and offered me this
reaction I’d have bitten your hand off!”

D

espite such elevated 
chart positions, and in 
the middle of a sold-out 
UK tour, Chvrches still 
don’t consider 

themselves a pop act. (Apart from 
Mayberry’s Cleopatra-like eyeliner, 
offstage they don’t look like one 
either.) Yet this outsider mentality has
turned out to be their biggest asset,
especially in America, where they
connect alternative rock and modern
electronica in a manner reminiscent of
Depeche Mode’s rise to stadium infamy
in the ’90s. In some quarters of the US
media it’s been suggested Chvrches’
success is mirrored in a more general
waning of interest in guitar acts.

“The funny thing is that when we
first came out, all anyone was writing
about was that guitar rock was back,”
says Doherty. “We thought, ‘Oh fuck,
well that’s that!’ But we tread that line
where our aim is to appeal to people on
both sides. Alternative music is what
I care about, what I listen to. But I also
listen to multi-platinum pop records.
I think we have one foot in each world.
So we’re on pop radio stations and we
play alternative festivals. That’s
something I’m really proud of.”

Crucially, Chvrches have always
presented themselves as a band –
rather than just two producers backing

a singer – and Mayberry has
consistently spoken up for their 
equality of roles, even in the face of
abuse from the darker corners of the
internet. A qualified lawyer with an MA
in journalism, she’s not one to mince
her words, and wrote a 2013 article in
The Guardian which drew attention to
misogynistic and “offensively vile”
comments posted on the band’s 
Facebook page. Depressingly, she had
to face down more attacks last July
when online trolls targeted her for
daring to wear a dress in the video
for Leave A Trace.

“There’s a strange double-standard
that people want those who make
art to reach inside themselves and be
very vulnerable and sensitive,” she
says, a steely edge glinting beneath her
measured tone. “And yet they expect
that exact same person to take all kinds
of heinous crap you wouldn’t expect
any other person to take. In this band
we’ve seen the best, most amazing side
of people – and the absolute worst.
But you have to find a balance because
if you shut down completely you’ll
miss all the good stuff.”

Tonight, though, is all about
reconnecting with the positive. An
electric atmosphere grips a packed
Academy as the clock ticks round to
showtime. With fans jammed
shoulder-to-shoulder on every
stairway and balcony, the roar which
greets the headbanging opening riff of
Never Ending Circles blows away any
lingering suspicions about Chvrches’
niche appeal, Cook doing his best
Peter Hook impression as he
underpins Doherty’s neon-hued
keyboards and Mayberry’s crystalline

vocal with a thunderous bass riff.
It’s a thrilling opening which soon

has the knot of fans clustered in front
of Mayberry punching the air. These
aren’t just new converts, either. Aside
from the odd teenage girl dressed all in
black with a dusting of glitter on her
cheekbones – in an echo of Mayberry’s
own look – this feels like the same
audience who came on-board for The
Bones Of What You Believe. So while
the set is front-loaded with songs from
Every Open Eye – Keep You On My
Side’s fractal spirals; the unashamedly
emotive Make Them Gold; Empty
Threat’s melodic dazzle – they still
make time to dip back into the first
album’s acerbic anthems, with Gun’s,
“I’ll be a gun, and it’s you I’ll come for”
refrain prompting raucous, if not
entirely tuneful, singing from a clutch
of cider-infused lads loitering by
the stage door.

Mayberry, by contrast, is pitch-
perfect throughout. She may be
diminutive, but her distinctively

LIVE

Never Ending 

Circles

We Sink

Keep You On 

My Side

Lies

Make Them 

Gold

Empty Threat

Tether

Playing Dead

Science/

Visions

Gun

Bury It

Under The 

Tide

Recover

Leave A Trace

Clearest Blue

Afterglow

The Mother

We Share

Setlist

Black stars: Chvrches 
(from left, Iain Cook, 
Lauren Mayberry, Martin 
Doherty), backstage at 
Bristol 02 Academy.
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Scots-accented tones fill the
Academy’s concrete cavern with
startling clarity, adding emotional 
resonance to the steroid synth-pop  
of Bury It and Leave A Trace. Formerly 
a somewhat tentative performer,  
apart from some rambling between-
song patter, she now commands  
the stage with a swagger. Chvrches’ 
sonic intensity and minimal staging 
(no dry ice or strobing video screens 
here) may still suggest a band with 
something to prove, but the impact 
more than matches their ambition.

Building to a floor-quaking finale, 
Clearest Blue’s spring-loaded 
breakdown triggers pogoing on  

the stairs before an encore of
goosebump-raising ballad Afterglow
and incendiary early hit The  
Mother We Share. Electronic acts  
are often accused of hiding behind 
technology, but as Mayberry stands, 
microphone aloft, to salute the  
crowd at the close, it’s clear Chvrches 
mean to do things differently.  
As Mayberry told Q prior to the  
show, they preach straight from  
the heart: “If you compromise on  
what you believe in just to get 
somewhere, then I don’t know how 
you can get up in front of people  
and expect them to believe in you.” 
Amen to that. RUPERT HOWE

“WE’RE ON POP RADIO STATIONS AND WE PLAY 
ALTERNATIVE FESTIVALS. THAT’S SOMETHING  

I’M REALLY PROUD OF.” MARTIN DOHERTY

Lauren Mayberry: she 
bangs the syn-drums.

Shrine on: Chvrches’ 
“impact more than 

matches their ambition.”
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R C
SUEDE
NIGHT

THOUGHTS
SUEDE LTD,

OUT22JANUARY

Suede’s 2013

comeback

album

Bloodsports had one job: to erase the

memory of New Morning, their sub-par

farewell 11 years earlier. It was made

to prove that Brett Anderson, Neil

Codling, Simon Gilbert, Richard Oakes

and Mat Osman could still make a solid

album that sounded like themselves

and, on those terms, they smashed

it out of the park. It featured songs

which could comfortably have sat

among the grandeur of their best work.

Indie veterans transform their mid-life
anxiety into a thing of dark beauty.

The confidence bred from that

return feeds into this follow-up. The

leap between Bloodsports and Night

Thoughts is analogous to that between

Suede, their 1993 debut, and its still-

astonishing 1994 successor Dog Man

Star. For the best part of 20 years,

Brett Anderson’s public image has been

the arse-slapping, hand-clapping

showman whipping the crowd into

shaking their bits to the hits. Night

Thoughts reveals him, once again, as a

deftly imaginative lyricist. Brettspeak –

nuclear skies, council homes, pills and

glue – is banished. Autopilot is off.

An accompanying film by Roger

Sargent, in which a drowning man

replays key moments in his life, is a red

herring in that it doesn’t directly enact

the album, though it taps into similar

Suede (Brett Anderson,
second right): “have rarely
sounded this compelling.”
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BRETTSPEAK – NUCLEAR
SKIES, COUNCIL HOMES, PILLS

AND GLUE – IS BANISHED.
AUTOPILOT IS OFF.

ALLURI
MAN OF TRUTH
LIFE IS THUS, OUT 29 JANUARY

Hindi indie from Hyderabad.
As genres go, Indian indie
hasn’t quite leapt out of
the tracks, but in Redd
Alluri it might just have
its trailblazer. Introduced
to Western music by his

older brother, Alluri apparently discovered
indie via some Ricky Gervais podcasts and
his debut – recorded in Brighton – shows
how adeptly he absorbed. With a non-
accented voice that owes much to Edwyn
Collins at his most dreamy and muscular
backdrops that clang as authentically as Ride
on Still Living and the tense I See People,
he’s very much in a tradition, without being
a novelty or knock-off. The jagged This Life
chimes and harmonises with a spring in its
step; he experiments with Buzzcock-ian glee
on I See People, while All The Women
acerbically contrasts the lot of Western and
Indian females. Intriguing. ����

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: All The Women | This Life |
I See People

THE ANCHORESS
CONFESSIONS OF A ROMANCE NOVELIST
KSCOPE, OUT 15 JANUARY

Hyper-literary but radio-friendly debut.
The Anchoress is
the handle of singer-
songwriter and Simple
Minds touring band
member Catherine Anne
Davies. Her debut album

is a secret deconstruction of normative
notions of romance, with early tasters
handed out ribbon-wrapped in Mills & Boon
novels. Produced by Paul Draper, formerly
of Mansun (he guests on You And Only You),
and written in a Tramadol haze after a studio
injury to Davies’s wrist, its subversive intent
may not be immediately apparent. Her
sultry “revenge pop” – her phrase – carries
echoes of Polly Harvey and Lana Del Rey,
but also less cool names such as Texas and
Shakespears Sister. Like Scritti Politti and
Prefab Sprout before her, Davies has made a
record which, give or take titles like PS Fuck
You, could sneak big ideas past the listeners
of daytime Radio2. ���

SIMON PRICE

Download: Doesn’t Kill You | PS Fuck
You | Popular

PETE ASTOR
SPILT MILK
FORTUNA POP!, OUT 8 JANUARY

Indie-pop cult hero-turned-lecturer
keeps his hand in.

“It’s very, very late at
night and I’m just another
drunken fool,” confesses
Pete Astor on Very Good
Lock, a toe-tapping song
of universal weakness

Portishead
Third
ISLAND, 2008

Drone rock,
horror-movie
foreboding and
machine-gun
percussion:
those expecting
a return to the
elegant trip-hop
of Dummy were
not so much
disappointed
as petrified.
����

PJ Harvey
Let England
Shake
ISLAND, 2011

Arguably, Polly
Harvey doesn’t
have a comfort
zone, but this
concept album,
connecting
the ghosts
of Gallipoli
to current
conflicts, was
astonishing.
�����

Manic Street
Preachers
Futurology
COLUMBIA, 2014

The Manics’
long-promised
Europhile
album, inspired
by Krautrock,
avant-garde
art and
Eastern Bloc
history, was
a late-career
masterpiece.
����

Three other ’90s

acts who took

chances late

on. And won…

 

emotions: remorse, recrimination, 
grief. Night Thoughts’ title, however,  
is completely literal: Anderson is 
channelling the nocturnal fears that 
keep you awake when you’re not far off 
50, the anxiety that several ships have 
already sailed and you possibly haven’t 
made the most of your years on earth. 
Unlike the Brett of Dog Man Star, he’s 
driven by regret rather than longing 
(finale The Fur And The Feathers may 
be about the chase, but the frontman 
sounds less than enamoured by the 
thrill of it all), and Night Thoughts  
is all the better for it.

There’s no Trash-style pop anthem 
here, although the walloping Like Kids, 
with its language of chemicals and 
mannequins, playgrounds and savages, 
makes a game stab at that, as does 
What I’m Trying To Tell You. Produced 
by longtime collaborator Ed Buller with 
a full string section, it leans heavily 
towards the epic, atmospheric end of 
Suede’s spectrum from the start. When 
You Are Young begins with unsettling 
strings swooping and divebombing like 
a V-1 doodlebug, and carries hints of 
warfare and death: “So softly you’ll 
run/From the sound of your brother’s 
gun… and we’ll scratch in the dirt/

Where the bones are all cleaned by the 
birds”. When reprised near the album’s 
end as When You Were Young it’s eerier 
still, recalling The Smiths’ spectral 
Asleep. Outsiders – a cartoonishly 
classic Suede title – does that  
Suede thing of pitching lovers against 
the bleakest of settings while the 
cascading No Tomorrow taps into 
uncharacteristic bathos.

Tightrope is the central showpiece 
and revisits early B-side My Insatiable 
One, but what was once absurdist 
comedy is now tragedy: “On the high 
wire, dressed in a leotard, there 
wobbles one hell of a retard” is now, 
“Too scared to look down through  
my fingers, walking a tightrope with 
you/I made my mistake when I slipped 
through the noose”. Something dark’s 
definitely afoot. I Can’t Give Her What 
She Wants may be about a murder  
or a suicide, or the former disguised  
as the latter. Either way, Anderson has 
rarely sounded more desolate. And 
Suede, for two decades, have rarely 
sounded this compelling. ����

SIMON PRICE

Download: When You Are Young |  
Like Kids | I Don’t Know How To Reach 
You | Tightrope | No Tomorrow
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and emotional repression. It’s one of Spilt 
Milk’s numerous proofs that his songwriting, 
first hailed when he fronted could’ve-beens 
The Loft and The Weather Prophets in the 
’80s, remains well turned. To no-frills, 
English Velvet Underground-style indie pop, 
this seasoned, perceptive narrator also 
turns his gaze on dilemmas including  
the plight of the still-game senior rocker  
(Mr Music), bewildering transience (There 
It Goes) and, seemingly, divorce (Good 
Enough), lightly wearing life experience 
without sacrificing impact. Ultimately, 
ambivalent closer Oh You elects to enjoy  
the fun while it lasts: maybe Astor, a senior 
lecturer in rock and pop at the University  
of Westminster, could offer a course in 
practical philosophy as well. ���� 

IAN HARRISON

Download: There It Goes | Mr Music| 
Very Good Lock

 
THE BESNARD LAKES
A COLISEUM COMPLEX MUSEUM
JAGJAGUWAR, OUT 22 JANUARY

Free-thinking Montreal band propel
their fifth album into the blue.

The first track on this 
album is called The Bray 
Road Beast, a reference 
to a strange animal –  
part bear, part wolf – 
that has apparently 

stalked Wisconsin since the ’30s. It makes 
sense that husband-and-wife team Olga 
Goreas and Jace Lasek, the nucleus of The 
Besnard Lakes, should be interested in such 
creatures – their music is a similarly odd 
hybrid, its great dreamy prog head gazing 
down at its shoes. Golden Lion sounds 
peculiarly like a pomped-out version of 
Chesney Hawkes’s The One And Only, while 
The Plain Moon starts with Twinkle Twinkle 
Little Star before spinning into orbit 
somewhere to the left of The Flaming Lips. 
Highlight, though, is the closing cosmic 
ramble Tungsten 4: The Refugee, the  
sound of a band finding a perfect balance
between inner and outer space. ���

VICTORIA SEGAL

Download: Golden Lion | The Plain
Moon | Tungsten 4: The Refugee

JOHN CALE
M:FANS
DOMINO, OUT 22 JANUARY

Ex-VU man re-records1982opus.
In any reckoning
of albums that
were agonising to
record, John Cale’s
1982LP
Music For

A New Society – largely 
improvised as his life 
collapsed – must rate highly.
This 2015 updating gives the
songs newly plugged-in electronic
frames, leavening the despair of the
original with, it seems, wisdom and

understanding. There are moments of real
pathos, as when Prelude restores a 
recording of Cale’s late mother singing
Welsh folk song Ar Lan Y Môr to him,
followed by the pained Sam Shepard
co-write If You Were Still Around, and
others of complete transformation, as with
the poignant Thoughtless Kind’s reinvention
as a modern R&B strut. Also included is a
remastered version of the original album,
ideal for pondering which versions you
prefer: after all, as the now-techno rocking
Changes Made observes, Cale’s, “a difficult
man, in the best possible way.” ����

IAN HARRISON

Download: Prelude | Library Of Force |
If You Were Still Around

CHAIRLIFT
MOTH
COLUMBIA, OUT 22 JANUARY 

Return of New York synth-pop pair.
Brooklyn duo Chairlift
are easier to like than to
love. Their electronic
art-pop has many of the
ingredients to be special
– smart lyrics, a shifting

sensibility and range of pop-literate 
references from Fleetwood Mac to ’80s
Madonna. Their third album is their most
developed yet, full of tricksy production –
warped basslines, flickering guitars, jerky
beats, jagged violins – that pulls the songs
into differing shapes without interrupting
their flow. What’s missing is that sense of
real emotion, the euphoria or misery that
makes for great pop. They touch upon it
with the single Ch-Ching, which sounds like
they haven’t forgotten the experience of
working with Beyoncé on No Angel, and the
girl-group-flavoured R&B of Moth To The
Flame. But until they abandon themselves
with more fervour they’ll be ones to visit,
not to live with. ���

STEVE YATES

Download: Ottawa To Osaka | 
Ch-Ching | Moth  
To The Flame 

THE CHEMISTRY SET
THE ENDLESS MORE AND MORE
FRUITS DE MER, OUT 22 JANUARY

More warped sonic experiments from
lysergic veterans.

This psych-rock trio  
were scorching the 
retinas of London gig-
goers with their liquid 
light show as long ago as 
1988. Judging by Albert 

Hoffman, an ode to the Swiss scientist who 
first synthesized LSD, their horizons haven’t 
expanded significantly since. However,  
since re-forming in 2011, it’s obvious that 
decades of research in the field have added 
a professorial grouchiness to their trippy 
experiments. A Cure For The Inflicted 
Afflicted is a gnarly Madchester groove 
about the evils of consumerism, while  
The Splendour Of The Universe is the sort 
of trumpet-assisted cosmic shuffle Ian 
Brown once specialized in. It may lack the 
magnesium flare explosiveness of the new 
wave of psychedelic pupils such as Pond, 
but there’s enough phosphorescent 
melodies here to brighten anyone’s day. 
����

PAUL MOODY

Download: Albert Hoffman | A Cure  
For The Inflicted Afflicted 

CLUB CHEVAL
DISCIPLINE
PARLOPHONE, OUT 29 JANUARY

Stirring electro-soul from Gallic quartet.
A troupe of electronic 
producers from Lille in 
northern France, Club 
Cheval slice up modern 
soul and Daft Punk 
basslines to create a 

fresh, European twist on R&B. Individually 
known as Myd, Sam Tiba, Panteros666  
and Canblaster, names which probably 
make no more sense in French than  
they do in English, their debut album  
proves surprisingly coherent given the 
number of chefs in the kitchen. A clutch of 
songs voiced by US vocalists provide the 
foundation, with From The Basement To 
The Roof’s house groove enriched by  
soulful Los Angelean Phlo Finister and 
Miami singer Rudy adding Weeknd-like 
appeal to Nothing Can Stop Us Now’s  

new jack swing throwback. The 
instrumental interludes  

pack less of a punch,  
though the title track 

comes alive to the  
kind of irresistible  

dance beat still  
done best across the 
Channel. ���

RUPERT HOWE

Download: From  
The Basement  

To The Roof | 
Nothing Can  
Stop Us Now |  
Discipline

Chairlift: “ones 
to visit, not to 
live with.”
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GIRL 
POWER
Moody London trio
make a substantial
mark on second LP.

DAUGHTER
NOT TO 

DISAPPEAR
4AD, OUT  

15 JANUARY

Misery 

supposedly loves company, but on

their follow-up to 2013’s If You 

Leave, Daughter genuinely sound

as if they could choose a life of 

complete hermetic solitude, phone

buried in the garden, doorbell 

disconnected. The world created

by the trio is so complete, so 

intricate and inward-looking, that

it’s initially difficult for passing 

strangers to find a door into their

shuttered inner life. Singer Elena

Tonra’s voice has a hushed, private

quality, almost as if she’s whispering

under her breath – or maybe one

specifically targeted ear – while Igor

Haefeli’s guitars and Remi Aguilella’s

drums agitate and jitter behind her.

If listening to this record feels

like eavesdropping, however,  

what’s overheard is emotional 

dynamite. Alone/With You is a 

superb dissection of what happens

when being with another person

is even worse than being alone, 

while Numbers, with its grimly 

punning title, feels like The xx  

in desperate freefall. 

There are flashes where 

Daughter do move closer to the 

world outside, though. Doing The

Right Thing deals with ageing and

mental health in a way few bands

would dare, while there is even a

flicker of rueful humour on Alone/

With You, where Tonra decides 

getting a dog might solve her 

problems, or on the urgent flare of

No Care, where nobody ever asks

her to dance because, “I only know

how to flail.” They might want to be

alone, but when they are this good,

Daughter are going to have trouble

keeping the crowds away. ����

VICTORIA SEGAL
Download: Alone/With You | No

Care | Doing The Right Thing

Was it difficult to write a

song with such harrowing

subject matter as Doing

The Right Thing?

“It was one of those songs  
that just came gushing out.  
It was originally about my 
grandmother and how I feel 
about Alzheimer’s and 
dementia, and how much her 
illness affects me. I was trying to 
see things from her perspective, 
but it does shift a bit to me 
talking to my mother as well and 
the way that she must be feeling 
about her own mother. It floats 

around a bit. Maybe it’s one of
those things that I just needed to
write about but I probably didn’t
realise that until I had written it.”
Why did you decide to 

commission short stories 

and short films to accompany 

the album?

“We worked with [directors] 
Iain Forsyth and Jane Pollard  
for the films, and Stuart Evers 
wrote the short stories. It was 
just a really lovely idea; we really 
wanted to make something 
beautiful that felt like short 
films, but didn’t just feel like us 

miming along because we’re
quite rubbish at that! I think we
found it very interesting to see
how our stuff would translate.”
Are you lyrically influenced 

by short stories?

“I was introduced quite recently 
to [American sci-fi short story 
writer and novelist] Ray 
Bradbury, who I didn’t know that 
well beforehand, but I think I’m 
much more about people and 
memories and places – real-life 
situations that I store up in my 
head which slowly all fall out  
into some kind of song.”

Daughter’s Elena Tonra tells Victoria Segal about 
crafting the band’s intricate second album.

Daughter (Elena Tonra, 
centre: “her voice has a 
hushed, private quality, 
as if she’s whispering 
under her breath.”) 



to see why. For those who know their Slade 
from their Kenny, the sheer attention to 
detail makes numbskull anthems such as It 
Ain’t Easy and Roll The Balls irresistible. For 
the uninitiated, their Sweet-toothed mix of 
terrace chants (Watch Your Step (Do  
The “Do One”)) and jaunty sing-alongs  
(You Can Do Everything) possess a guileless  
good-time swagger almost entirely lacking in 
modern rock. The result? A boot-stomping 
blast from start to finish. ����

PAUL MOODY

Download: Roll The Balls | It Ain’t  
Easy | You Can Do Everything

GUADALUPE PLATA
GUADALUPE PLATA
EVERLASTING, OUT 8 JANUARY

Third album from crazed Spanish trio.
Living in three separate 
cities means the 
members of Guadalupe 
Palata rarely rehearse,  
let alone socialise, but 
they’ve single-handedly 

spread the gospel of psychotic rock’n’roll 
(think Jon Spencer, but more deranged and 
more basic) across their native land. Their 
shaking, rattling third album (confusingly 
the other two were also self-titled) finds 
them howling at the Iberian moon once 
again, with Pedro de Dios Barcelo’s vocals so 
Andalusian-accented even other Spaniards 
have trouble following. No matter: their 
readiness to rumble transcends such trifles 
as comprehension. The brooding, mostly 
instrumental Hueso De Gato Negro has 
echoes of Interstellar Overdrive-era Pink 
Floyd, but when they slow things down on 
the opening Tormenta, there’s real tension 
and intricacy, while the closing Tengo El 
Diablo En El Cuerpo grinds its merry way to 
spooked ecstasy. ���

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: Tormenta | Hueso De Gato 
Negro | Tengo El Diablo En El Cuerpo

ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
NEW VIEW
FRENCHKISS, OUT 22 JANUARY

Ex-Fiery Furnace sets her own scene.
On Because I Asked  
You, one of the most 
immediately striking 
songs on Eleanor 
Friedberger’s third solo 
album, the singer issues 

demands in an ambiguously sinister way, 
ending with the quiet instruction, “think 
about it/I’ll be here all night.” New View,  
the follow-up to 2013’s Personal Record, 
shares that persistent quality, setting up 
home in the corner of your head after the 
briefest acquaintance. A move from 
Brooklyn to Upstate New York might  
have accentuated the homely roll of A Long 
Walk or Two Versions Of Tomorrow, but 
Friedberger rarely plays it straight. Even 
open-hearted love song All Known Things  
is sprung with art-rock guile, while her 
elegantly resonant voice hits an exotic 
compass point between Patti Smith,  
Chrissie Hynde and Dagmar Krause. In every 
way, a tantalising prospect. ���� 

VICTORIA SEGAL

Download: He Didn’t Mention His 
Mother | All Known Things | Because I 
Asked You

GIUDA
SPEAKS EVIL
BURNING HEART, OUT NOW

Italian bovver rockers prove it really
was alright in the ’70s.

Ever since 2010 debut 
Racey Roller, this  
Rome quintet have  
been enthusiastically 
rummaging through  
the glam-rock junk shop, 

building a cult following in the process. 
Listening to their third album, it’s easy  

THE FAT WHITE FAMILY
SONGS FOR OUR MOTHERS
WITHOUT CONSENT, OUT 22 JANUARY

From 2006 to ’09, The Fat White
Family’s Saul Adamczewski
fronted fresh-faced Peckham
punkers The Metros. Today,

gap-toothed, raddled and deranged of stare, his portrait
could be used to scare teens into living healthily.

He’s in the perfect group for it. Not for Fat White
Family are the sensible paths of getting styled and
trying to make hits: instead, this “cartoon industrial”
band embrace grime, contradiction and deviancy, and
make music that, like 2013’s Champagne Holocaust,
serves as a scrambled, art-rock corollary to Sleaford
Mods’ broadsides of societal fracture.

Descending into the squalid basement of their
minds, passive-aggressive opener Whitest Boy On The
Beach is a perverse blend of La Düsseldorf, Hot
Chocolate and Alvin Stardust. The unruly palette
endures throughout, with dirges, ersatz country and
cracked pop variously suggesting Clinic, Throbbing
Gristle and Blackpool cults Ceramic Hobs. Lyrically,
trigger warnings may be necessary. There is a singsong
horrorscape invoking murderous GP Harold Shipman,
while Goodbye Goebbels is a ghastly folk rumination on
the Nazi propaganda minister. Less oppressively, a kind
of poetry is achieved on the nauseated Love Is The
Crack (“…of somebody else’s whip,” sings crowd-
invading frontman Lias Saoudi), while We Must Learn
To Rise hums with righteous anger as it rewrites
revolutionary hymn The Internationale.

With all this totalitarianism, class war and murder,
it seems success’ jeroboams of bubbly may still be
some way off. But in building a monolith of grot in their
own image, Songs For Our Mothers is gruesomely
successful. And as they could expire at any moment,
you’d better see them while you can. ���

IAN HARRISON

Download: Whitest Boy On The Beach | Love Is The
Crack | Tinfoil Deathstar

GRIME PAYS
Britain’s filthiest band spread
the disease with second effort.

NEW ALBUMS
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The Fat White Family: 
“building a monolith of 

grot in their own image.”



HINDS
LEAVE ME ALONE
LUCKY NUMBER, OUT 8 JANUARY

Exuberant Iberian garage-pop.

The debut from Madrid’s
Hinds has all the
ramshackle thrill of
hearing a band coalesce
before your very ears.
These attitudinal scamps

from the lively Spanish garage scene have
only been properly active for two years, and
Leave Me Alone pretty much represents
their sum-total repertoire to date. With its
reverb-drenched lead-guitar twangs,
lurching tempos and lyrical references to
drunk texting (see Fat Calmed Kiddos),
it’s like London’s Palma Violets’180as
covered by the1977-model Slits. The
untetherable twin-vocal yowling from
Carlotta Cosials and Ana Garcia Perrote and
attendant ultra-basic beat action doesn’t let
up from the get-go. It’s impossible not to be
swept up in the exuberance. ����

ANDREW PERRY

Download: Garden | Fat Calmed Kiddos

| Chili Town

HOWES
3.5 DEGREES
MELODIC, OUT 15 JANUARY

Cryptic electronica from Mancunian

newcomer.

An increasing number of
electronic musicians, it
seems, are closing their
laptops to take up the
challenge of tweaking
knobs and sliders on the

old modular synths once used by pioneers
like Tangerine Dream and Kraftwerk. So
while Salford producer John Howes is only
22, his working methods reference the pre-
digital age, conjuring waveforms from
home-made analogue tech and recording
the results live to cassette tape. Little
surprise, then, that the eight determinedly
abstract instrumentals which make up his
debut make few concessions to popular
taste, but there’s a single-minded purpose

and quirky invention to his stripped-down
arrangements, notably Concagnis’s wobbly
echo-chamber synths and OYC’s woozy
drones and invocation of analogue past 
masters Boards Of Canada. Enigmatic, but
still worth puzzling over. ���

RUPERT HOWE

Download: Concagnis | OYC | Overveen

BENJI HUGHES
SONGS IN THE KEY OF ANIMALS
MERGE, OUT 29 JANUARY

Album of two halves from scattershot

American.

In November 2014, six
years after his debut, A
Love Extreme, failed to
set the world on fire,
North Carolina’s Benji
Hughes re-emerged to

self-release four albums simultaneously.
One year on, Songs In The Key Of Animals
is the first to get a UK release. Unfortunately,
it shares much in common with that debut:
self-conscious wackiness abounds, not least
on Girls Love Shoes, which is as trite as the
title suggests. The over-punctuation is the
least unnecessary thing about the lame pop
of Shark Attack!!!!!!!!!!!, meanwhile. The
second half is noticeably more restrained,
and all the better for it. The classic soul
flourishes of Freaky Feedback Blues are
nicely judged, while the piano-led Song For
Nancy is oddly stately, given what’s gone
before. Sadly, you imagine many listeners
won’t have persevered that far. ��

PHIL MONGREDIEN

Download: Magic Summertme | Song

For Nancy

KATE BOY
ONE
FICTION, OUT NOW

Long overdue debut from Stockholm-

based electro-pop duo.

At this point you have to
wonder whether Kate
Boy have missed the
boat. Northern Lights,
one of this debut’s
highlights, was first

released three years ago, long before the
battle for synth-pop hegemony had
produced a clear victor. Released now in the
slipstream of Chvrches’ second outing, you
sense this slow-to-materialise effort isn’t the
knockout blow they need. Undoubtedly,
Kate Boy deliver sleek, confident synth-pop,
all bolstered by Kate Akhurst’s ability to light
up the choruses of Midnight Sun and When
I Was Young like a solar flare. It’s frustrating,
then, that this talent is often squandered,
particularly with Self Control and Human
Engine both confusing repetition with
infectiousness. Kate Boy have everything
they need to make a great album. Here
they’ve settled for an average one. ���

GEORGE GARNER

Download: Midnight Sun | When I Was

Young | Northern Lights

 

 

 
 

Kate Boy: delivering 
“sleek, confident  

synth-pop.”

Helping the 
aged: Doors 

fan James Bay.
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TRADING PLACES
Rap kingpin is in danger of losing his authority.

RICK ROSS
BLACK MARKET
DEF JAM, OUT NOW

He made his name

as the self-styled

“Teflon Don”, but

lately some of the

dirt surrounding

supersize Southern rapper Rick Ross has

started to stick. In June 2015, he was arrested

for marijuana possession, then found himself

jailed after allegedly pistol-whipping the

groundsman at his Georgia mansion and

has since seen his on-off relationship with

model Lira Galore become the subject of

lurid tabloid speculation.

So far none of these incidents have

hindered Ross’s remarkably durable musical

operation, with 2015’s Black Dollar mixtape and

surprise remix of Adele’s Hello swiftly followed

by this, his eighth studio album in under a

decade. Recorded while awaiting sentence for

the pistol-whipping charge, Black Market

doesn’t tackle any of his tribulations directly.

Instead Ross attempts a modest makeover,

tempering his trademark bravado with low-

slung ’90s funk, honeyed soul and moments of

atypical introspection. Opener Free Enterprise

features a cameo from John Legend and

fatalistic verses that nod to The Notorious

B.I.G., while Sorry is a richly orchestrated R&B

act of contrition anchored by Chris Brown,

another fallen idol with plenty to apologise for.

Similar walk-on appearances from CeeLo

Green, Mariah Carey and Mary J Blige,

however, are merely window-dressing.

It should be the album’s unrepentantly gangsta

middle section that supplies the heft –

Ross’s triumphalist swagger has hustled

five of his previous albums to the top of

the US charts. But whether sparring

ineffectually with Nas (One Of Us), making a

clumsy claim for ownership over other rappers’

works (Ghostwriter) or indulging in lurid

pornographic fantasy (Peace Sign), his once

winning formula now sounds wanly formulaic.

That Teflon coating may prove a liability,

after all. Ross here is in danger of slipping

into irrelevance. ��

RUPERT HOWE

Download: Free Enterprise | One Of Us | Sorry

CONRAD KEELY
ORIGINAL MACHINES
SUPERBALL, OUT 22 JANUARY 

…Trail Of Dead man’s eclectic, 24-track

solo debut.

Though their legacy is 

forever tied to their 

instrument-obliterating 

live shows in the  

early noughties,  

Texan alt-rock hellraisers 

…Trail Of Dead are best viewed as vehement 

defenders of the principles of art for art’s 

sake. Co-frontman/multi-instrumentalist 

Conrad Keely especially, it seems, loves 

giving the listener music to chew upon,  

if not to outright choke. Naturally, then, his  

first solo outing, Original Machines, arrives 

as a little ol’ 24-track affair, which is also 

available with an accompanying 52-page  

art book. Fortunately, what sounds 

antagonistic in premise actually proves  

to be a brilliant odyssey through the eclectic 

backwaters of Keely’s imagination. He  

still delivers fuzzed-out, concussed riffs  

on Hills Of K-Town, but there’s also 

playfulness and even a catchy melody  

on Engines Of The Dark. Call it pretentious. 

Call it self-indulgent. But you can’t call  

it dull. ����

GEORGE GARNER

Download: Engines Of The Dark |  

In Words Of A Not So Famous  

Man | Hills Of K-Town 

KING CHARLES
GAMBLE FOR A ROSE
BUFFALO GANG, OUT 22 JANUARY 

Marcus Mumford’s mate sees the bigger

picture on anthemic second.

Never underestimate  

the power of unrequited 

love. The hair-pulling, 

loin-aching burn has 

informed much of 

Charles’s work on this 

second album. His teenage pal Marcus 

Mumford is on production duties and the 

folk superstar has taken these songs – such 

as Choke, brand new, or Loose Change, 

dating back to the time where the pair would 

gig with Charlie Fink and Laura Marling – and 

infused many of them with a powerful and 

unashamedly anthemic roar. While his debut 

album skittered charmingly around 

Afrobeat, pop and folk without ever quite 

knowing when or where to settle, here he’s 

mastered blisteringly big choruses. Even 

better, among the bombast he also allows 

the gentle beauty of a track such as St 

Peter’s Gate to shine too. ����

ROB FITZPATRICK

Download: Choke | Loose Change  

For A Boatman | St Peter’s Gate

AIDAN KNIGHT
EACH OTHER
FULL TIME HOBBY, OUT 22 JANUARY

Canadian hipster makes his charge.
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Rick Ross: “his once 
winning formula now 
sounds wanly formulaic.”



With two middling
experimental folk
albums behind him,
29-year-old Aidan Knight
is finally hitting his stride.
He’s no stranger to

playing almost unaccompanied, and the
uncomfortable St. Christina and the
malevolent, quietly manic, lullaby closer
Black Dream both nuzzle into recent Adele
collaborator Tobias Jesso Jr territory. Yet
when he stretches himself musically and
brings a band in, he’s another scion of
Canada’s alt-royalty – hence You Are Not
Here, which marries shattering near-jazz
drumming with Knight’s mournful vocals.
Better still, Each Other’s epic centrepiece
The Arp finds Knight taking the kitchen-sink
approach and towards the end a celestial
choir battles gamely against Americana
twang and crashing cymbals. Seemingly
destined for also-ran status, Knight is now
coming up on the rails. ����

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: The Arp | You Are Not Here |

Each Other | Black Dream

DYLAN LEBLANC 
CAUTIONARY TALE
SINGLE LOCK, OUT NOW

Redemptive third outing for hard-

drinking Alabaman.

A few years ago, Dylan
LeBlanc was a young
protégé who first signed
a record deal in his teens
and looked set for grand
success. But after

touring two gorgeously sorrowful records
he fell into a time of hard drinking and
crippling self-doubt and headed home to
Alabama. His third album is a reflection on
this time, and is a great stride forward – no
small compliment for a songwriter who
already stood so fully-fledged. The songs
this time have a depth and a warm maturity,
a Neil Young sensibility coupled with
a soul-singer sensuality and a distinct
pop edge. His voice is a different instrument
now too, playing with a certain sexual
ambiguity on tracks such as Look  
How Far We’ve Come and Lightning &
Thunder. With impeccable production and
contrib    
Howar    
Shakes      
sense o
and am

���
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BAABA MAAL
THE TRAVELLER
MARATHON ARTISTS, OUT 15 JANUARY

Senegalese music ambassador’s 11th.

There’s no escaping the
peripatetic impulse
behind this album: 
Maal met producer
Johan Hugo Karlberg
of French-Swedish-

Malawian popsters The Very Best on Damon
Albarn’s Africa Express train tour in 2012.
After inviting The Very Best to play at his
Blues du Fleuve festival in Senegal, the two
worked on an album that mixes voguish
electronics with West African melodies
around a theme of global transit. It’s 
pleasing listening: over rhythmic, melodious
backdrops, Maal’s voice and guitar continue
to hypnotise, with Gilli Men imparting choral
desert mystique, Traveller’s big pop surge
and techno-blues epic Jam Jam. Any notions
of over-easiness – Lampenda would suit
an online bank advert, in particular – are
dispelled by poet Lemn Sissay’s traumatic,
spittle-flecked guest vocal on War, which is
then soothed by a mellifluous take on his
magic realist work Peace. ��� 

IAN HARRISON

Download: Gilli Men | Traveller | Peace

MONEY
SUICIDE SONGS
BELLA UNION, OUT 29 JANUARY

Don’t be fooled by its title. Serious-

minded Mancs’ second LP is a joy.

Given its title you 
wouldn’t expect the
second album from
Manchester trio Money
to be a barrel of laughs.
Suicide Songs, however,

is more life-affirming than a record 
described by its creators as “morbid and
bleak” has any right to be. If 2013’s debut
was a mix of Foals’ furrowed-brow 
seriousness and defunct Mancunians  
Wu Lyf’s shouting intensity, here Money
change the settings to widescreen. Opening
double-header I Am The Lord and I’m Not
Here are transcendental walks to the top of
the mountain; strummed acoustics and
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Aidan Knight: 
“finally hitting  
his stride.”

Buried treasure: 
Adele dumped  
an album’s worth 
of material.



CHARLES MURDOCH
POINT
FUTURE CLASSIC, OUT NOW

Australian producer conjures sober

art-space house music.

Introducing himself

with a clutch of

captivating remixes in

2013, Brisbane-born

producer Charles

Murdoch has since been

developing a melancholically airy and

streamlined strain of electronic music

that draws on house, bass and R&B.

A Charles Murdoch production is lush

and dreamlike, full of extra-curricular

ear candy and creamy propulsion – and on

his full-length debut album, for Sydney-

based label Future Classic, he exhibits

the same disdain for the breakdown as

anyone of the anonymous, backwards-cap

wearers of the “tropical house” movement.

Across the eight tracks, he does it with

such spectral sobriety that you feel like

applauding, but the great draw – and

drawback – of Point is his laser-like focus.

This is a wonderfully crafted and sequenced

album – it’s like 45 minutes spent gazing

out the window of a clinically spare

art-space. But you do end up wishing

Murdoch would let it all go once in

a while. ★★★

ROB FITZPATRICK

Download: Back To It ft. Banoffee

and Oscar Key Sung | Open ft. Chloe

Kaul | Straws

THE MYSTERY JETS
CURVE OF THE EARTH
ROUGH TRADE, OUT 22 JANUARY

Overdue fifth album from Twickenham

prog-pop outsiders.

A decade on from their

emergence as leaders of

an Eel Pie Island scene

frequented by Jamie T,

Laura Marling and

Adele, these West

London oddballs are yet to fully inhabit

chart airspace. It’s a nagging frustration

that has led to a three-year hibernation

following 2012’s introspective, conservative

Radlands, and, you sense, a chance to lick

their wounds before returning to the fray.

“To be famous and thin is the greatest

goal of the age we’re living in,” laments

frontman Blaine Harrison in six-minute

epic Saturnine – think Mind Games-era

John Lennon in a flotation tank – while

Midnight’s Mirror is a waspish piece of

score settling. However, the meticulously

arranged synths, crackling guitars and

electronic glitches ensure the attention

never wavers. Bombay Blue and Bubblegum

are proof that, at heart, The Mystery Jets

are simply a truly great pop band waiting for

their moment. ★★★★

PAUL MOODY

Download: Saturnine | Taken By

The Tide | Bombay Blue | Midnight’s

Mirror | Bubblegum

BLOC PARTY
HYMNS
INFECTIOUS MUSIC/

BMG, OUT 29 JANUARY

With a knack for

danceable art-pop

brimming with

sexual angst,

Bloc Party were one of the biggest indie

bands of the mid-noughties. The years since

their heyday have been fractious, however.

Frontman Kele Okereke has released two

solo efforts and their 2012 album Four, which

was supposed to be a heartening reunion after

a two-year hiatus, was accompanied by the

impression that they couldn’t stand the sight of

each other. That gave way to another two-year

break, and the departure of drummer Matt

Tong and bassist Gordon Moakes. It seemed

the game was up.

Hymns is something of a surprise return,

then. Drummer Louise Bartle and bassist

Justin Harris step in alongside Okereke and

guitarist Russell Lissack. With some of their

peers from a decade ago reinvigorated of late –

Franz Ferdinand banding together with Sparks

or the increasingly orchestral Editors – the

question is can Bloc Party regain the former

glory that they once seemed so blasé about?

This fifth record is a sideways take on

religious music. While Okereke has been keen

to stress in recent interviews that he hasn’t had

a personal epiphany, he’s chosen to explore

his spiritual side. Trademark ramblings on life,

death, sex and drugs have been tempered with

choral backing vocals that evoke bells and

smells, and synth lines mimicking gospel

organs. Opener The Love Within sounds as

though an evangelical church has co-opted

Berlin’s Berghain club, while the repetitive

chanting of Only He Can Heal Me is two parts

Opus Dei to one part ambient electro. The

churchly vibes often feel like a pastiche –

especially on the twangy Americana of The

Good News – but you suspect that it’s all part

of the plan. While Bloc Party Mk II don’t quite

reach the dizzying heights of hits such as

Banquet or Flux, Hymns restores your faith

in both their ability and ambition. ★★★

HANNAH J DAVIES

Download: The Love Within | Fortress | Exes

Chips off the old Bloc: (from
left) new recruits Justin Harris
and Louise Bartle with Kele
Okereke and Russell Lissack.
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SONG IS
Revitalised art-pop movers get spiritual on fifth outing.

THIS RECORD IS A
SIDEWAYS TAKE ON
RELIGIOUS MUSIC.



NEW ALBUMS

NIGHT BEATS
WHO SOLD MY GENERATION
HEAVENLY, OUT 29 JANUARY

Toxic neo-psych from Texas.

In his latest pop-cultural 
tome, Sex Pistols 
biographer Jon Savage 
identifies 1966 as  
“the year the decade 
exploded”. In this 

lysergically enlightened Texan trio’s world, 
the ’60s are still spewing forth Nuggets-y 
lava as if the intervening 49 years never 
happened. Their third album pulsates in 
glorious obliviousness to all interim 
“developments” in rock, bar Clinic (see 
Danny Lee Blackwell’s nasal moan),  
and Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, whose 
Robert Levon Been co-produces. In vision 
and reverb-drenched sound, Who Sold  
My Generation explores the gaps left by 
Night Beats’ Texan ancestors, The 13th 
Floor Elevators: Bad Love tilts at mid-’60s  
soul through a nightmare prism of brown 
acid, while Sunday Mourning busts  
a riff worthy of Gary Glitter’s Rock  
And Roll Part 2. Under this music’s potent 
influence, ’66 indeed feels like a magnificent 
place to be. ����

ANDREW PERRY

Download: Power Child | Sunday 

Mourning | Bad Love

NZCA LINES
INFINITE SUMMER
MEMPHIS INDUSTRIES, OUT 22 JANUARY

Expanded synth-pop outfit make

sci-fi themed return.

Michael Lovett’s self-
produced 2012 debut  
as NZCA Lines was a 
perfectly realised 
electronic-pop calling-
card which showcased 

his skill as both songwriter and producer. 
Now bolstered by the arrival of Charlotte 
Hatherley (formerly of Ash) and Hot Chip’s 
touring drummer Sarah Jones, Lovett’s 
follow-up is a different kind of record 
altogether. A dense, electronic-alternative 
hybrid reminiscent of M83 and Metronomy 
(whom Lovett joined briefly as live 
keyboardist in 2014), it’s intended to  
evoke a future Earth whose 
sybaritic inhabitants party in the 
shadows cast by the dying Sun. 
This ambitious concept 
inspires some suitably 
dramatic music, from the 
surging electro of Persephone 
Dreams to Sunlight’s quasi-
R&B bounce and Jessica’s 
fluttery acoustic guitars, even 
if Lovett’s gauzy falsetto 
and cryptic lyrics mean the 
backstory tends to drift out 
of focus. ���

RUPERT HOWE

Download: Persephone 

Dreams | Infinite 

Summer | Jessica

TIM O’BRIEN
POMPADOUR
HOWDY SKIES, OUT 15 JANUARY 

Grammy-winning troubadour gets back

into the solo swing of things.

Tim O’Brien is one of the
most talented stars in
the country firmament.
He’s also one of the most
whimsical. After a
prolonged focus on

collaborative releases, here he returns
with a personal “break-up album” and
Whatever Happened To Me and I’m A Mess
For You register the agonising palpitations
of a broken heart superbly. But this
approach is diluted by the jarring frivolity
elsewhere. His banjo cover of James
Brown’s Get Up Offa That Thing is fun,
and the sound of O’Brien proclaiming,
“I look like Christopher Walken run amok
with the styling gel” on the title track
certainly raises a smile. But these laughs are
costly: they only dilute the power of what
O’Brien does best. ���

GEORGE GARNER

Download: Whatever Happened To Me

| I’m A Mess For You | The Water Is Wise

AOIFE O’DONOVAN
IN THE MAGIC HOUR
YEP ROC, OUT 22 JANUARY

Modern bluegrass pioneer goes back

to his Irish roots.

As a founder of
progressive bluegrass
leading lights Crooked
Still, Boston-born Aoife
O’Donovan took a
musical tradition and

breathed modern ideas into it. On her
second solo album she attempts a similar
trick with Celtic folk, bringing pop and
country flavours back to one of their
primary sources. O’Donovan would often
spend summers with family back in Ireland, 
and her father hosted a Celtic programme in 
Boston, so the music isn’t entirely foreign to 
her – yet she never quite achieves the same 

level of reinvention as she did with 
Crooked Still. Stanley Park, 

Hornets and Magpie carry a 
wistful, charming nostalgia 

Courtney 

Barnett

Sometimes I 

Sit And  

Think, And 

Sometimes I 

Just Sit
HOUSE ANXIETY/

MARATHON 

ARTISTS, 2015

“I really like 
Courtney 

Barnett. She’s 
great, her 

words are so 
cool. It’s not 

often that I will 
follow someone 

purely on the 
lyrics. She’s got 

some great 
tunes, too, but 
her words are 
just the best.”

ISTEN 

TO THIS...
Johnny  

Marr
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about them, but maybe it’s a generation  
too removed, making In The Magic Hour’s 
nods to tradition often superficial rather 
than tapping into the music’s deepest 
heartbeat. ���

ANDY FYFE

Download: Stanley Park | Magpie | 

Donal Óg

PANIC! AT THE DISCO
DEATH OF A BACHELOR
ATLANTIC, OUT 15 JANUARY

A solo album in all but name.

Since 2013’s Too Weird 
To Live Too Rare To Die!, 
Panic! At The Disco 
frontman Brendon Urie 
has dispensed with the 
services of drummer 

Spencer Smith and relegated bassist  
Dallon Weekes to touring only. As a result, 
like a Nevada Mick Hucknall, he’s the only 
member of his band. Urie co-writes 
everything and plays guitars, drums and 
keyboards, but it’s a confused affair  
where he foolishly tries to croon like Frank 
Sinatra on the title track and never quite 
nails down whatever the big idea was 
supposed to be. Still, there are moments to 
cherish, not least when Urie hijacks The 
B-52’s’ Rock Lobster on Don’t Threaten Me 
With A Good Time and declares, “You’re just 
like Mike Love, but you’ll never be Brian 
Wilson” on Crazy=Genius. A trusty sidekick 
might be the way ahead. ��

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: Don’t Threaten Me With  

A Good Time | Crazy=Genius

ROD PICOTT
FORTUNE
WELDING ROD, OUT 15 JANUARY

Nashville-based songwriter really

needs a hug.

It’s hard to shake the 
impression that 
someone has done  
a proper number on 
New England native Rod 
Picott. “You kept track of 

all my failures and counted them one by 
one/Said it was only for my own good but 
you sure looked like you had fun”, goes one 
of the bitterest lyrics of his seventh album. 
Picott has always mined friends and family 
for inspiration, but here, with a small  
band accompanying his acoustic guitar,  
he more often turns the spotlight on 

himself, raw and uncompromisingly direct 
in a way that only an album recorded  

in a few short days can be. The humour 
he can still find among the family 
dysfunction of Uncle John, however, 
shows that even the most wronged 
are capable of doing so much

that’s right. ����

ANDY FYFE

Download: Maybe That’s What

It Takes | Until I’m Satisfied |

I Was Not Worth Your Love

NZCA Lines: 
they’ve made “a 
dense, electronic-
alternative hybrid.”



SANTIGOLD
99 CENTS
ATLANTIC, OUT 22 JANUARY

Gloomy third outing for once-glittery

Santi White.

When native 
Philadelphian White  
first materialised in  
2008, her potential 
seemed limitless.  
Smart, cool and 

impeccably connected (Pharrell, Diplo,  
Mark Ronson, etc), she was M.I.A. without 
the preposterous UN aspirations, preferring 
her hi-tech world-pop to do the boundary-
breaking. Seven years on, 99 Cents  
arrives after another momentum-killing 
gestation period, its nocturnal, dystopian 
mood near-unrecognisable from her debut’s 
effervescence. Bouncey Kim Wilde-meets-
Yellow Magic Orchestra opener Can’t  
Get Enough Of Myself amusingly comments 
on selfie-era auto-commodification, but  
any playfulness surrounding the album’s 
titular pound-shop themes quickly 
evaporates amid a sound so spacious and 
tune-free as to border on emptiness. It’s 
evocative, despite the appearance of edgy 
co-conspirators like ILOVEMAKONNEN,  
of wee-hours isolation in posh studios.  
Who I Thought You Were concludes with  
a spirited middle-finger adios, but by then 
the spiritually pitch-black skies will have 
prompted most to doze off. ��

ANDREW PERRY

Download: Can’t Get Enough Of Myself 

ft. BC | Rendezvous Girl | Who I Thought 

You Were

SEA PINKS
SOFT DAYS
CF, OUT 8 JANUARY

Belfast trio evoke summer, a whole five

months early.

Having started out as a 
solo vehicle for Belfast 
singer/guitarist Neil 
Brogan, Sea Pinks 
became a three-piece 
shortly before the 2014 

release of Dreaming Tracks. Their fifth 
album – and the first written as a full  
band – opens with a red herring of squally 
feedback before opening out into a set of 
quietly thoughtful melodic indie that 

RON POPE
RON POPE & THE NIGHTHAWKS
BROOKLYN BASEMENT, OUT 8 JANUARY

Baby, he was born to twang.

Atlanta’s Ron Pope has it 
all except for that vital 
spark of originality.  
A Springsteen fan, Pope 
barely conceals his roots 
in classic rock, his 

sturdily carpentered songs echoing the 
Stones (Hell Or High Water revisits the 
Brown Sugar riff), Tom Petty and many 
more. But where Springsteen’s New Jersey 
upbringing was soundtracked by 
rhythm’n’blues’n’rock’n’pop, Georgia boy 
Pope grew up with country radio, and he has 
no fear of the earnest wobble of self-pity and 
sentimentality. There are references to 
whiskey, dreaming, self-reliance, sin and 
redemption – though also, boldly, cocaine 
(White River Junction). It’s sincere, slick, 
catchy, but like déjà vu all over again. ���

MAT SNOW

Download: Bad Intentions | Take Me 

Home | Hotel Room

DAVID RAMIREZ
FABLES
THIRTY TIGERS, OUT 22 JANUARY

Austin-based songwriter ’fesses up

to past misdemeanours.

Since striking out as a 
solo artist in 2007, 
country rocker David 
Ramirez has toured 
almost constantly on his 
own, playing anywhere, 

anytime. Now signed to Nashville indie 
powerhouse Thirty Tigers, he seems settled 
and all the better for it. Ramirez may not 
quite have Missouri’s Nathaniel Rateliff’s 
hog-holler of a voice, but he walks a similar 
knife-edge between the best of intentions 
and a less-capable reality, promises broken 
and make-ups attempted to lovers, friends 
and family. With a band willing to rock out 
for Hold On, roll with the emotional wave of 
Communion or simply leave Ramirez to his 
own guitar on Wild Bones, Fables is caked 
with the grit and dust of an entire lifetime 
lived in just a few short years. ����

ANDY FYFE

Download: Communion | Harder To Lie 

| Rock And A Hard Place | Ball And Chain

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In a spin: Matmos’ new 
LP is made entirely by 
washing machine sounds.

Songs For Walter:  
“at times captivating.”



SAVAGES
ADORE LIFE
MATADOR, OUT 22 JANUARY

Anyone who enjoyed the 

shrieking gloom of Savages’ 

2013 debut album Silence 

Yourself might have seen  

past the jolly title of their second album. There’s  

no Shiny Happy People on the follow-up from the 

London-based quartet: Adore Life is all about the 

terrible, and often exquisite lengths we’ll go to, for 

romantic solace. Indicative opener The Answer finds 

dynamic frontwoman Jehnny Beth topping off a rip-

roaring roller coaster of post-punk twitchiness with 

seemingly disconnected soundbites about the psychic

derangement of love – a condition she later calls, on

Sad Person, “the strongest addiction I know”.

As such, it’s certainly not the easiest ride for the

listener. Patti Smith is an obvious influence, from

Beth’s lovingly approximated vocal quaver to her

predilection for poetry and improvisation (the

squalling I Need Something New was apparently

actually written onstage during a gig). This is not

the Smith of Because The Night, her sublime pop

moment, rather the clarinet-wielding harpie of

borderline-skronk tunes such as 2004’s Radio Baghdad.

In among the on-the-edge momentary aggression,

however, is woven just sufficient light, shade and

melody to penetrate the existential darkness. Early

on, Evil’s disco beats transmit a hands-in-the-air

abandon; most affectingly, Adore retreats from

Savages’ self-proclaimedly Swans-inspired noisenik

coalface for a moment of calm, albeit a brooding,

somewhat overcast one. “Is it human to ask for more?”

wonders Beth, in its questioning verses. It’s this

urgently speculative spirit that makes Adore Life

a compulsive and substantial thrill. ★★★★

ANDREW PERRY

Download: The Answer | Evil | Adore

IN THE 
BLACK
Post-punk quartet continue to 
explore the existential darkness.

frequently echoes the unhurried breeziness

of Real Estate, most notably in the succinctly

sweet two minutes of Yr Horoscope and

Ordinary Daze. Elsewhere, the upbeat

jangle of the standout title track is

wonderfully offset by the melancholic

undertow to Brogan’s voice, in the space

of four minutes marking him out as a one-

man Morrissey and Marr. Throughout,

there’s a warmth to the songwriting that

seems at odds with an album released in

January. A genuine joy. ★★★★

PHIL MONGREDIEN

Download: Ordinary Daze | Soft Days |

(I Don’t Feel Like) Giving In

SLIM CHANCE
ON THE MOVE
FISHPOOL, OUT 8 JANUARY

Rootsy rock’s last of the summer wine.

There have been better

albums than The Band’s

1969 self-titled second

album, but few so

influential. Its stew of

home-grown backwoods

American styles and stories gave rock a

historical resonance and humanity that

turned the hippest heads, including the

Faces’ Ronnie Lane. But by the time Lane

quit in ’73 to play rootsy music under a

travelling circus tent, the vogue had waned,

and his post-Faces band Slim Chance lost

Raw appeal: “there’s no 
Shiny Happy People” on 
Savages’ second album.
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money. Fifteen years after his death three 

ex-Chancers reunited, and their second  

LP is an aged-in-the-wood delight of fiddle, 

mandolin, accordion, guitars and keyboards 

texturing swinging rock’n’roll. Excellent 

songs, including a reworked Poacher, are all 

played beautifully, though time has withered 

voices that were never stellar, with new boys 

Des Horsfall and the legendary Geraint  

Watkins singing best. They’ve all done 

Ronnie proud. ★★★★

MAT SNOW

Download: Done This One Before |  

The Poacher | Ragtime

SONGS FOR WALTER
SONGS FOR WALTER
AA RECORDINGS, OUT 22 JANUARY

Singer-songwriter delves into the family

album for a spot of grandad-rock.

Not for Mancunian 

Laurie Hulme the normal 

lyrical tropes of a singer-

songwriter’s debut 

album. Rather than  

songs about love, ennui 

and alienation, he has chosen to retell 

episodes from the life of his late grandfather 

– the titular Walter. Certainly, there is a 

freshness to these observations of his 

grandparents’ first date, road trips in the 

North-west of England and youthful 

flirtations with communism. It helps that  

the musical accompaniment is intelligent, 

empathetic and varied, ranging from  

the Elliott Smith acousticisms of Purple  

Blue and Nick’s Song to the more strident, 

Lemonheads-like Dunkirk, although the 

quality dips towards the end of the album. 

Whether there are enough stories left in  

his grandfather’s locker for a follow-up 

remains to be seen, but this is an at times 

captivating first step. ★★★ 

PHIL MONGREDIEN

Download: Dunkirk | Meet Me At The 

Empire | Useless | Tougher Than A 

Soldier’s Boots



SOPHIE
PRODUCT
WARP, OUT NOW

Hyperreal digital techno-pop,

with optional sex toy.

Since booting up in 2013,

London label PC Music

has created an alternate

pop universe showcasing

projects such as QT,

a living mannequin with

her own line in energy drinks, and Sophie,

the mysterious alias of in-demand producer

Samuel Long. The collective even has its own

house sound, a barrage of manipulated

sound effects and thudding beats, as

showcased on this eight-track offering via

Warp, which collects Long’s two early

singles – Bipp, all stabbing synths and

aerated rave vocals, and dubstep-style cut-

up Lemonade – and attendant B-sides. Of

the four new tracks, Just Like We Never Said

Goodbye is the pick, evoking a John Hughes

school disco scene soundtracked by Aphex

Twin, though anyone feeling the package still

lacks substance can select the full “Silicon”

option at Sophie’s webstore and receive a

dildo with their download. ★★★

RUPERT HOWE

Download: Bipp | Lemonade | Just Like

We Never Said Goodbye

TORTOISE
THE CATASTROPHIST
THRILL JOCKEY, OUT 22 JANUARY

Midwest post-rock institution’s seventh.

Still best known for

1996’s spartan, eclectic

Millions Now Living Will

Never Die, it’s fair to say

that Tortoise possess a

certain studious gravitas

more inclined to logic than emotion. It’s a

view their first LP in seven years does much

to counter, from its goofy facial composite

sleeve to its rubbery version of David Essex’s

1973 hit Rock On, and beyond. There’s  

still plenty to please the hardcore – the 

geometric title track could soundtrack 

footage of fungus growing, for example,

while Ox Duke’s out-of-sync art muzak is a

nagging non-relaxation soundtrack. But

more memorable are Yonder Blue, an 

COLDPLAY
A HEAD FULL OF DREAMS PARLOPHONE

With Gwyneth

Paltrow, Beyoncé,

Noel Gallagher and

the US President

all chipping in,

Coldplay’s seventh album is a joyous,

infectious return. A giant back-to-life

shout after the post-divorce throat-

clearing of 2014’s Ghost Stories.

DAVID BOWIE
+ ISO/COLUMBIA

This is Bowie

reconnecting with

the masterful art-

rock of his Berlin

trilogy, enticing the

listener to follow him further down

a path where sonic surprises lurk

around every corner. A rock icon at

his most intriguing and out there.

GUY GARVEY
COURTING THE SQUALL POLYDOR

Liberated from

Elbow’s obligation

to write songs

big enough for

arena stages,

their frontman revels in lovingly

crafted intimacy on his solo debut.

This offers another angle on

one of Britain’s best songwriters.

ROOTS MANUVA
BLEEDS BIG DADA

Whether it’s down  

to passing 40 or a 

desire to shake up  

his creative process, 

Rodney Smith’s first 

album in four years sounds like a 

fresh start. Funny and provocative, 

Bleeds is the sound of a powerful  

and unique voice back on peak form.

MUST BUYThe essential new albums of the last few months
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atypical Lethean ballad sung by Yo La 

Tengo’s Georgia Hubley, and the warm At 

Odds With Logic, which suggests a Richard 

Hawley Americana reverie, albeit one that 

suddenly veers off into satanic prog.  

The lack of uptightness suits them. ★★★ 

IAN HARRISON

Download: Rock On | Yonder Blue |  

At Odds With Logic

TURIN BRAKES
LOST PROPERTY
COOKING VINYL, OUT 29 JANUARY

Wispy South Londoners’ fine return.

When their first album, 

The Optimist, was 

Mercury-nominated in 

2001, Turin Brakes 

looked to be on the cusp 

of something huge. It 

hasn’t quite panned out that way, but while 

they’ve long been left behind by Elbow 

they’ve chugged along merrily enough.  

Lost Property plays to their strengths and 

builds upon the zing of 2013’s We Were 

Here. Olly Knights and Gale Paridjanian’s 

harmonies are at their most celestial on  

the unashamedly Californian swirler,  

Rome; they rock out – by their standards 

rather than say, Slayer’s – on Jump Start  

and while the title track speaks softly,  

it carries a giant melodic stick and the  

whole album yields a little more magic with 

each play. They’re building a fine body of 

work. ★★★★

VICTORIA SEGAL

Download: Jump Start | Rome | The 

Quiet Ones | 96

VARIOUS ARTISTS
GREG WILSON PRESENTS SUPER  

WEIRD SUBSTANCE
SUPER WEIRD SUBSTANCE, OUT NOW

Veteran DJ’s latest adventure.

Having risen in the ’70s  

as a black music maven 

when being a DJ meant 

spinning some hopefully 

unscratched vinyl, Greg 

Wilson rather rashly 

retired in 1983. As DJ culture blossomed,  

for the next 20 years he beavered away in 

management and production until seeing 

sense. Wilson’s Super Weird Substance is 

both a record label and a curator of multi-

genre happenings. Musically, it’s a mixture of 

euphoric Balearic beats, all-out Solar-label 

style disco and, best of all, a heroic, electro 

ramble through I Wanna Be Your Dog, which 

is sung by Kermit Leveridge, late of Black 

Grape. There’s nothing new here – Cowboys 

& Gangsters even hijacks the riff to It’s 

Raining Men – but it’s very likeable. ★★★

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: I Wanna Be Your Dog – 

Kermit Leveridge & The Super Weird 

Society | Cowboys & Gangsters – Sweet 

Tooth T | World Gone Crazy – Reverend 

Cleve Freckleton & The Sinners

VILLAGERS
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN ALL MY LIFE?
DOMINO, OUT 8 JANUARY

Baffling unsmart fourth album from

usually whipsmart Dubliners.

If last year’s morose 

Darling Arithmetic 

wasn’t the breakthrough 

Conor O’Brien’s Villagers  

have threatened since 

Becoming A Jackal and 

its successor {Awayland} were Mercury 

nominees, its hurriedly released successor 

blurs the picture further. It’s a mish-mash of 

re-recordings of tracks from their three 

albums, plus B-side Memoir and a 

serviceable Wichita Lineman cover. 

Ominously, rather than rebuild with care 

and attention, the 12 songs here were 

recorded in one day by O’Brien and four 

helpers. The six Darling Arithmetic tracks 

are more expansive, notably Hot Scary 

NEW ALBUMS

Tortoise:  
a cut above.



TINDERSTICKS
THE WAITING ROOM
CITY SLANG, OUT 22 JANUARY

Like a traditional

neighbourhood pub

that’s unexpectedly

come back into

fashion, Tindersticks

are enjoying something of a late-career

renaissance. Their continued soundtrack work

for French director Claire Denis and their

commissioned orchestral piece for the Ypres

WW1 museum have all served to broaden the

idea of what a Tindersticks record can be.

As a result, their albums no longer just

channel Lee Hazlewood and Townes Van

Zandt through a prism of English melancholy.

Elements of ’70s soul and classic R’n’B now rub

shoulders with their downcast, rainy-night-in-

Soho atmospherics. Simultaneously, singer

Stuart Staples’s baritone – once in danger of

becoming a mumbled parody – has softened

and discovered a new sense of flexibility.

The Waiting Room has taken four years to

make and its painstaking gestation is reflected

in the detail and breadth of the music you hear.

It starts, counter-intuitively, with an

instrumental. Follow Me is one of the most

stunningly beautiful pieces of music the band

have ever recorded. Its mournful, Gallic

atmospherics gently unfolding across three

heartbreaking minutes.

It’s not especially indicative musically of the

rest of the record, but its subtlety and invention

are – particularly evident in the unexpected

steel drum break in the middle of Hey Lucinda

and the intoxicating sweep of electronics and

strings that underpin Were We Once Lovers?.

What’s more, the will to confound also seems

to have seeped into their collaborators.

Savages’ Jehnny Beth, in particular, embues the

overcast melodrama of We Are Dreamers! with

a restraint often absent from her own work.

Familiar and yet not, The Waiting Room

is a rich triumph for a band that at one stage

felt like they would roll down the same set

of tracks forever. If you’ve skipped some of

their more recent efforts, you’ll be shocked by

just how innovative and impressive they’ve

become. ����

JAMES OLDHAM

Download: We Are Dreamers! | Follow Me |

Were We Once Lovers?

Brit melancholists broaden both their sound and appeal.

BLAZING SQUAD
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Summer and the title track, but this isn’t a 

bold project and they haven’t been 

expanded nearly enough. As a result, it all 

suggests O’Brien was unsure of his next 

move and misguidedly attempted to buy 

some time to plot it. ��

JOHN AIZLEWOOD

Download: The Waves | That Day

WET 
DON’T YOU
COLUMBIA/ NATIONAL ANTHEM, OUT 29 JANUARY

New York pop minimalists’ fluid debut.

At first listen, Wet’s 

debut highlights the 

Walter The Softy 

connotations of their 

name rather than 

anything racier.  

The follow-up to their self-titled 2014 EP  

is slightly wan and wispy, singer Kelly 

Zutrau’s voice atomised and airy as it  

settles over shiny modern songs like  

a squirt of polish. Yet there is more to  

Don’t You than sounding like an anaemic 

Haim or white-clad xx. The band – 

completed by multi-instrumentalists Joe 

Valle and Marty Sulkow – use modish R&B 

tics to deceptively deep advantage on Don’t 

Wanna Be Your Girl and Deadwater, nearly 

earning comparisons with the glories of  

mid-period Scritti Politti, while Small And 

Silver’s lyrics are too unsettlingly peculiar to 

be romantic. Wet might feel like high-spec, 

new-build, penthouse-suite pop, but they 

leave the suspicion that their emotional 

storage space is a mess. ���

VICTORIA SEGAL

Download: Deadwater | Don’t Wanna 

Be Your Girl | Small And Silver

YORKSTON/THORNE/KHAN
EVERYTHING SACRED
DOMINO, OUT 15 JANUARY

East-West folk team-up finds success.

As those who must 

square their jaws when 

Elvis’s Old Shep comes 

on are aware, songs 

about dear remembered 

dogs pack a punch all 

their own. As does the winning version of Lal 

Waterson’s canine tribute Song For Thirza 

on this album, a collaboration between Fife 

voice and guitarist James Yorkston, Calcutta 

strings player Suhail Yusuf Khan and English 

double bassist Jon Thorne. Blending folk 

music forms from India and the UK, with 

rhythmic heft courtesy of Thorne’s Danny 

Thompson-like low end, there’s much  

else to admire: on Knochentanz, Khan’s 

sarangi drones emotive frequencies as 

Yorkston gets lost in acoustic guitar, while  

a version of Ivor Cutler’s Little Black Buzzer 

is sweetly nutty and the bereft Broken Wave 

again finds deep poignancy. Unforced and 

rewarding. ��� 

IAN HARRISON

Download: Knochentanz | Song For 

Thirza | Little Black Buzzer

Tindersticks: unlikely  
to be participating in  
any Bushtucker Trial.



FLEETWOOD
MAC
TUSK

WARNERS, OUT NOW

Lindsey

Buckingham,

Fleetwood Mac’s guitarist and resident

tortured artiste, was taking a shower

one day in 1978 when he had an

existential crisis; “a freak-out” as he

later called it. Buckingham took a pair

of nail scissors and hacked away at his

long fulsome curls until the plughole

was blocked and he looked more like

his new hero Joe Strummer.

It was a symbolic gesture.

Fleetwood Mac’s last album, 1977’s

Rumours, had sold millions. But

Buckingham was rebelling against it

THERE’S A
CREATIVE
BATTLE OF
WILLS AT

THE HEART
OF TUSK.

battle of wills at the heart of Tusk.

Broadly speaking, in one corner:

Buckingham’s peculiar, noisy songs;

in the other his recently ex-girlfriend

Stevie Nicks with her witchy ballads

and Christine McVie and her more

conventional, very English pop songs.

The conflict is evident in the

opening numbers. Buckingham’s The

Ledge, a sort of twitchy rockabilly

song that sounds like it was recorded

in a garden shed, couldn’t be further

removed from McVie’s drive-time

radio ballad Over And Over. The jump

between the two songs is jarring. But it

happens again and again. Nicks’s Sara

floats off into the ether, all husky

harmonies and ambient rhythms, to be

followed by Buckingham’s clanging

What Makes You Think You’re The

One. It’s like falling asleep and being

ELEPHANT IN THE R M
“Lindsey’s folly” isn’t quite as foolish as it seemed at the time.

all: the sweet ballads, the harmonies

and the prevailing image of Fleetwood

Mac as arbiters of sweet, dreamy pop.

Really, Buckingham wanted to be in

The Clash.

The self-inflicted haircut was just

the beginning. On Rumours’ successor,

Tusk, Buckingham barked and howled

and recorded some of his vocals

while doing push-ups in the studio.

Received wisdom dictates that Tusk

died a death on its release in October

1979. Not quite. But the 20-track

double LP cost over a million dollars,

and managed a quarter of Rumours’

sales. Before long, Warners had

nicknamed it “Lindsey’s folly”.

Although Buckingham wanted to

mess everything up, his bandmates

would have been happier making

Rumours Mark II. There’s a creative
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The Clash

Sandinista!
CBS, 1980

The Clash even

forwent royalties

just to make this

messy triple

album of punk,

rockabilly, dub

reggae and

calypso. Still the

epitome of

art versus

commerce.

★★★★

Kate Bush

The Dreaming
EMI, 1982

Bush bid

goodbye to pop

in favour of these

odd art-rock

songs about

bank robbers,

ghosts and

aboriginal rights.

Without this,

though, no

Hounds Of Love.

★★★★

Beastie Boys

Paul’s Boutique
CAPITOL, 1989

This

otherworldly

collision of

samples and

beats challenged

the Beastie Boys’

popular

numbskull

image. The

numbskulls

hated it. But

Miles Davis

thought it

was great.

★★★★

Three more
“career-sabotaging”

albums

CARDIACS
THE SEASIDE
THE ALPHABET BUSINESS CONCERN, OUT NOW

Prog-prog-prog on the prom-prom-

prom from ’80s eccentrics.

A World War I brass

band, a fairground

carousel in overdrive,

the distressed bleeping

of a fax machine having

a nervous breakdown,

a jigging medieval jester: all these are

evoked in bewilderingly rapid succession

amid the scarpering, scatterbrained

structures of almost every track on

Cardiacs’ third album. Originally released

on cassette only in 1984 and now restored

on CD and vinyl, The Seaside crystallised

Tim Smith’s queasy, nightmarish neo-prog

vision, and its influence on later bands

(notably Blur, who would acknowledge the

debt by inviting Cardiacs on to their Mile End

stadium bill in 1995) is instantly audible.

The sole anomaly is their best-known

moment, Is This The Life?. A straight-ahead

alternative rock classic, its driving central

riff as certain as a snow plough, it’s the

greatest song The Cure never wrote.

Its very conventionality is what makes it

strange, in the context of an album on

which Cardiacs packed more ideas into

any given song than most bands manage

in an entire career. ★★★★

SIMON PRICE

Download: Is This The Life? | Jibber

And Twitch | Hello Mr Sparrow |

It’s A Lovely Day

JOHNNY CASH
MAN IN BLACK: LIVE IN DENMARK 1971
IMPULSE!/VERVE, OUT NOW

As previously seen on DVD, now a good

old-fashioned live album.

Soon after his famous

live albums documenting

prison gigs at Folsom

and San Quentin in

California, in September

1971 the ever-gigging

Johnny Cash found himself playing a more

sedate show for Danish TV. With his revue

including wife June, The Carter Family and

old buddies Carl Perkins and the Statler

Brothers, country music’s tribune of the

people clearly saw this televised concert as

an ambassadorial mission representing an

idealistic America beset by the divisions

between rich and poor, black and white,

and the then-raging Vietnam War. Thus his

personal anthem Man In Black – “just so

we’re reminded of the ones who are held

back, up front there ought to be a man

in black” – is a highlight, as is a Lovin’

Spoonful cover and three then-new

Kris Kristofferson songs, which Cash

compellingly invests with downtrodden

dignity. ★★★★

MAT SNOW

Download: Sunday Mornin’ Comin’

Down | Man In Black | Me And Bobby

McGee

rudely awakened by a bloke banging 

cymbals and blowing a kazoo at the 

end of the bed.

Yet once you’ve tuned into Tusk’s 

unusual wavelength it makes perfect 

sense. In fact, Buckingham’s bloody-

mindedness is the very thing Tusk 

needs. His spooked-sounding voice 

and spiky guitar playing is everywhere. 

He’s a vital presence on Nicks’s Sisters 

Of The Moon and Beautiful Child, and 

McVie’s sublime Brown Eyes, the best 

Fleetwood Mac song nobody ever talks 

about. Without Buckingham’s twists 

and tics, Tusk wouldn’t be half as good.

Its curious charm is best 

summarised by its one big hit single,  

the title track: a messy pile-up of 

Buckingham’s manic vocals, Mick 

Fleetwood’s tribal drums and the 

University Of Southern California’s 

marching band. It’s a pop song that’s

been taken apart and put back together

slightly wrong. And it’s magnificent.

This latest reissue contains the

remastered album, two discs of demos

and out-takes, and two discs from

Fleetwood Mac’s 1979 tour. On the

latter, they play the hits, and don’t

remove Buckingham’s muzzle until 10

songs in, when he’s allowed to bark and

howl his way through Not That Funny.

Unsurprisingly, after Tusk,

Fleetwood Mac lost their nerve and

really did make Rumours Mark II with

1982’s Mirage. But Tusk makes more

sense now than it ever did. Lindsey’s

folly is a strange, daring and often

wonderful album. ★★★★

MARK BLAKE

Download: Sara | Brown Eyes | I Know

I’m Not Wrong | Sisters Of The Moon

REISSUES
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Fleetwood 
Mac in 1979: 

“without Lindsey 
Buckingham’s 

(second right) 
twists and tics, 

Tusk wouldn’t be 
half as good.”



JOHN COLTRANE
A LOVE SUPREME:

THE COMPLETE MASTERS
IMPULSE!/VERVE, OUT NOW

Two years before he died, a jazz legend

realised his spiritual vision.

If Miles Davis’s Kind Of
Blue is the jazz classic
that midwifed funk –
specifically James
Brown’s Cold Sweat –
then1965’s A Love

Supreme did the same for the outer reaches
of acid-rock. From The Byrds to Hendrix to
Santana and beyond, they followed where
the spiritually and musically questing tenor
saxman John Coltrane led. Though he
sought a Zen-like oneness with the divine,
Coltrane’s music seldom rested, the
tumultuous pulse of Elvin Jones’s drums
and McCoy Tyner’s rippling piano an
analogue to life wherein Coltrane’s probing,
soaring sax sought a prayerful spirituality.
Half a century on, this music still takes
you to a higher place, and fans shouldn’t
miss this remaster complete with a second
CD of out-takes including earthy duetting
with saxman Archie Shepp. The3CD
iteration adds a fascinating live performance
from Antibes. �����

MAT SNOW

Download: Part II – Resolution | Part IV

– Psalm | Part 1 – Acknowledgement

Take 6 Alternate

RGE GAINSBOURG
E AT CASINO DE PARIS 1985

UMC, OUT NOW

Magnificent mid-’80s live concert from

legendary French provocateur.

The ’80s didn’t look
kindly on many ’60s
icons. However, this
rare live outing in his
native Paris found Serge
Gainsbourg in imperial

and defiant form. Six years before his
death, Gainsbourg growls and weaves his
way through super-slick, plastic soul
renditions of his work with a bite and
menace that frequently outstrips their
studio counterparts. It’s a bit like putting a
Rottweiler in an Armani suit and the results
are magnificent. Two CDs might be more
than enough for non-devotees, but for
anyone sadly unabl
visualise Serge lo
chain-smoking h
through the who
thing, there’s an
accompanying liv
DVD, too. ���

CHRIS CATCHPO

Download: Lov

The Beat | Initia

BB | Nazi Rock

BONNIE
PRINCE BILLY
POND SCUM

DOMINO, OUT29JANUARY

The past two years

have seen cult

singer-songwriter

Will Oldham (aka Bonnie Prince Billy) in

a curious period of reflection. His last

album – 2014’s Singer’s Grave A Sea Of Tongues

– was largely a reworking of 2011’s Wolfroy

Goes To Town, while 2013’s What The Brothers

Sang was a typically warped tribute to the

hitherto undetected influence of The Everly

Brothers on his back catalogue.

Pond Scum continues in a similar

retrospective vein, offering Oldham another

chance to scrutinise his work from an

unexpected angle. Consisting of three of

his Peel Sessions, it focuses on stark, mainly

solo versions of songs culled from the first

part of his career (roughly 1993 to 2001),

most of which weren’t even originally recorded

under the Bonnie Prince Billy moniker.

It’s not an obvious path to take but it works.

Jolly Five and Jolly One are both versions of

songs originally to be found on the woozy,

undervalued Get On Jolly EP released under

the name Marquis de Tren in 2000. Here the

stark, moving arrangements have the effect

of elevating these previously minor songs into

the front rank of Oldham’s work. Elsewhere,

the dark, existential ruminations of the

previously unreleased Beezle and an elongated,

six-minute shuffle through early Palace

Brothers classic (I Was Drunk At The) Pulpit

are similarly revelatory.

As the album unfolds, what initially seems

an inessential and largely arbitrary compilation

gradually starts to reveal itself as something

more important. It’s as if Oldham is pointing

us, and himself, towards treasures we’ve

missed along the way. The result is a

fascinating – and typically idiosyncratic -

addition to his canon. ����

JAMES OLDHAM

Download: (I Was Drunk At) The Pulpit |

Jolly One | The Cross

P I E CHAR
Quirky but weirdly essential Peel Session compilation

from lo-fi underground hero.
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Serge Gainsbourg:
“a Rottweiler in
an Armani suit.”

Bonnie Prince Billy:
“pointing us, and himself,
towards treasures we’ve
missed along the way.”
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BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
THE TIES THAT BIND: THE RIVER

COLLECTION COLUMBIA

This boxset, which
explores the coming-
into-being of The
River, is a dizzying
experience at times.

But it shows The Boss working out
where he wants to go, and contains all
the excitement that promises within.

LUSH
CHORUS 4AD

It’s arguable that
the recently
re-formed Camden
band’s mix of dream-
pop and indie rock

has aged better than many of their
shoegazing and Britpop rivals. This
fine five-album box is an opportunity
for some serious re-evaluation.

SMALL FACES
THE DECCA YEARS UMC

This luxuriant five-
disc boxset rounds
up the influential East
London R’n’Bers’
early years. Streaked

throughout is what the best music of
the mid-’60s was all about: incredibly
creative minds, alighting on the
unmistakable sound of the future.

VAN MORRISON
ASTRAL WEEKS RHINO

Van The Man laid 
down his second 
album at the eye-
wateringly young age 
of 23 in 1968.  

A visionary record of its time yet also 
for all time, Astral Weeks sounds 
more rapturously beautiful than 
ever. It’s what they stream in heaven. 

MUST BUYThe essential reissues of the last few months
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FRANÇOISE HARDY
TOUS LES GARÇONS ET LES  

FILLES ���

LE PREMIER BONHEUR DU JOUR ���

MON AMIE LA ROSE ����

L’AMITIÉ ����

LA MAISON OU J’AI GRANDI ���
LIGHT IN THE ATTIC, OUT NOW

Fêted Parisian singer-songwriter’s

’62-’66 output reissued.

Part of Françoise Hardy’s 
allure has always been 
that singular position she 
occupies, filling the space 
between the great 
French chanteuses and 

the brittle yé-yé girls, a pioneering singer-
songwriter with a lick of rock’n’roll. Signed 
to Johnny Hallyday’s Disques Vogue, 
between 1962 and 1966 she recorded five 
albums, and their reissue grants an insight 
into the rapid progression of her style. Her 
debut, Tous Les Garçons Et Les Filles, casts 
Hardy as a thoughtful pop introvert, but the 
production is inconsistent in tone. It’s on her 
third record, Mon Amie La Rose, that you 
sense her really setting sail: released in 1964, 
and recorded in the UK with arrangements 
by Charles Blackwell and a host of studio 
musicians (including Jimmy Page, in his pre-
Led Zep days), it has a vibrancy that her 
earlier releases lack. L’Amitié, from ’65, is a 
more sultry, hedonistic affair, capturing her 
new success and the abandonment of the 
times: hanging with the Stones, being 
pursued by Dylan. The pleasing thing is that 
across them all Hardy always sounds like the 
same artist, the gentle outsider looking in. 
LAURA BARTON

Download: Mon Amie La Rose | Dans Le 

Monde Entier | L’Amitié

SINGERS & PLAYERS
REVENGE OF THE UNDERDOG
ON-U SOUND, OUT NOW

Another early-’80s classic from the

On-U archives.

A ramshackle collective 
of over 20 musicians that 
included members of 
The Slits and PiL, Singers 
& Players were the very 
embodiment of post-

punk’s free-thinking ethos. Nominally a
reggae outfit, with their sound shaped by
producer and On-U founder Adrian
Sherwood, this1982 follow-up to the
previous year’s equally arresting War Of
Words takes dub on an exhilarating,
experimental trip. At once politically
charged, Prince Far I’s trenchant vocal on
Merchant Ship evokes the inhuman
conditions of the slave trade, and containing
some virtuoso performances, not least
Bim Sherman’s honeyed contribution
to Too Much Workload, it also pushes
reggae conventions to the limit, from the
clanking percussion and woozy vocals of
Prodigal Son to the way Thing Called Love
(Don’t Fight) morphs into a free-jazz jam
session. Essential listening for all roots
radicals. ����

RUPERT HOWE

Download: Merchant Ship | Too Much

Workload | Prodigal Son

SPARKS
THE ISLAND YEARS
ISLAND, OUT NOW

Pre-FFS, pre-Morrissey, the competitive

’70s glamour years.

Ron and Russell Mael 
have circled rock  
music like snipers for 
decades, picking off 
glam-rock hits and 
putting a bullet through 

disco’s heart in the ’70s, bringing down pop 
irony like a buffalo in the ’90s and noughties 
and now bagging Franz Ferdinand and 
critical success again in the last couple of 
years. But their earliest fizzy rush was with 
their first two albums for Island, Kimono  
My House and Propaganda. They were like  
a speed-addled Roxy Music on hits such  
as This Town Ain’t Big Enough For Both  
Of Us and Amateur Hour, songs that made 
them proper stars. Follow-ups Indiscreet 
and Big Beat saw them falter mildly.  
But as this vinyl collection (and its essential 
B-sides disc) shows, even the faltering  
was masterful. ����

DAVID QUANTICK

Download: Amateur Hour | Never  

Turn Your Back On Mother Earth |  

The Wedding Of Jacqueline Kennedy  

To Russell Mael

VARIOUS ARTISTS
COXSONE’S MUSIC — THE FIRST 

RECORDINGS OF SIR COXSONE THE 

DOWNBEAT 1960-63
SOUL JAZZ, OUT NOW

Early trove of the mighty Jamaican

producer’s output.

Many listeners consider 
the first stirrings of 
reggae as the yanking, 
brassy ’63/’64 sounds  
of Prince Buster or  
The Skatalites. This 

three-disc set of production work by 
influential label owner Clement “Sir 
Coxsone” Dodd illuminates the road that led 
there, and, like the Latin/Parisian/ska version 
of Summertime by piano ace Monty 
Alexander, what a polyglot mix it is. Featuring 
such future Skatalites as trombonist Don 
Drummond and saxman Roland Alphonso, 
plus vocal names including Owen Gray, 
Clancy Eccles and The Blues Busters, 
musical strains include lashings of New 
Orleans R&B, serious jazz and romantic-  
pop jiving, all recorded raw with crack 
musicians playing super-loose and precise at 
the same time. Among the abundant stand-
outs are Drummond’s driving Reload,  
Count Ossie’s Rasta-drumming Rock A  
Man Soul and Busty & Cool’s conscious 
What A World. Totally copacetic! ���� 

IAN HARRISON

Download: Don Drummond – Reload | 

The Mellow Cats, Count Ossie And  

The Warrickas – Rock A Man Soul |  

Busty & Cool – What A World

Sparks: “like a 
speed-addled 
Roxy Music.”



PLUS GUESTS

MARCH 2016
30  MANCHESTER ALBERT HALL
31  LEEDS 02 ACADEMY

APRIL 2016
01  NEWCASTLE 02 ACADEMY
03  GLASGOW 02 ABC
04  ABERDEEN BEACH BALLROOM
05  INVERNESS IRONWORKS
10 CARDIFF UNIVERSITY

11  BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
12  GUILDFORD G LIVE
13  OXFORD 02 ACADEMY 
15  NOTTINGHAM ROCK CITY
16  BIRMINGHAM O2 INSTITUTE
18  LONDON 02 SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE
20   IPSWICH CORN EXCHANGE
21  PORTSMOUTH PYRAMIDS
22   CAMBRIDGE CORN EXCHANGE
23 BEXHILL DE LA WARR PAVILION

A METROPOLIS MUSIC, SJM CONCERTS AND DF CONCERTS PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH CAA

NEWTONFAULKNER NEWTONFAULKNER.COM

NEW ALBUM ‘HUMAN LOVE’ OUT NOW

GIGSANDTOURS.COM  TICKETMASTER.CO.UK  GIGSINSCOTLAND.COM

TO ADVERTISE IN         

CALL JOEL STEPHAN 
ON 

0207 295 5474 
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SJM CONCERTS PRESENTS

0 8 4 4 8 1 1 0 0 5 1� � � � � � � � � � 
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 	 � � � � � � � �  � � � � � � �

SJM Concerts by arrangement with Vector Management and SOLO Agency present

GIGSANDTOURS.COM | TICKETMASTER.CO.UK | WEAREJAMES.COM

New album ‘GIRL AT THE END OF THE WORLD’ out March 18 available for pre order now

M
Bristo n Hall

Tue 3rd May
Southend Cliffs Pavilion

LIVE ACROSS LONDON

Wed 4th May
London O2  

Shepherd’s Bush Empire

Fri 6th May 
London O2  

Forum Kentish Town

Sat 7th May 
London O2  

Academy Brixton

Norwich UEA

Tue 10th May
Bournemouth
O2 Academy

Thu 12th May
Llandudno  

Venue Cymru Arena

Fri 13th May 
Manchester Arena

Sat 14th May 
Leeds  

first direct Arena

  May 
Hull City Hall

Tue 17th May 
Newcastle City Hall

Thu 19th May 
Glasgow  

The SSE Hydro

Fri 20th May 
Birmingham  

Barclaycard Arena

Sat 21st May 
N m  

Royal Concert Hall

 6

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

MANIC STREET 
PREACHERS

S J M  C O N C E R T S  &  D F  B Y  A R R A N G E M E N T  W I T H  X - R A Y  P R E S E N T S

CELEBRATING THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF 

EVERYTHING MUST GO
PERFORMING THEIR CLASSIC ALBUM AND MUCH MORE

28 SWANSEA LIBERTY STADIUM
 PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS  SUPER FURRY ANIMALS & PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING

MAY 2016
13 LIVERPOOL ECHO ARENA                        
14 BIRMINGHAM GENTING ARENA       
16/17 LONDON ROYAL ALBERT HALL                                 
20 LEEDS FIRST DIRECT ARENA                                                     
21 GLASGOW THE SSE HYDRO              

GIGSANDTOURS.COM I 0844 811 0051 I TICKETMASTER.CO.UK I 0844 826 2826 
MANICSTREETPREACHERS.COM  I  t@MANICS  I  f/MANICSTREETPREACHERS

P L U S  S P E C I A L  G U E S T S
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We are interested in viewing ALL quality collections 

of vinyl records ANYWHERE in mainland UK. We will 

travel to you at any time that is convenient for you.

Contact Neal or Steve, all enquiries will be

promptly answered.

info@thesoundmachine.uk.com

0118 957 5075 07786 078 361

thesoundmachine.uk.com

Follow us on: FREE VALUATIONS 01494 436644
email - music@usebriggs.com

AND ALL ROCK & POP MEMORABILIA
FROM THE 50’s, 60’s, 70’s & 80’s

WE WILL PAY UP TO FOR AN ORIGINAL  
CONCERT POSTER, FOR THE

AND FOR AND
FOR AND  AND 

VERY HIGH PRICES FOR OTHER 1960’s & 1970’s 
ROCK AND POP MEMORABILIA
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IS YOUR MUSIC COLLECTION

GETTING OUT OF HAND? The Collectable Storage Specialists

Create your own Organiser with our
ELQGHU DOEXPV� DUFKLYDO Y SRFNHW UHƓOO

sleeves and indexing accessories

Vinyl Record Storage

Digitisation
Audio Players and
Recorders

15% OFF

Special
Readers Offer

Your First 
Order*

Visit: ZZZ�DUURZƓ�OH�FRP�40�� | Call:0800 027 0636
8VH�SURPRWLRQDO�
FRGH��4����

Transform your Collection now with an Arrowfi le Archival Storage Solution. Say Goodbye to untidy
stacks of discs, records lost or cracked cases. Put your hands on any Artist/Album in a fl ash!

CD/DVD Organisers

CD/DVD/Blu-Ray Accessories

The Professionals Choice

For All Your Archival Storage Needs
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� Talk to us: QMail@Qthemusic.com | Twitter.com/QMagazine | Facebook.com/
QMagazine | QMail, Q, Endeavour House, 189 Shaftesbury Avenue, London WC2H 8JG

LETTER OF THE MONTH JOHNNY BE GOOD
So Johnny Marr wonders [My 10 
Commandments, Q354] “why 
certain kinds of musicians are 
City fans and others are United 
fans – I think it’s the difference 
between being indie and 
corporate” and then mentions, 
derogatorily, it’s why he’s 
different to Red Devils fan Mick 
Hucknall. Let’s not forget, 
Johnny, that ambassadors of 
“indie” Thom Yorke, Richard 
Ashcroft and Bernard Sumner are 
also proud United fans, but I 
can’t imagine you’d consider 
yourself to be so “different” from 
them? C’mon, Johnny, let’s keep 
football allegiances out of music. 
BTW, loved the new live album! 
Jake Fellows, Stock ort

MUSIC SOUNDS 
BETTER WITH Q
Thank you again, Q, for your 50 
Best Albums Of 2015 round-up 
[Q354]. I’ve subscribed to Q for 
over 10 years now and as a matter 
of course I always buy your top 
three recommendations and 
have rarely been disappointed. 
And this year’s purchases – Jamie 
xx, Julia Holter and Tame Impala 
– are as good as anything from 
previous years, which just goes  
to show that despite reports of 
the music industry supposedly 
going down the pan, at least the 
“music” is not affected. And yet... 
the brilliant new 
Deerhunter album 
(right) never made
the cut. How come?
Pete Johnstone,
via Q Mail

SPINE
MESSAGE
Q354
There are higher amounts of
Beta-1 frequency band (“13–19

Hz”) brain wave activity 
experienced by lucid 
dreamers, like [Q354 cover 
stars Coldplay’s] Chris Martin. 
Austin Refoy, via Q Mail

A STAR IS REBORN
Excellent review of the new � Bowie album in the last 
issue, Q – can’t wait to hear it next year. And I won’t be
put off by a mate of mine who texted me, after seeing the
video for the � single, that “it’ll be a load of pretentious,
bloated jazz-rock twaddle with Scott Walker-type gibberish
about moonbeams or some such ‘cosmic’ bollocks”. Bit
unreasonable, I thought, especially considering that the
Dame is still, even at 68, the most adventurous, fascinating
and unpredictable solo artist this country has ever produced
and whenever he releases an album it is always a proper

event. Andrew Poulter, via Q Mail

David Bowie: 
“adventurous, 

fascinating and 
unpredictable.”

Louise Taberner Rowlands, Boa Vista,
Cape Verde

Chris Sherlock Tanner, Hastings,
Barbados

Gary Davidson, Sólheimajökull 
Glacier, Iceland

The 
World 
of
Meet the world’s 
best-travelled 
magazine!

Red army: Man 
Utd have many 
rock star fans.
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Caption
Compe

Q

has teamed u
at Charvel to
the chance t
Mod So-Ca
worth £709

Charvel’s devotion to t
and innovation dates back
and its spiritual home of S
From those days onward
earned its reputation for
preferred by many of the
technically accomplishe

The sleek, hot-rodde
1HH (right) features a m
neck with classic San Di
profile, compound-rad
fingerboard with22 jum
frets, Seymour Duncan
SH-6N Distortion (ne
and T6-6 Distortion
(bridge) humbucking
pickups with three-w
toggle switch. You als
get a single-ply flat bl
pickguard, single kn
black master volum
top-mounted outpu
recessed Floyd Ros
Original double-loc
tremolo and R3
locking nut, Charv
tuners and black
hardware. Phew!
� For more
info, visit www.
charvel.com

TIED TO THE ’90s
Last month’s feature “100
Greatest Albums of The
’90s” [Q353] was a great
read and had some
interesting entries,
but where the hell
was Depeche Mode’s

   
Q353 THE 

WINNING 

CAPTION:

“It might  

well look  

crap, but  

it’s coconut-

proof, 

apparently.”

Martin  
Driscoll from 
Worcestershire 
came up with  
this beauty and  
wins a Gretsch 
Patrick Stump 
signature guitar, 
worth £699. 
Congratulations, 
Martin! 

MONTH’S CAPTION CHALLENGE

ctic Monkeys’ Alex Turner and friend at a fancy dress 
 nd your entry – the funnier the better – including your 

 o captioncomp@Qthemusic.com or on a postcard to the 
  ddress. See below for more details. Closes: 20 Jan 2016.

To win, email your caption to: captioncomp@Qthemusic.com or post to the usual Q address before 20/1/16. One winner will be chosen by the panel. Winner will be notified, by email, 7-10 days after the closing date and must respond to 

Q within 14days or another winner may be chosen. Q will not respond to questions about its chosen winner but will provide winners’ names and the home towns, provided a request is made to the usual Q address and accompanied 

with a SAE. One entry per person and you must be over 18 and live in the UK. Prize is non-negotiable with no cash alternative. Personal data will be collected by Q and passed to prize provider to process entries. See http://www.

bauerdatapromise.co.uk/ for more details. Full T&Cs apply, see http://www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-terms.html. Any queries, email: QMail@Qthemusic.com

iolator and Soundgarden’s
uperunknown? Both essential
nd the latter being the last
great grunge album before
the genre imploded!  
PS: nice Tame Impala gig
review by the way.

Mark Rodriguez, via Q Mail

WIN! A Charvel Pr
So-Cal Style 1 HH
worth £709.

A Charvel Pro-
Mod So-Cal 
Style 1 HH, 
yesterday.

VIVE LE ROCK
Just wanted to say how awesome 
U2 were in bringing Eagles Of 
Death Metal onstage with them 
in Paris recently. A massive 
gesture from both groups. People 
Have The Power indeed…
Simon Allen, via Q Mail

Depeche Mode: 
“essential” in 
the ’90s. 
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W

hen did someone last
call you Vincent?
Just a couple of days
ago. I was having my

picture taken with this young band 
who’d won a spot on my [annual 
gig] Christmas Pudding Show and 
the guitarist says to me, “I really 
wanna thank you, Vincent.” And  
I went, “Are you my mom?!” 
[Laughs] My mom’s the only one 
who calls me Vincent. Groucho 
Marx gave me the name Coop, so I 
like to be called either that or Alice.
When did you last swear at  
the TV set? 
Every once in a while I’ll be 
watching the debates on TV and 
Donald Trump will say something 
and I’ll go, “Damn!” Because it’s so 
outrageous! Or Hillary Clinton will 
come on and I’ll go, “Oh, damn!” 
You can’t help it! A lot of people are 
going, “Let me get this straight, 
Trump against Hillary? Is that the 
best you guys can do?!” [Laughs]
When were you last shocked  
by something?
All the time. Especially at the Paris 
thing. You know, rock’n’roll’s not 
shocking at all. Though I guess we 
shocked audiences pretty easily in 
the ’70s: here’s a guy with a girl’s 
name with snakes and make-up 
and blood and guillotines… yeah, 
they were well and truly shocked. 
But I hope we never get over the 
shock of somebody going into a 
concert and killing a bunch of 
people for no reason. It’s not a 
religious or a political thing. It’s 
just a bunch of guys who want to 
kill people. That’s shocking.
When were you last in a fight?
Oh, man, I think that was when I 
was a kid and the band was playing 
in Tucson, Arizona. You have to 
remember this is cowboy town  
and we had hair halfway down our 
backs. So there’s this bunch of 
Mexican guys and greasers outside 
who decided they were gonna take 
us out. So our promoter comes in, 
breaks a bunch of chairs, passes us 

the legs and goes, “One in each
hand. We’re gonna have to fight
our way out.” It was like a brawl out
of the movies. I finally got in the
car and as we were driving away I 
go, “That was kinda fun!” [Laughs] 
When did you last throw a golf 
club in disgust?
I have never done that. I’ve played 
with guys who’ve done that and 
we call them helicopter shots, 
you know, “fy-fy-fy-fy…” [does 
sound of helicopter blades] And 
I always tell these people, 
“Hey, you know what, 
you’re not good enough 
to get mad.” I treat it as 
a game. I play six times 
a week. If you have an 
addictive personality 
like I do, you have 
to be very careful 
about what you’re 
addicted to. 
That’s why I used 
to have a problem 
with alcohol and 
drugs: once I tried 
something that I 
liked, it meant it was 
there every day, all day. 
What’s the last thing you lost?
I lose my phone probably twice  
a day and it’s because I really don’t 
like it. I don’t like the idea that 
you’re locked into this thing which 
your whole world revolves around. 
I just carry a little flip-phone to  
call my wife and kids or my road 
manager, not the sort that can  
call in air strikes on Iraq like  
most people have.
What’s the last thing you think 
about before falling asleep?
I try to find that moment where 
you drift between consciousness 
and unconsciousness. I’m always 
having adventure dreams where 
I’m James Bond and I’m in total 
control of a situation which in real 
life I wouldn’t be. [Laughs]
� Alice Cooper headlines Stone Free 

Festival at London’s 02on 18 June. 

Tickets on sale now.

“I’M ALWAYS HAVING ADVENTURE 
DREAMS WHERE I’M JAMES BOND…”

ALICE COOPER

The legendary shock rocker on brawling, 

addiction and golf swings…

You wouldn’t want to be 
stood behind Coop in a 

queue for the urinal.
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